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AUG 2 6 2015
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION

OF OREGON

UM 1690

In the Matter of

PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION OF
OREGON,

Voluntary Renewable Energy Tariffs for Non-

Residential Customers.

ORDER

DISPOSITION: STAFF'S RECOMMENDATION ADOPTED AS AMENDED;
PHASE 11 OPENED

This order memorializes our decision, made and effective at the public meeting on August

25, 2015, to adopt Staffs recommendation as amended. We adopt Staffs recommendation,

set forth in the Staff Report attached as Appendix A, as amended to read:

Accept the VRET Study and close Phase I of Docket UM 1690. Open
Phase II and direct Staff to file a report by October 15, 2015, that
addresses the threshold question in the statute: whether, and under what

conditions, it is reasonable and in the public interest to allow electric

companies to provide voluntary renewable energy tariffs to nonresidential

customers. Interested persons may file comments to Staffs report, which

will be presented at a Special Public Meeting to be scheduled at a later
date.

Dated this ->GT day of August, 2015, at Salem, Oregon.

Susan K. Ackermaa

Chair
John Savage

Ccwnm^ioner

Stephen M. Bloom

Commissioner

A party may request rehearmg or reconsideration of this order under ORS 756.561. A request for rehearing or
reconsideration must be filed with the Commission within 60 days of the date of service of this order. The request
must comply with the requirements in OAR 860-001-0720. A copy of the request must also be served on each
party to the proceedings as provided in OAR 860-001-0180(2). A party may appeal this order by filing a petition
for review with the Curuit Court for Marion County in compliance with ORS 183.484.
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PUBLIC UTILITY COMfVIISSION OF OREGON
STAFF REPORT

PUBLIC MEETING DATE: August 25, 2015

REGULAR X CONSENT

DATE:

TO:

FROM: Ruchi Sadhir

EFFECTIVE DATE

August 13,2015

Public Utility Commission

s. .^ ^

.^THROUGH: Jason Eisdorfer

SUBJECT: OREGON PUBLIC UTILITY COMMISSION STAFF:
(Docket No. UM 1690) Voluntary Renewable Energy Tariffs for Non-
Residential Customers. Docket opened by HB 4126.

STAFF RECOMtVIENDATION:

Accept the Voluntary Renewable Energy Tariff (VRET) Study and close Phase 1 of
Docket No. UM 1690. Open Phase 2 for parties to file responses on the threshold
question in the statute: whether, and under what conditions, it is reasonable and in the
public interest to allow electric companies to provide voluntary renewable energy tariffs
to nonresidential customers.

DISCUSSION:

Background

House Bill (HB) 4126 (2014 legislative session) directs the Public Utility Commission
(PUC or Commission) to conduct a study to consider the impact of allowing electric
companies to offer VRETs to their nonresldential customers. See Attachment 1 of the
VRET Study for HB 4126. HB 4126 further sets forth public policy factors the
Commission is to consider in subsequent phases of implementing HB 4126. Staff
conducted the VRET Study through several workshops that set study guidelines, with
stakeholder comments and reply comments on an issues list, and by developing VRET
models to help consider the impact ofVRETs. The attached Phase 1 VRET Study
memorializes the study process, stakeholder input, and results to be considered in
Phase 2.

APPENDIX A
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Subsequent Phases ofUM 1690

Staff anticipates two subsequent phases of UIV11690 to fuliy implement HB 4126:

> Phase 2. The Commission must consider the results of the VRET Study in
conjunction with the five statutory factors (listed below) to determine whether,
and under what conditions, it is reasonable and in the pubfic interest to allow
electric companies to provide VRETs to non residential customers. This
determination is considered the "threshold question" for this multiphase docket.
in Phase 2, the Commission has the option to decide that VRETs are not
reasonable and not in the public interest, which would result in not allowing the
electric companies to offer VRETs and close this docket. The Commission also
has the option of finding that VRETs are reasonable and in the pubiic interest,
potentially with the adoption of certain conditions, which could lead to Phase 3 of
this Docket

> Phase 3. if the Commission determines in Phase 2 to ailow electric companies to
offer VRETs to nonresidential customers, then, in Phase 3, the Commission may
authorize an electric company to fiie a schedule with the Commission to establish
rates, terms, and conditions of services offered under the VRET, subject to any
conditions adopted in Phase 2, HB 4126 requires all costs and benefits
associated with a VRET to be borne by the nonresidentiai customer receiving
service under the VRET. In determining whether to approve a VRET schedule in
Phase 3, the Commission must consider the same five statutory factors (listed
below).

Analysis

Phase! VRET Study

Staff used the five statutory factors listed in HB 4126 to organize the VRET Study on the
impact of allowing electric companies to offer VRETs to their nonresidenfial customers.
Because the Commission is directed to use these statutory factors in subsequent
phases of HB 4126, Staff determined that the VRET Study would be more effective
through focus on these factors as well. The five statutory factors are:

Statutory Factor (1) Whether aiiowing eiectric companies to provide VRETs to
nonresidential customers promotes the further development of significant
renewable energy resources;
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Statutory Factor (2) The effect of allowing electric companies to offer VRETs on
the development of a competitive retail market;

Statutory Factor (3) Any direct or indirect impact, including any potential cost-
shifting, on other customers of any electric company offering a VRET;

Statutory Factor (4) Whether the VRETs provided by electric companies to
nonresidential customers reiy on electricity supplied through a competitive
procurement process; and

Statutory Factor (5) Any other reasonable consideration related to allowing
electric companies to offer VRETs to their nonresidential customers.

The Phase 1 VRET Study is attached. The VRET Study provides information about:
(1) HB 4126 background and requirements, (2) stakeholder workshops and public
comment, (3) staff-developed study guidelines, (4) existing energy policies and
frameworks, (5) VRET Models developed to inform the study, (6) analysis of issues
related to statutory factors in HB 4126, (7) analysis of issues related to the threshold
question in HB 4126, and (8) results to consider in Phase 2. In addition, there are five
attachments to the VRET Study: (1) HB 4126, (2) summary of relevant existing tariffs,
(3) summary table of direct access programs, (4) World Resources Institute summary of
"green tariffs" being considered across the country, and (5) staff summary of comments
received by stakeholders on the Phase 1 issues list.

HB 4126 directs the Commission to consider the results of the study in Phase 2. Staff
considered a great deal of input and materials, as evidenced by the attached study and
attachments, and makes the following findings, which are followed by key questions for
Phase 2.

1. There is not a clear, agreed-upon definition ofaVRET, nor does HB 4126
provide a definition or list of attributes of a VRET in Oregon. Staff understands
that many stakeholders describe a VRET as a utility offering that allows non-
residential customers to voluntarily elect to pay a higher rate than their typical
customer tariff because they are seeking renewable energy suppiy, an ability to
make a "green power claim," and/or long-term and less-voiatile energy costs.
This description permitted a wide range ofVRET models offered by stakeholders
with differing design features involving system ownership, types of eligible
renewable energy resources, load aggregation, utility role in connecting to third
party renewable energy suppliers, and use of Qualifying Facilities under PURPA
(among others). This wide range ofVRET models led to different impacts when
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the statutory factors were considered, which raised different poiicy issues and
potential conditions.

2. Considering a wide range of VRET models was a helpful exercise to discover
potential issues that may or may not be resolved through concfitions. However, it
is not necessary to develop a hypothetical, detailed VRETmode! in order to
determine appropriate and reasonable conditions in Phase 2. In addition, it is
difficult for staff and stakeholders to answer the threshold question of whether to
allow VRETs without also considering potential conditions that would constrain
subsequent, more detailed VRET filings in Phase 3. This circular analysis
suggests that the threshold question of whether to allow VRETs and potential
conditions on VRETs should be answered together to best inform stakeholders,
the Commission, and Staff.

3. The key questions, summarized below, that Staff determined through its analysis
of the threshold question and statutory factors should be, at a minimum, the
focus of Phase 2, which will help to focus parties' responses on the threshold
question and potential conditions. Analysis of the statutory factors revealed to
Staff that there are significant issues and considerations that couid constrain a
VRET, including, but not limited to;

> Furthering Development of Significant Renewable Energy Resources:
Tailored REC-based products are already available under existing utility
tariffs and may fulfill the needs of some non-residential customers
interested in making a green power claim through a utility green energy
product, but a tailored REC-based product may not be sufficient to be a
VRET.

> Preventing Cost Shift to Non-Partiapating CustomGrs: VRETs must
prevent cost shifting (strictly prohibited in HB 4126), which implies the
need for the accounting of utility system costs similar to transition
adjustments in direct access programs and limits the utilities' options in
designing a VRET that is attractive to those nonresidential customers
seeking a !ow-cost green power product.

> Effect on Competitive Retail Market While HB 4126 ailows thai the
Commission's policies to eliminate barriers to competitive retail markets
does not bar approval of a VRET, negative impacts to the competitive
marketpiace and fairness concerns may require a level playing field
between a VRET and direct access programs.
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Key Phase 2 Questions about VRET Conditions

Staff's consideration of each statutory factor in the attached VRET Study induded key
points of analysis and key questions, which could lead to conditions, to consider in
Phase 2, Staff suggests that, at a minimum, parties' responses in Phase 2 address
these questions.

Furthering Development of Significant Renewable Energy Resources
1. What conditions, if any, should be applied to a VRET in order to promote further

development of significant renewable energy resources (e.g. resource age
limitations, resource geographic limitations, use of Renewable Portfolio Standard
(RPS) for definitions or baseline, etc.)?

2. Are there unbundled Renewable Energy Credit (REC) (as defined in Oregon's
RPS laws) only products, which do not include the electricity associated with the
REC, that would promote further development of significant renewable energy
resources?

Effect on the Competitive Retail Market
3. Should a VRET condition require parity between VRET requirements and direct

access requirements (e.g. transition adjustment, participation cap, election
windows, etc.)?

Effect on the Competitive Retail Market & Preventing Cost Shift to Non-Partidpating
Customers

4. In order to prevent the potential for negative effects on the competitive retail
market and cost-shifting to non-participating customers, should a VRET condition
not allow a regulated utility to own a renewable resource for VRET service
energy supply?

Preventing Cost Shs'ft to Non-Partlcipating Customers
5. Should a VRET condition require identification of ali potential costs, risks, and

mitigation measures and require demonstration that alt direct and indirect
impacts to nonparticipating customers are prevented?

Reliance on a Competitive Procurement Process
6. Should a VRET condition require the use of a competitive procurement process if

certain triggers are present (e.g. utility ownership of a VRET resource or
aggregation of resources for subscription), and, if so, what triggers would require
the need for a competitive procurement process?

APPENDIX A
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Any Other Reasonable Consideration
7, Should a VRET condition require the use of third party renewable energy

verification?

Key Phase 2 Questions about Threshold Question

Given the public policy issues in each statutory factor discussed above that should be
resolved through VRET conditions, the Commission must decide whether it is
reasonable and in the public interest to allow utilities to offer a VRET En the frrst place.
As used in Section 3(2) of HB 4126, Staff's counsei advises that the meaning of the
phrase "is reasonable and in the public interest" is informed by the five factors set forth
in Section 3(2)(a)-(e), In Phase 2, the Comrrnssion will need to weigh these five factors
and conclude whether it is reasonable and in the public interest to allow VRETs to be
offered by utilities to nonresidentia! customers. En Staff's view, the Commission's public
interest inquiry should include the following considerations:

1. Whether it is reasonable and in the public Interest to allow utilities to provide
nonresidential customers with an additional renewable energy product choice
because those nonresidential customers do not have sufficient options for
renewable energy products through existing policies?

2. Whether it is reasonable and in the public interest for regulated utiiities to be able
to offer a new renewable energy product choice that is valuable to customers
because there are benefits in the regulated utility making such an offering?

3. Whether it is reasonable and in the public interest to create a VRET program that
is only available and accessible to a limited customer base, which involves
administrative burden on Staff and a broad range of stakeholders, to allow
utilities to offer a product that they may already be able to offer by forming an
affiliate through direct access?

Generally, Commission orders interpreting the meaning of "in the public interest" are specific to the
statute at Issue in that proceeding. For example, in the context of utility mergers, "public interest" under
ORS 759.375 means there is "no harm" to the public if the merger is allowed. See Order No. 09-169.
But, in the context of an entity acquiring a utility, "public interest" under ORS 757.51 1 means there must
be "net benefits" to the public if the acquisition is allowed. See Order No. 06-082. In the context of
ORS 757.415(2)(b) (purposes for which securities and notes may be issued), the Oregon DOJ has opined
that "compatible with the public iriterest" is explained by the context of the other language/factors/criteria
set forth in that particular statutory section.

APPENDIX A
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Phase 2 Process

Staff received feedback from several stakeholders that Phase 2 should be held in
abeyetnce until a joint stakeholder developed model is fiied, which would re-open the
docket. However, after further consultations, stakehoiders withdrew this suggestion
because stakeholders recognized that a single VRET mode! should not be used as the
basis of deciding whether any VRET could be offered.

On the other hand, staff and parties have found it difficult to answer the threshold
question of whether any VRET should be allowed to be offered without a VRET
definition or VRET design. The public interest context and analysis of the five statutory
factors and potential conditions would best inform responses to the threshoid question:
whether, and under what conditions, it is reasonable and in the public interest to allow
electric companies to provide voluntary renewable energy tariffs to nonresidentia!
customers. Even though there are two subparts of the threshold question, in essence,
there is one question asking whether the public interest benefits of offering a VRET
outweighs the costs of implementing necessary conditions to that VRET. In addition,
answering the two subparts of the threshold question in isolation or in sequence may
unnecessarily elongate an already long process because there may be duplication in
answers.

Therefore, staff recommends that the Phase 2 process consist of briefs or comments
that address threshold question. Staff envisions two rounds of simultaneous
briefs/comments in a defined schedule set by an Administrative Law Judge, Staff also
suggests that testimony may not be necessary in Phase 2 because there does not
appear to be evidentiary issues of fact.

PROPOSED COIV1M1SSION MOTION:

Accept the VRET Study and dose Phase 1 of Docket No. UM 1690. Open Phase 2 and
direct the electric companies and interested parties to submit filings that address the
threshold question in the statute: whether, and under what conditions, it is reasonable
and in the public interest to allow electric companies to provide voluntary renewable
energy tariffs to nonresidential customers.

UM 1690 - HB 4126 Voluntary Ranewabie Energy Tariffs

APPENDIX A
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UM 1690 PHASE 1 VRET STUDY

Staff conducted the UM 1690, Phase 1 Study of Voluntary Renewable Energy Tariffs
(VRET) with stakeholders between June 2014 and July 2015, Here, Staff provides
information about: (i) HB 4126 background and requirements, (II) stakeholder
workshops and public comment, (II!) staff-developed study guidelines, (IV) existing
energy policies and frameworks, (V) VRET models developed to inform the study, (VI)
analysis of issues related to statutory factors in HB 4126, (VII) analysis of issues related
to the threshold question in HB 4126, and (VIII) results to consider in Phase 2. !n
addition, there are five appendices: (1) HB 4126, (2) summary of relevant existing
tariffs, (3) summary table of direct access programs, (4) World Resources institute
summary of "green tariffs" being considered across the country, and (5) Staff summary
of comments received by stakeholders on the Phase 1 issues list.

1. Backsround

House Bil! (HB) 4126 (2014 legislative session) directs the Public Utility Commission
(PUC or Commission) to conduct a study to consider the impact of allowing electric
companies to offer VRETs to their non-residential customers. The law requires the
study to be subject to public comment in a manner determined by the Commission. HB
4126 further sets forth public policy factors the Commission is to consider in subsequent
phases of impiemenfing HB 4126. See Appendix 1 for HB 4126. Staff conducted this
VRET study through several workshops that set study guidelines, with stakeholder
comments and reply comments on an issues Eist, and by developing VRET models to
help consider their impacts.

A. Study Organization around Five Statutory Factors

In this Phase 1 study, Staff used the five statutory factors listed in KB 4126 to organize
the study on the impact of allowing electric companies to offer VRETs to their non-
residential customers. Because the Commission is directed to use these statutory
factors in subsequent phases of HB 4126, Staff determined that the study would be
more effective through focus on these factors as well. In addition, the statutory factors
drove the development of the issues list. The five statutory factors are;

(1) Whether allowing electric companies to provide VRETs to non-residential
customers promotes the further development of significant renewable energy
resources;

(2) The effect of allowing electric companies to offer VRETs on the development of a
competitive retail market;

APPENDIX A
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(3) Any direct or indirect impact, induding any potential cost-shifting, on other
customers of any electric company offering a VRET;

(4) Whether the VRETs provided by electric companies to non-residential customers
rely on electricity supplied through a competitive procurement process; and

(5) Any other reasonable consideration related to allowing electric companies to
offer VRETs to their non-residential customers.

II. Phase 1 Workshops and Public Comment

Phase 1 of this docket involved public comment and three stakeholder workshops
regarding VRET statements of principles, development of study guidelines, VRET
models, and a draft issues fist. Finally, Staff requested public comments and reply
comments on VRET models and answers to the questions In the final issues list

The first workshop on June 2, 2014, primarily involved an overview of HB 4126 and
discussion of the suggested process to implement the bill. The second workshop on
June 23, 2014, included a panel of potential customers and a panel with PGE,
PacifiCorp, and World Resource Institute (WRi) to discuss the need for a VRET, along
with discussion about comments on statements ofVRET principles. The third workshop
was on August 12, 2014. It invoEved discussion about the study guidelines, VRET
models developed by Staff, and refinements to the issues list. In general, stakeholder
perspectives and views about VRET statements of principles and development of study
guidelines, VRET models, and the issues Hst were provided to staff throughout
workshops and written comments.

On November 7, 2014, Staff requested public comment on the VRET models and
answers to the questions in the final issues list. Comments were received on
December 12, 2014, by Iberdrola Renewables LLC (iberdrola). Renewable Energy
Markets Association (REMA), Renewable Northwest (RNW), PGE, Shell Energy (Shell),
WRI, Your Access to Marketing Services (YAM), Center for Resource Solutions (CRS),
PadflCorp, Northwest & Intermountain Power Producers Coalition (NIPPC), Industrial
Customers of Northwest Utilities (ECNU), Noble Americas Energy Solutions LLC
(Noble), Citizens' Utility Board (CUB), and Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE).
Reply comments were received on January 9, 2015, by Obsidian. PGE, RNW, ICNU,

The "potential VRET customer panel included CH2MHiU, Facebook, Ciiy of HiSlsboro, Oregon Miiilary
Department" Oregon National Guard, City of Portland, Staples, and Waimart Staff notes that there were
several other customers that were interested in a VRET, but were not able to be panel participants in a
pubilc workshop setting.

APPENDIX A
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PacifiCorp, CUB, Noble, and NIPPC. Obsidian also provided comments regarding a
straw proposal on February 9, 2015.

HI. Development of Study Guidelines

Through the workshops, Staff and workshop participants found it difficult to discuss
impacts of a VRET because there was no clear definition of a VRET in HB 4126. Staff
determined that it was important for workshop participants to have a common
understanding of how a VRET couid be designed in order to study impacts of a VRET.
Staff adopted three guidelines (Guidelines) to keep the study focused and help achieve.
a better understanding of potential VRETs that could help discover impacts of aflowing
VRETs for non-residential customers. The three GuideHnes are that VRET models
should be: (1) new and not currently available, (2) not duplicative of another mode!, and
(3) likely to be offered by the regulated utility.

For its first Guideline, Staff decided that the study should concentrate its review on
potentia! utility renewabie service offerings that were new, meaning not clearly permitted
prior to the enactment of HB 4126. This Guideline arose out of the workshops in which
some stakeholders advocated broadening the study to incjude service offerings that
were allowed under pre-existing law. Staff reasoned that its first Guideline was
necessary to keep the Study on track and not become overwheimed or over-burdened
with the review of numerous non-VRET offerings (stakeholders referred to existing or
potential service offerings as "models" to be studied). This is not to say that offerings or
models that were allowed under pre-HB 4126 iaw were not discussed. They are
important for background and context to a potential VRET offering (See subsequent
"Existing Energy Policies and Frameworks" section). However, the Guideline was
intended to ensure that the majority of the study effort was directed to the in-depth
review of possible VRET offerings.

Staff notes that its first Guideline is consistent with the language ofHB 4126, which
expressly directs the Commission to study the impact of utiiity-offered VRETs. Staff's
counsel further advised that a fair reading of HB 4126 is that it was enacted to permit a
type of service offering by an electric utility that was not clearly allowed by the then
existing law. As such, it is reasonable for the study to focus its energies on the review
of such newly-permltted service offerings.

2 See, e.g., International Ass'n of Fire Fighters, Local 3564 v. City of Grants Pass, 262 Or App 657 (2014)
(Courts presume that when the legislature enacts a statute, it does so with full knowledge of the existing
condition of the law and with reference to it); Matter of Marriage of Greenfield, 130 Or App 632 (1994) (in
enacting legislation, legislature's awareness of existing law is presumed).

APPENDIX A
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For its second Guideline, Staff determined the study should not consider VRET models
that were dupircative of each other. This principle arose out of workshops in which some
stakeholders proposed models that, while differing in minor details, essentially were
identical to a model proposed by another party.

For its third and last Guideline, Staff decided to limit the study to VRET modeis that
"were likely to occur." Staff's third Guideline is consistent with the specific HB 4126
language "allowing" a utility to voluntarily "offer" VRETs to non-residential customers.
This Guideline arose because during the workshops some stakeholders desired to have
the study consider models that the utilities expressly stated they would not offer.

Through these guidelines, workshop discussion, and stakeholder comments, Staff
developed and refined several VRET models that were referenced in the issues list as a
concrete way to conduct the study to "consider the impact of allowing electric
companies to offer VRETs to their non-residential customers" as required in HB 4126.

IV. Existinfl Enemy Policies and Frameworks

To help envision a VRET fitting in the Oregon energy landscape, Staff and workshop
participants needed background and context on existing energy policies and
frameworks as part of the study. This context was important, in particular, because of
Staff's first Guideline that focused VRET models on those that were new and not
permitted prior to the enactment of HB 4126. Several workshop participants asserted
that this contextual information was a necessary precursor to the study, and Staff
agreed to include this contextua! information in this memo. Staff provides the following
brief descriptions of existing energy policies and frameworks in Oregon that are relevant
to the study of a VRET. Staff has also provided a list and brief description of existing
IOU tariffs relevant to VRET discussion in Appendix 2.

Staff notes that NfPPC has argued the "voluntary" nature of a VRET refers to the option of customers to
take VRET service, not whether the utilities could choose to offer it. NIPPC points to legislative history for
support of this interpretation. In HB 4126 public hearing testimony (House Committee on Energy &
Environment, February 6, 2014), legislative counsel analogizes the VRET for nonresidential customers to
the voluntary renewable energy programs for residential customers (such as the PaclfiCorp "Blue Sky"
option or the PGE "Green Source" option), which the utiiities are required to offer as part of a "portfolio of
options." See ORS 757.603(2)(a) \SB 1149 (-1999)]. After consideration of the express language of
HB 4126, and application of relevant rules of statutory interpretation, Staffs counsel advised that while an
electric company has the option of providing a VRET, it is not required to do so. Thus, Staff created its
"likely to occur" Guideline in order to limit VRET models to only those that a utility wouid be likely to
propose.
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A. Utility Direct Access Programs,

Direct Access programs should be considered as part of the implementation of VRETs
because of the second statutory factor, requiring the Commission to consider effects on
development of competitive retail markets. PGE and PaciflCorp were required to
establish a direct access program pursuant to SB 1149 (1999). Codified sections related
to the direct access law are found in ORS 757.600 through ORS 757.691. Division 038
implements the direct access !aw at OAR 860-038-0001 through 860-038-0640.
HB 4126 Section 3(5) specifically states that rules adopted under ORS 757.646 (1) and
757.659 (7) pursuant to ORS 757.646 (1), which require the Commission to develop
policies to eliminate barriers to competitive retail markets, do not bar the Commission
from approving a schedule for a VRET that Is otherwise consistent with HB 4126 and its
findings.

SB 1149 mandated that lOUs make changes in their provision of electric service. Idaho
Power Company has been exempt from these requirements because of their smaEier
size En Oregon.tt Pursuant to the impiemen-tation of SB 1 149, PGE and PadfiCorp
estabilshed direct access programs for energy supply and to provide transmission
access (through a FERC approved Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT)), whiie
distribution services continued to be provided by each utility.

Through direct access, non-residential customers have the ability to purchase electricity
from a provider other than their current utility. An alternative energy provider is called an
Electricity Service Supplier (ESS). The PUC must certify each ESS and maintain a Jist
of certified ESSs. If a non-residentlal customer chooses direct access, the supply mix
and environmental impact of the energy from an ESS depends on the non-residential
customer's agreement with the ESS. The rate a non-residential customer pays for
energy from an EQS would be based on the terms negotiated with the ESS. In addition,
there are several constraints and charges that are required in direct access. For
example, non-residentiai customers may only sign up for direct access during specified
election windows and there are limitations related to customer load sizes, caps on
participation, and partial requirements service. Also, direct access customers are

required to pay a charge or receive a credit for a transition adjustment. A transition

See OAR 860-038-0001 (". . . except that these rules do not apply to an electric company serving fewer
than 25,000 consumers in this state..."). According to the Oregon Statistics book, Idaho Power
Company had 18,490 Oregon customers in 2013. See 2013 Oregon Utility Statistics Book, available at,
http://www.puc.state.orus/docs/statbook2013.pcff.

Note that both the utilities and ESSs must report price information for nonresidentiai customers in
accordance with OAR 860-038-0300 (Electric Company and Electricity Service Suppliers Labeling
Requirements).

APPENDIX A
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credit or transition charge is 100 percent of the net value of the Oregon share of all
economic uti!ity investments and all uneconomic utility investments of the electric
company (OAR 860-038-0160).

Each year, PGE and PacifiCorp file with the PUC to update the net power costs for the
year and set a transition adjustment for Oregon customers that choose direct access
during an election window. In this filing, PadfiCorp and PGE re-calculate their transition
charges or credits through a complex methodology to determine the utility's stranded
costs or benefits in a process called ongoing valuation (OAR 860-038-OUO). At a
minimum, the ongoing evaluation method must address:

(1) How and over what period the electric company proposes to establish the fixed
costs of included generating resources;

(2) How and over what period the electric company proposes to establish the
variable costs of included generating resources;

(3) How and over what period the electric company proposes to establish the
availability and output of included generating resources;

(4) How and over what period the electric company proposes to establish the market
value of the output of included generating resources; and

(5) How and when revisions should be made in the method.

A recent PacifiCorp docket provides an illustrative example of the types of issues that
arise in direct access related matters. As required under Order No. 12-500 in UM 1587
(Investigation of Issues Relating to Direct Access) PacifiCorp filed a revised PacifiCorp
tariff for a transition adjustment and five year cost of service opt-out. This revised tariff
was considered in UE 267. Prior to 2015, PacifiCorp had four options for commercial
and industrial customers that are eligible for direct access: 1) one-year direct access
program, 2) three-year direct access program, 3) market indexed rates, and 4) cost of
service rates. PGE's options are similar, except PGE also offered customers a five-year
direct access program tariff prior to 2015. To illustrate the types of issues that arise in
direct access related matters, major issues discussed in Order No. 15-060 (entered into
Docket No. UE 267) included:

(1) Rate components and protection against cost-shifting, including delivery charges,
generation fixed costs, a transition adjustment, and a consumer opt-out charge,

(2) Transition adjustment calcuiation using the value of the electricity that is freed up
when a customer chooses to leave cost-based supply service and the regulated
net power costs of the utility,

(3) Total load that would be eligible for this tariff (determined to be 175aMW),
(4) Eligibility for this tariff, Induding whether consumers could aggregate meters on

the same property to meet an eligibility load threshold,
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(5) Tariff election window and the timing for interested customers to sign up, and
(6) Right to return to cost of service rates and associated advance notice

requirements.

Issues and dockets related to direct access have been compiex since the program's
Inception in 1999. In an effort to highlight of the current status of direct access. Staff has
summarized PGEls and PadfiCorp's direct access programs In a table in Appendix 5.

B. Oregon Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS).

The Oregon RPS should be considered as part of the implementation ofVRETs
because of the first statutory factor, requiring the Commission to consider further
development of renewable energy, in addition, HB 4126 Section 3(6) specificaHy states
that any electricity procured by the utility for VRET service may not be used by the utility
to comply with its RPS requirements. SB 838 was passed in 2007 to establish an RPS
with specific targets for utilities to procure renewable energy. Codified sections related
to the RPS are found in ORS 469A.005 through ORS 469A.300. Division 083 of OAR
implements the RPS iaw at OAR 860-083-0005 through 860-083-0500.

The RPS requires Oregon utilities to deliver a percentage of their eiectricity from
renewable resources by 2025. For Oregon's three largest utilities, PGE, PacifiCorp, and
Eugene Water and Electric Board, the standard started at 5 percent in 2011, increased
to 15 percent in 2015, and increases to 20 percent in 2020 and 25 percent In 2025.
Idaho Power Company and other smaller utilities have different standards depending on
their size. An ESS must meet the requirements of the RPS that are applicable to the
electric utiiities that serve the territories in which the ESS sells electricity to retail
electricity consumers (ORS 469A.065). There are several requirements and limitations
in complying with the RPS, for example;

> RPS Eligible RECs: A renewable energy credit (REC) is a unique representation
of the environmental, economic, and social benefits associated with the
generation of electricity from RPS-eligible renewable resources
(OAR 330-160-0015 (15)), One REC is created in association with the generation
of one MWh of electricity from a RPS-eligibIe renewable resource. RECs
generated from eligible renewable resources, including biomass, geotherma!,
hydropower, ocean thermal, solar, tidal, wave, wind, and hydrogen, are typicaify
used to comply with the RPS. RECs from biomass and hydropower resources
have conditional limitations for use in compliance with the RPS,

> RPS Compliance with Bundled RECs: A REG becomes a "bundled REG" when
the REC is acquired by a utility or ESS by a trade, purchase, or other transfer of
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electricity that includes the REG that was issued for that electricity. In practice.
this bundling has been demonstrated when power and its associated REG are
purchased in the same transaction or when the utility has owned the renewable
resource that generated the electricity and its associated REC, assuming that
those RECs are not sold to a third party. Bundled RECs may be used to comply
with the RPS if the renewable resource is located in the U.S. and within the
Western Electricity Coordinating Counci! (WECC) geographic boundary and the
electricity from the renewable resource is delivered to BPA, the utility's
transmission system, or another delivery point designated by the utility for
subsequent delivery to the utility (ORS 469A.135).

> RPS Compliance with Unbundled RECs: An unbundled REC means the
environmental attributes from a renewable resource that has been acquired by a
utility or ESS by trade, purchase, or other transfer without acquiring the electricity
for which the REp was issued. Unbundled RECs may be used to comply with the
RPS if the renewable resource that generates the unbundled REC is located
within the geographic boundary of the WECC (ORS 469A.135). Unbundled
RECs, including banked unbundled RECs, may not be used to meet more than
20 percent of the RPS requirements for PGE's and PaclfiCorp's targets, which is
a requirement of the large utility RPS (5 percent in 2011, to 15 percent in 2015,
20 percent In 2020, and 25 percent in 2025). This unbundled REG limitation does
not appiyto RECs generated through a net-metered facility (ORS 757.300),
generating facilities that are not directly connected to a distribution or
transmission system, and qualifying facilities under PURPA (ORS 469A.145).
Any consumer owned utilities subject to the large utility RPS may use unbundled
RECs to meet up to 50 percent of its RPS target until 2020 or more than 50
percent for consumer-owned utilities and compliance years that fail within
Section 2 of HB 4126. This limitation on the use of unbundled RECs does not
apply to RPS requirements for ESSs. ESSs may meet their RPS targets entirely
through the use of unbundled RECs.

> RPS Compliance with Banked RECs: A banked REG is a bundled or unbundled
REC that is not used by a utility or ESS to comply with its RPS in a calendar year
and that is carried fonA/ard for compiiance with its RPS in a subsequent year
(ORS 469A,005(1)). Both bundled and unbundled RECs with a vintage of
January 2007 or later may be "banked" and held for future use to comply with the
RPS (OAR 330-160-0030(3)).

> RPS CompHance Exemption: Compliance with the RPS is not required if it would
require the utility to acquire electricity in excess of the utility's projected load
requirements in any yegr and acquiring the additional electricity would require the
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utility to substitute qualifying eiectricity for electricity derived from an energy
source other than coal, natural gas, or petroleum (ORS 469A.060).

> RPS Compliance Cost Limits: Utilities are not required to comply with the RPS
during a compliance year to the extent that the incrementa! cost of compliance,
the cost of unbundled RECs, and the cost of alternative compliance payments
exceeds four percent of the utility's annual revenue requirement for that
compliance year (ORS 469A.100).

The Western Renewable Energy Generation Information System (WREGIS), which
allows Issuance, transfer, and use of RECs in electronic form, is used to establish
compliance with the RPS. PGE and PacifiCorp are required to submit an
implementation plan to the PUC for meeting the requirements of the RPS in accordance
withORS469A.075.

> PGE's RPS Plan: in its 2013 RPS plan, PGE stated that it would meet its RPS
requirement of 20 percent renewable energy by 2020 in the years 2015 through
2019 with bundled RECs that wil! have been banked between 2009 and 2015.6

> PaciflCorpfs RPS P!an: in its 2013 RPS plan, PacifiCorp stated that it would meet
its RPS requirement of 20 percent renewable energy by 2020 En the years 2015
through 2019 with a combination of both bundled RECs and unbundled RECs
that wi!! have been banked between 2007 and 2019,

C. Qualifvinci Facilities fQFs) under Public Uti!ftv RecMatory Poiicies Act fPURPA)

QFs under PURPA should be considered as part of the implementation ofVRETs
because of the first statutory factor, requiring the Commission to consider further
development of renewable energy, in addition, VRET models building on existing QF
policies were discussed by stakeholders (See, e.g., Obsldian Renewables Straw
Proposals for Supplemental Green Tariff).

In response to the energy price shocks of the early 1970s, the U.S. Congress passed
PURPA with the intent of encouraging efficient production of electricity by non-utility

6 See PGE 2013 Renewable Portfoiio Standard Implementation Plan, AltaGhiment A ("Tab 3 " Annual
Compliance by Resource") avaiiable at
http://www.oregon.gov/energy/RENEW/RPS/docs/2013%20PGE%20RPS%20!mp!ementation%20Pian.p
df

See PacifiCorp'$ Renewable Portfolio Standard Implementation Plan 2015-90218 Compliance Filing.
Attachment A *• Accounting of the RECs applicable to the RPS in Oregon, available at
http://www.oregon.gov/enerQy/RENEW/RPS/docs/2013%20Pacific%20Power%20RPS%20lmpiementatio
n°/o20Plan.pdf
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generators. The law encourages industrial waste heat recovery and renewable resource
development by small, non-utiiity power producers called QFs.

FERC implemented this !aw and promulgated rules that require electric utilities to
connect with and purchase all power made available by a QF in the utility's service
territory. The purchase rates that the utility must pay the QF approximates the power
procurement costs the utility can avoid as a result of purchasing the power from the QF.
FERC rules provide flexibility to individual states to determine QF power purchase
prices and the terms and conditions of a power purchase agreement between a utility
and a QF. See Appendix 2 for tariffs that are relevant to QFs.

D. Voluntary Green Enemv Proarams for Resldentia! Customers.

Voiuntary Green Energy Programs for residential customers should be considered as
part of the implementation of VRETs because of the first statutory factor, requiring the
Commission to consider further development of renewable energy. In addition, some
stakeholders have stated that there may be value in consistency between Voluntary
Green Energy Programs for residential customers and Voluntary Green Energy
Programs for non-residentiai customers like a VRET.

SB 1149 was passed in 1999, requiring PGE and PacifiCorp to offer a portfolio of
voluntary options to residential customers. Small non-residential customers may also
participate in these programs. Currently these programs are implemented through
retirement of RECs in WREGIS and by supporting renewable energy projects. Codified
sections related to the portfolio of voluntary options are found in ORS 757.601, 757.603,
and 757.607. The requirement to offer a portfolio of voluntary options is implemented at
OAR 860-038-0005 through OAR 860-038-0220.

SB 1149 directed the Commission to establish a "portfolio of rate options" for residential
customers within the electricity provider, including a market-based rate and a rate that
reflects significant new renewable energy resources. A recent amendment in HB 2941
Section 1 (2015) also allows a rate option for electricity associated with a specific
renewable energy resource, including solar photovoltaic energy.

The Portfolio Options Committee (POC) was established as an advisory group to the
PUC and first met in 2002. The group's chief responsibility is to submit

For additlona! information about the residential green programs see Portland General Electric Green
Power at https://www,poritiandgeneral.com/renewab!es_efficiency/renewable_energy/home/defauit.aspx,
PacifiCorp Blue Sky Renewable Energy at
https://www.portlandgeneral.com/renewables_effic[ency/renewable_energy/home/defauit.aspx, and the
Portfolio Options Committee at http://www.puc.state.or.us/Pages/e|ectr[c_restruc/indices/pac-aspx .
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recommendations annually to the Commission regarding a set of product and pricing
options for small commercial and residential customers of PGE and PacifiCorp, The
POC charter was established in May 2013 in response to a series of requests from the
Commission. In its charter, the POC has stated that when reviewing existing and
proposed portfolio option products, the POC's goals are to support: renewable energy
and carbon offset markets, growth in participation rates at reasonable costs, high-quality
consumer education, and valuable and reasonable rate options for customers.

> PGE currently offers its residential and small non-residential customers:
o "Green Source" adder option of $0.008/kWh to all of a customer's monthly

usage, which is used to buy RECs and for funding development of
renewable energy projects,

o "Clean Wind" adder option of $2.50 per 200kWh unit, which is used to buy
RECs and for funding development of renewable energy projects, and

o "Habitat Support" adder of $2.50 per month that can be included with
either option.

> PacifiCorp currently offers its residential and small non-residential customers:
o "Blue Sky Usage" adder option of $0.0105/kWh to all of a customer's

monthly usage, which Is used to buy RECs and for funding development
of renewable energy projects,

o "Biue Sky Block" adder option of $1.95 per 100kWh unit, which is used to
buy RECs and for funding development of renewable energy projects, and

o "Blue Sky Habitat adder of $0.0105/kWh with a $2.50 monthly donation
that can be included with either option,

> Idaho Power Company currently allows customers to designate their level of
participation by choosing a fixed dollar per month amount, which is added to the
customer's regular monthly service charges. Note that the idaho Power
Company program offerings are not included in the SB 1 149 POC review
because Idaho PowerCompany is exempt due to their smaller size in Oregon.10
Funds collected by idaho Power Company are used to purchase green energy
products including:

o planting an acre of trees for $4.00/month,
o a year's worth of vehicle emissions for $6.50/month,
o an average home's yearly electricity use for $9.00/month, and
o just over 10 tons of carbon dioxide from ourairfor$10.00/month.

Portfolio Options Committee, Charter, available at
httQ://www.DUC,state.or.us/electric restruc/purpose/POC Charter Final May 2013. pdf
10 See Footnote 4^
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In addition, PGE recently introduced a new voluntary option through Advice No. 15-10.
PGE proposed a Solar Option tariff under which PGE purchases RECs from a solar QF
to retire on behalf of customers that elect service by purchasing a kW "share" of the
solar project's capacity under the Solar Option tariff. At the time of this writing, this new
option is undergoing review of marketing materials by the POC to ensure that messages
are not confusing to consumers. This marketing materials review was important
because of a potential future voluntary option involving community solar, with which
confusion may arise due to different definitions or expectations of community solar. The
PUC has opened Docket No. UM 1746 to study and develop a recommendation for a
voluntary community solar program design by November 1, 2015, at the request of the
legislature in HB 2941, Section 3.

E. Existinc) Competitive Bidding Guidelines

The Commission's competitive bidding guidelines should be considered as part of the
implementation ofVRETs because the fourth statutory factor requires the Commission
to consider whether energy supplied through a VRET should be subject to a competitive
procurement process. Competitive procurement ofVRET energy supply could be
distinct from or similar to existing Commission guidelines. For context, in UM 1182, the
Commission adopted revised guidelines in Order No.14-149, which involve 13
guidelines related to competitive procurement Under these guidelines, a utility must
issue a request for proposal using an Independent Evaluator for all major resource
acquisitions (duration greater than five years and quantities greater than 100 MW)
identified in its last acknowledged Integrated Resource Plan (IRP), The guidelines
include explicit direction to the Independent Evaluator to consider seven risk items for
comparing the acquisition of a utiHtyowned resource to purchasing power from an
independent power producer (IPP). The utilities file an application with the Commission
seeking acknowledgment of their final shortlist of bidders that result from the
competitive bidding process.

F. Net Energy Meterinff,

Net Energy Metering policies should be considered as part of the implementation of
VRETs because of the first statutory factor, requiring the Commission to consider
further development of renewable energy. In addition, VRET models involving customer
ownership were discussed by stakeholders in workshops. Those types ofVRETs would
need to be distinguished from net metering, which allows customers that develop
renewable energy projects on-site to sell that energy to the utility at the retail rate. The
codified sections related to net metering are found in ORS 757.300 and implemented at
OAR 860, Division 039.
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Net metered energy is the difference between the electricity supplied by the utility and
the electricity generated by an eligible customer-generator and fed back to the electric
grid over the applicable billing period, which is typically monthly. This means that the
utility buys energy through net metering at the same retail rate that the customer pays.
Since 1999, Oregon has required all Oregon electric utilities to provide net metering for
the output from solar PV panels installed on homes and small businesses. Oregon law
limits the size of individual net mefering systems to 25 kilowatts, uniess -the PUC elects
to set a higher limit for systems in the service areas of PGE, PaciffCorp, and Edaho
Power. The PUC has a 25 kilowatt capacity limit for residential systems and two
megawatt limit for non-residential systems. Oregon law authorizes the Commission to
limit the cumulative generating capacity of net metered systems in a utility's service
territory, but, to date, the Commission has taken no action to cap the total capacity of
net metered systems for either utiiity.

> Through 2013, about 7,000 net-metered systems have been installed in Oregon.
These systems have a total capacity of about 42 megawatts.

> About 6,000 net-metered systems are residential systems and about 1,000 net-
metered systems are non-residential systems.

> A little under 1 ,000 systems were installed In the service areas of Oregon's
consumer-owned utilities. The rest were installed in the service areas of PGE,
PacifiCorp, and Idaho Power Company.

See Investigation into the Effectiveness of Solar Programs in Oregon Report to the LegisiaturCi 5-6
(July 2014). available at htto://www.ouc.state.or.us/electric aas/So!ar%20ReDort%202014,Ddf
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V. VRET Models

The intent behind developing models was not for the Commission to choose a particular
model. Rather, it was to discover a range of VRET options that would spur creativity
among stakeholders to inform discussion about challenges and issues that may arise
with a VRET and therefore what conditions may be necessary in a VRET. Staff
emphasizes that the Commission is not directed to choose a VRET model in HB 4126.
In Phase 2, the Commission will determine whether, and under what conditions, it is
reasonable and in the public interest to allow electric companies to provide VRETs to
non-residential customers.

The following models were developed by Staff through workshop discussion. Interested
stakeholders provided written comment in the development of these models to describe
the VRET resource owner, role of the utility, and relationships with other parties in a
transaction for each model, in addition to VRET models, the existing direct access
program was described first to compare it to VRET models.

1. Workshop: Existing Direct Access Comparison to potentia! VRET Models - ESS
contracts with non-residential customer to sell electricity services. ESS schedules
energy to regulated utility, which delivers the energy to the customer through the
distribution system. ESS could provide back-up/supplementaf (firming/shaping)
services, or may not; instead those services may be provided by the regulated
utility, An aggregator may combine customer loads into a buying group for
purchase of electricity and related services.

2, Workshop Model Kb/x) Third Party Owned & Reoulated Utiiitv Facilitated -Third
party owned renewable resource. Regulated utility facilitates between a third
party and customer(s). Customer and third party negotiate for renewable energy
service. Regulated utility fakes ownership of power th rough contract with third
party. Tariff is set for same price and duration as contract. Contract terminates if
customer defaults. Utility remains primary point of contact for billing and (by
customer choice) load management/ancillary services. Utility couid credit
customer bill for project output (at credit amount TBD - e.g. utility's wholesale
avoided cost rather than retail rate) and service balance of customer's energy
and capacity need (if any) at cost of service rate.

3. Workshop Mode! Kc/d) Third Party Owned with Aaflfegation - Third party owned
renewable resource. Reguiated utiiify or third party aggregator could aggregate
customers into "VRET load," put that aggregated load out for bid, and contract
with third parties to serve that load. And/or regulated utility or third party
aggregator could aggregate third party renewable energy generators and
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purchase output through fixed price, long term contracts; the regulated utility
offers that output to the customers through a "subscription" process. Regulated
utility or third party aggregator must match VRET !oad(s) with aggregated third
party renewable energy generators to mitigate issues of timing and risk.

4. Workshop Model 2 Regulated Utility Owned Resource - Regulated utility owns
and operates the renewable resource(s) and delivers power to customer.
Regulated utility and customer(s) negotiate long-term contract(s) for non-system
renewable energy.

5, Workshop Model 2fc/c0 Reaulateci Utility Owned with Acjgregation - Reguiated
utility owns and operates the renewable resource(s), which could be eligible to
compete in a Request for Proposal (RFP) for supplying aggregated VRET load
(as described in Mode! 1(c/d)). Regulated utility could aggregate customers into
"VRET load," put that aggregated load out for bid, and contract to serve that load.
And/or regulated utility could aggregate third partly renewable energy generators
and purchase output through fixed price, long term contracts; the regulated utility
could then offer that output to customers through a "subscription" process.

6. Workshop Model 4(a/x) Customer Owned Resource - Customer owned
renewable resource. Regulated Utility role depends on the customer's specific
load and resource. Could involve distribution and backup/supplemental services
("firmlng/shaping"). If customer self-generates renewable energy on site, then
likely requires other regulated utility services and may fail under Net Metering.
Could be distinct from Net Metering if Regulated Utifity credits customer bill for
project output (at credit amount TBD - e.g. the utility's wholesale avoided cost
rather than retail rate) and serves balance of customer's energy/capacity needs
(if any) at cost of service rates. Utility couid remain primary point of contact for
billing and (by customer choice) load management/ancillary services.

In addition to the VRET models developed through workshops, stakeholders provided
models through public comments. These stakeholder VRET models are summarized
be!ow. Also, WRI provided a summary table of "Emerging Green Tariffs in U.S.
Regulated Electricity Markets" that Staff has Included as Appendix 3,1

1. NIPPC's Direct Access VRET: A direct access VRET would be separate and
distinct from the utilities' current direct access offerings because it would only

The WRI summary table is a helpful illustration of "green tariffs" that are similar to this VRET concept in
Oregon, which are being implemented across the country. Staff notes that many of the tariff designs in
the WRI summary table could not be adopted in Oregon because of different state laws regarding retail
restructuring (among other Oregon-specific laws and policies).
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apply for purchase of renewable energy. The necessary regulations are
essentially En p!ace, and there is a pre-existing system within direct access to
protect non-participating customers, avoid cost shifting, and develop the
competitive retail market. In recognition of the benefits of renewable energy, it
could be designed to eliminate many of the issues that limit the utility of the
"standard" direct access offering, further incenting use of renewable energy. For
example, the direct access VRET could have: an on-going open season window,
no cap on participation, be available to ail industria! and commercial customers
regardless of load size, confirmation that new loads would not pgy transition
charges, customer may take service at some of their meters without taking
service at all of their meters, and customer could take service for a portion of
their load without being required to take service for all of their load.

2. Renewable Northwest's Direct Project LinRaae Pilot Approach: The utility
facilitates a financial connection between a particular customer (including one
with multiple locations) and a particular renewable energy project or portfolio of
projects. The customer's energy charge is replaced with the cost of supply from
the renewable energy project, and credit against the demand charge can be
given for the renewable resource's capacity contribution. A direct project linkage
approach would appeal to customers with strong individual preferences and
experience in energy procurement. It may appear somewhat similar to, and thus
would need to be expiicitly differentiated from or linked to, direct access. This
approach may be best suited as a pilot program established by the end of 2015
with a goal of serving at least 150 MW to capture initial demand.

3. Renewable Northwest's Comprehensive Approach; The utility procures via RFP
an aggregated portfolio of resources or a single resource for an aggregated poo!
of participating customers. This approach theoretically could be integrated more
comprehensively with utility IRPs and RFPs. VRET renewable resources could
essentially influence the environmental quality of resources with which utiiities
are filling an identified resource need, giving a broader set of customers with iess
specific supply preferences access to the economies of scale of aggregated
procurement, the financial benefits of predictable costs, and a direct influence on
a more environmentally responsible utility generating portfolio. This
comprehensive approach may be more appropriate after Renewable Northwest's
suggested direct project linkage pilot program.

4. PGE's Utility Owned SubscrEptibn Model: PGE could aggregate subscribers to
pay a premium for a PGE owned green resource. The green resource could be
built by a third party through a competitive process. PGE would rate base the
equivalent of null power at avoided cost. The PGE system would receive the
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power from the green resource and only subscribers wouid get the RECs to claim
the renewable attributes of the green resource. Subscribing customers would
take service under PGE's cost of service and the premium paid would secure the
RECs from the project for the subscribing customers. This is different than
Schedule 54 service as subscribers could identify the resource providing their
RECs and without the subscriptions, the green resource would not have been
buiit All customers would get power produced from the green resource through
PGE's system power.

5. PGE)s Third Party Owned PPA Model: A customer or third party could own a
green resource and the owner would secure transmission to PGE service
territory. PGE would purchase the output and RECs on behalf of participating
customers. Participating customer(s) wouid pay PGE's cosl of service price and
be credited at avoided cost or market for the delivered renewable power.
Participating customers could claim both the power and RECs from the resource
in proportion to their purchase,

6. Shell's Sucjflested VRET Model: VRET should be open to all non-residential
customers, who should designate a specified percentage (up to 100 percent) of
their energy from renewable energy supply offered by third parties. The
renewable energy developers and suppliers will negotiate contract terms (price,
quantity, term) with participating customers for the "incremental" renewable
energy quantity (above the utility's RPS obligation) elected by the customer.
Participating suppliers would sell RPS-eligible supplies (matching the supplier's
aggregate contracted incremental renewable energy demand) to the utility on a
wholesale basis pursuant to a standard contact at a price set by the Commission.
The increment or decrement reflecting the difference between the Commission's
price and the price agreed upon between the customer and third party supplier
would be settled through terms of the contract. Participating customers would
pay an "indifference" charge to the utility to account for any incremental costs
(finning/shaping, transition adjustment, administrative costs) incurred by the
utility to accommodate the integration of new RPS-elEgible supplies that exceed
the proportion of RPS supplies in the utility's supply portfolio. The purpose of the
indifference charge is to ensure non-participating customers are indifferent to the
costs of the program. The utility will continue to provide bundled cost-of-service
sales service and related services to the participating customers. The utility will
maintain the RPS obligation, scheduling, metering, and billing obligation for
participating customers. The utility wiii schedule RPS-eligible supplies delivered
to the utility by the third party suppliers.
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7. Obsidian Renewables Straw Proposai for Suppiemental Green Tariff: During the
sufficiency period (7-8 years from project completion) the regulated utility will not
be receiving RECs under a PPA with a QF under PURPA. Instead, a
supplemental REC purchase agreement could be established where the
renewable energy project would sell the RECs to the regulated uti!ity for $X per
MWh. The regulated utility coufd, in turn, offer the RECs to Its business
customers as a green power supplement to the regular tariff; the business
customers are at all times stiil a regulated utility customer at its meter. The REC
price to the customers would be in excess of $X to cover the costs of the
program and aiiow the regulated utility some net benefit.

> Staff notes that transactions described in the Obsidian Straw Proposal could
likely occur through bi-Iateral purchase agreements for RECs under existing
policies and tariffs (See e.g. PGE Schedule 54 and PacifiCorp Schedule 272,
which are summarized in Appendix 2).

VI. Analysis VRET Issues in Statutory Factors

Staff used the five statutory factors that are listed In HB 4126 to organize the study on
the impact of allowing electric companies to offer VRETs to their non-residential
customers. The five statutory factors invotve (1) furthering development of significant
renewable energy, (2) effect on development of competitive retail markets, (3) impacts
on non-participating customers, (4) reliance on competitive procurement, and (5) any
other reasonable considerations. These statutory factors also drove the development of
the final Issues list

Beiow, Staff has identified key points of analysis related to each statutory factor and key
questions that are likely subjects to consider as conditions in Phase 2. Note that without
a specific VRET definition or model to center its analysis, Staff has highlighted key
areas of analysis to help further the discussion in Phase 2. Staff acknowledges that all
stakeholders' points from public comment are not included below, A summary of
stakeholder responses to the fina! issues list through public comment and reply
comments, which is a more complete representation of stakehoEders' analysis and
issues, is provided in Appendix 5.

The key points of analysis below are general in nature, but Staff intends for this section
to be a tool when specific conditions are discussed in Phase 2 or specific tariffs are
considered in Phase 3. Key questions to consider are intended to further the discussion
in Phase 2 and to help ensure that Phase 2 is not duplicative of Phase 1. The
Commission must consider the statutory factors in Phase 2 (potential Commission
conditions on future VRET schedules) and Phase 3 (potential Commission approval of
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VRET schedules filed by electric companies); therefore, more questions will likely
emerge in accordance with specific details of future VRET filings.

(1) Whether allowing electric companies to provide VRETs to non-residential
customers promotes the further development of significant renewable energy
resources.

This statutory factor requires consideration of promotion of further development of
significant renewable energy resources, which involves five key points of analysis:
(1) year in which a renewable resource became operational, (2) geographic location of a
renewable resource, (3) type of renewable resource, (4) VRET product design, and
(5) renewable energy resource baseline and associated amount of additional
development above the baseline.

Staff studied the meaning of significant renewable energy resources by considering a
potential VRET eligible renewable resource's age and geographic Eocation, along with
type of renewable resource that couid qualify. In addition, Staff considered whether
further development would involve a VRET that is based on a product for purchase of
power and associated bundled RECs versus for purchase of unbundled RECs. Staff
also considered the need for a baseline to delineate further and to demonstrate
additionality of a specific amount of renewable development above the status quo to be
significant

A VRET eligible renewable resource that is older in age would not promote further
development because the resources already exist but it would likefy bring down costs of
a VRET program since there are less development costs, which could in turn encourage
more customers to sign up. A newer resource would likely increase program costs, but
would likely result in more development A VRET eligible renewable resource that is
geographically limited to Oregon or the Pacific Northwest may increase program costs
because of this siting constraint, but may have more significance to potential customers
that value iocal generation En Oregon or the region. On the other hand, a VRET eligible
renewable resource that is located in the WECC region may bring down costs of the
program and encourage more customers to sign up.

There are several considerations in defining the type of renewable resources that are
VRET eliglbie. EfVRET eligible resources are defined to be the same as RPS eligible
resources, then the VRET may promote development of specific technologies that have
been deemed desirable in Oregon. On the other hand, allowing greater flexibility for
what constitutes a VRET eligible resource may promote greater overall development of
a broader range of resources. Also, there may be options to condition a VRET to use a
third party to certify further development of significant renewable energy resources,
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such as Green-e, which is used in the voluntary renewable energy programs for
residential customers. However, non-residential customers may be more sophisticated
than residential customers, and may not need comprehensive third party certification of
VRET resources in a program.

A VRET may need a baseline to determine what amounts to further development. Staff
interpreted further development to mean additional development greater than the
amount of development expected in the status quo. The renewable energy policy status
quo in Oregon includes the utilities' RPS percentage requirements by 2015,2020, and
2025, renewable QF development, and the utilities' existing voiuntary unbundled REC
based residential and small commercia! voluntary renewable energy portfolio options.
The Commission could define a baseline using these categories of renewable resources
that are currently required and offered by utilities in Oregon to demonstrate additionality
to -the status quo. This baseiine and associated additionality could also be described as
a specific threshoEd amount of renewable development above the status quo needed to
be significant. Furthermore, a baseline using the RPS could include the definitional
elements of the RPS, such as the meaning of a "bundled" or "unbundled" REC for
purposes ofaVRET. Creating consistency of terms between renewable energy policies
in Oregon would be a he!pfu! first step in determining what is significant and how much
further development amounts to "further development of significant renewable energy
resources." On the other hand, choosing a less restrictive baseline, with greater
flexibility in products available under a VRET, couid encourage more customers to sign
up because products under a VRET could be tailored and specifically responsive to
their green claim goals and needs.

Further development could also be impacted by whether a VRET would allow product
designs that involve unbundled RECs versus bundled RECs from a renewable
resource. The questions related to whether unbundled RECs or bundled REG are
acceptable to be used in VRET product design would be better informed if the
Commission required the same or, at least, similar definitions for unbundled or bundled
RECs that are used in the RPS.

For example, a concept regarding an "on-system REC" emerged in considering the
Obsidian Renewables Straw Proposal for Suppiemenlai Green Tariff Model (See
Section V above). This model involved a power purchase agreement between a utility
and a QF. During the sufficiency period of approximately seven years, when the QF
retains the RECs, the utility and the QF would enter into a supplemental agreement for
the utility to buy the RECs from the QF at a premium price. The utility could, in turn,
offer these RECs to its non-residentiai customers as a green power supplement to the
regular tariff while they remain utility customers at the meter. In this model, some non-
residential customers may vaiue this type of REG as a premium REG because they
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know it was generated from a renewabie resource that is located in the utility's
balancing authority, which may therefore be considered a local resource. In the context
of the RPS, however, this REC may not be considered a bundled REC, which is why
staff and some stakeholders referred to It as an "on-system REC" instead. With RPS
definitions at the wholesale level, a REG becomes a "bundled REC" when the REC is
acquired by the utility by a trade, purchase, or other transfer of eiectricity that includes
the REC that was issued for that electricity. Adding the next layer of the retail
transaction for electricity delivered to the end use non-residentlal customer, the type of
REC the non-residential customer would be receiving is unclear and notfuliy answered
under existing Oregon law and policy.

Finally, there was informal consensus among many stakeholders that a VRET that
offered only unbundled RECs (as defined by RPS laws to be without the associated
electricity included) could already be offered under existing programs and should not
qualify as further development of significant renewable energy resources. All three 30Us
have tariffs that include riders that would fund the purchase of unbundled RECs (See
PGE Schedule 54, PacifiCorp Schedule 272, and Idaho Power Schedule 62, which are
summarized in Appendix 2).

Key Question for Phase 2 inquire in VRET conditions:

> What conditions, if any, should be applied to a VRET in order to promote further
development of significant renewable energy resources (e.g. resource age
limitations, resource geographic limitations, use of RPS for definitions or
baseline, etc.)?

> Are there unbundled REC (as defined in Oregon's RPS laws) only products,
which do not include the electricity associated with the REG, that would promote
further development of significant renewable energy resources?

(2) The effect of allowing electric companies to offer VRETs on the development
of a competitive retail market.

HB 4126 Section 3(5) specifically states that rules adopted under ORS 757.646 (1) and
757.659 (7) pursuant to ORS 757.646 (1), which require the Commission to develop
policies to eliminate barriers to competitive retail markets, do not bar the Commission
from approving a schedule for a VRET that is otherwise consistent with HB 4126 and its

ORS 469A.005 ("Bundled renewable energy certificate means a renewable energy certificate for
qualifying electricity that is acquired: (a) By an electric utility or electricity service supplier by a trade,
purchase or other transfer of electricity that includes the certificate that was issued for the electricity; or
(b) By an electric utility by generation of the electricity for which the certificate was issued." (emphasis
added)).
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findings. The phrase "do not bar" here suggests that the Commission wou!d not
completely ignore Its charge to develop policies to eliminate barriers to the competitive
retail market, but the Commission would take impacts to competitive retail markets info
account when determining whether to allow a VRET in Phase 2. !n addition, this
statutory factor requires consideration of effects on the development of a competitive
retail market but permits the Commission to allow electric companres to offer a VRET
even if there is an effect on the competitive retail market, in fact, some parties may
welcome a VRET that results in a positive effect on the competitive retail market.
Overall, the Commission wili need to balance and reconcile these provisions In
considering whether to allow a VRET in Phase 2, and if so, what conditions should
apply.

A competitive retail electricity market permits alternative suppiiers, other than the
regulated utility, to supply electricity to end-use retail customers. A competitive market
for non-residentiai customers has been developed in Oregon since the 1999 passage of
SB 1149 with a series of requirements through direct access tariffs offered by PGE and
PacifiCorp. An ESS could offer renewable energy through its product offerings under
the current structure in Oregon, governed by the existing direct access requirements.
Potential effects on the competitive retail market involve two key points of analysis:
(1) regulated utHity ownership ofaVRET resource and (2) whether parity is needed
between the requirements of a utility's potential VRET program and the requirements of
its direct access program.

!f a regulated utility is permitted to own a renewable resource for VRET service energy
suppiy, there may be a negative effect on the development of a competitive retail
market. Those customers that may be considering a direct access energy supplier could
instead use a VRET to access a similar product without any involvement of an ESS or
Independent Power Producer (1PP). This argument is furthered by potential unfairness
Issues of the regulated utility's monopoly status as compared to an ESS or 1PP, such as
access to customer information and data, name recognition, and purchasing power.
With this argument, not allowing a utility to o,wn a VRET resource may help to ensure
that any potential effect in the competitive retail market is more positive rather than

There does not appear to be a universal definition of a competitive retail electricity market. See The
Electric Energy Market Competition Task Force, Report to Congress on Competition in Wholesaie and
Retail Markets for Electric Energy at 84, Note 245 (2006), avaifabfe at http://www.ferc,qov/ieqai/fed-
sta/ene-pol-act/epacf-final'rpt.odf ("The Task Force adopts the convention of designating states as
permitting retail competition on the basis of whether a state allows alternative suppliers to enter and
obtain multiple, geographically dispersed customers. An even broader potentiai definition of retail
competition would take into account policies that allow individual retail customers to provide some or all of
their own generation needs (i.e., to make rather than buy electricity). Onsite generation is common In
soms Industries in some sections of the country. Small onsite generaUon projects - often referred to as
"Distributed Generation" or "Distributed Resources" projects - are gaining popuiarity as well.")
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negative. Positive effects could include more energy supply opportunities that result for
an ESS or IPP through a VRET that only allows products that have non-utility owned
energy supply.

On the other hand, some may argue that a VRET using a utility owned resource for
energy supply would be another option for customers to consider in the competitive
retail market. With this argument, if the utility competes in the same competitive market
for the acquisition ofVRET renewable resources as an ESS or IPP, a VRET using a
utility owned resource for energy supply could enhance the competitive market.

The effect of a VRET on the competitive retail market could be evaluated in terms of
direct access requirements. From a logical standpoint, it is arguable that there is always
some effect unless there is parity between the programs in terms of transition
adjustment charges, election windows, and participation caps (among others). Recall
that this statutory factor requires consideration of this issue but permits the Commission
to allow electric companies to offer a VRET even if there is some effect on the
competitive retail market.

The question of whether parity should be required between direct access program
requirements and VRET program requirements may turn on whether VRET customers
would be "leaving" the cost of service system, similar to direct access customers. If they
are "leaving" the system and gre on a path to no longer pay for system costs (See, e.g.,
NiPPC Direct Access VRET), then there may not be a rational basis to distinguish the
requirements ofaVRET and direct access program, !n this scenario, effects on the
competitive retail market could be ameliorated if the same requirements (transition
adjustments, election windows, etc.) were required in both the direct access tariffs and a
VRET offered by each utility.

On the other hand, ifVRET customers continue to pay for system costs and arguably
are not "leaving" the system (See, e.g., PGE third party PPA VRET model), then there
may not be as strong of a need for parity of requirements between the direct access
program and a VRET program because they would be so different in nature. However,
competitive retail market entities may stifl experience a negative effect even ifVRET
customers continue to pay for system costs (plus a VRET premium) because those
VRET customers may have elected direct access but for the utility's VRET product.

Kev Questions for Phase 2 inauirv in VRET conditions:

> in order to prevent the potential for negative effects on the competitive retail
market, should a VRET condition not allow a regulated utility to own a renewable
resource forVRET service energy supply?
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> Should a VRET condition require parity between VRET requirements and direct
access requirements (e.g. transition adjustment, participation cap, election
windows, etc.)?

(3) Any direct or indirect impact, including any potential cost-shifting, on other
customers of any electric company offering a VRET.

This statutory factor requires consideration of direct and indirect impacts on non-
participating customers. In addition, cost shifting to nonparticipating customers is strictly
prohibited in Section 3(4) of HB 4126. Consideration of direct and indirect impacts on
nonparticipating customers involves four key points of analysis: (1) VRET service and
resource costs, (2) risks related to VRET obligations, (3) stranded costs of the existing
cost-of-service rate based system, and (4) RPS resource and compliance costs,

VRET service and resource costs depend on the type of products that are permitted
under a VRET, Under a scenario where the regulated utility may own a VRET resource,
there would be clear costs for building a VRET resource that would need to be
accounted and separated from costs related to the cost-of-service rate based system.
Affiliates of regulated utilities are often formed to avoid the need for this type of separate
accounting. !n fact, the use of affiliates was contemplated in SB 1149 and the direct
access regulations. The regulated utilities, in general, have not expressed any interest
in forming affiliates. The potential for cost shifting would likely be greatest under a VRET
that allows the regulated utility to own separate VRET resources and market those
VRET resources to non-residential customers.

Even if the regulated utility does not build and own new VRET resources, there may be
costs associated with the utility's promotion ofVRET products using existing utility
resources and assets, which are paid for by al! utility customers. There could be VRET
program administration costs, including procurement and power costs ofVRET energy
supply, billing non-residential customers for purchases from a VRET, educating non-
residential customers about the VRET products, and fielding customer calls about
VRET products, fn addition, there may be costs related to fiexibie resources needed for
integration of incrementai VRET renewable energy supply procurement, integration
costs may be applicable In both the scenario where the regulated utility owns a VRET
resource and in a scenario where VRET energy is supplied by an ESS or IPP,

HB 4126 (2014), Section 3(4) (stating, in part:". .. All costs and benefits associated with a voluntary
renewable energy tariff shall be borne by the nonresidentlal customer receiving service under the
voluntary renewable energy tariff.").
16 See ORS 757.015 (Affiliated interest defined), See also OAR 860-086-0010 (2) ("Affiliate" means a
corporation or person who has an affiliated interest, as defined in ORS 757.015, with a public utility).
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Indirect impacts to nonparticipating customers include risks related to the VRET and
any costs that result from those risks. Depending on the type of transactions in a VRET,
there are varying amounts of risk that VRET renewable resources could be under-
subscribed if there is not sufficient customer interest or stranded ifVRET customers
return to the cost-of-service system. IfVRET resources are under-subscribed or
become stranded, there would be a strict prohibition on assigning those costs to
nonpartidpating customers. For comparison, in the existing direct access model, these
types of risks are borne by the ESS/IPP or the direct access customer. Also in the direct
access program, cost-shifting risks are mitigated by capping the MW amount of load
permitted to elect service, limiting service to specific sizes of customers, and not
permitting meter aggregation to meet size requirements. The same or similar mitigation
measures could generally limit the risk of a VRET program.

In a scenario where a product under a VRET amounts to VRET customers "leaving" the
cost of service system, there would be stranded costs associated with that departing
load (See, e.g., NIPPC Direct Access VRET Model). These stranded costs could be
remedied In the same way as stranded costs in direct access programs are handled.
Direct access customers pay a transition adjustment to prevent cost-shifting, VRET
customers could a!so bear a charge that reflects the above market cost of resources
that are stranded as a result of the VRET customer's departure from the cost-of-service
rate based system. Arguably, new load would not be leaving stranded costs behind, and
should not be subject to transition adjustments. On the other hand, regulated utilities
plan for and acquire resources to serve new load in accordance with IRP forecasts.

The cost-of-sen/ice rate based system includes costs related to RPS resource
procurements and compliance requirements. MB 4126 Section 3(6) specificalfy states
that any electricity procured by an electric company for VRET service may not be used
by the utility to comply with its RPS requirements. Depending on the types of
transactions permitted under a VRET. there may be questions about whether utiHty RPS
target calculations that are based on the "total retail sales" of the utility should include
VRET load and VRET sales.

RPS targets are calculated as a percentage of the total retail sales of each utility. As a
VRET looks more and more like direct access, with customers "leaving" the cost-of-
service rate-based system, those VRET customers may not be part of the utility's totai
retail sales like direct access customers are not part of the utility's totaE retail sales. In
this scenario, the VRET customer is llkeiy receiving its electricity from a third party while
the utility is providing the framework or structure under which to make those purchases.
However, as the amount of the utility's total retail sales decrease, so does the utility's
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RPS target since the target is a function of the total retail sales. This could lead to an
overall weakening of the uttlity's RPS targets and an indirect impact to non VRET
customers.

Customers could seek to be partial VRET customers, where part of their load is served
through the VRET and part of their load is served through the cost-of-service rate-based
system. Those partial VRET customers would continue to pay for the utility's RPS
compliance costs, which would be detailed in their tariff, rn order to avoid impacts to non
VRET customers. However, their RPS related claims would be proportional to the
percentage of their load that is served by the cost-of-service rate-based system.

Under ORS 469A.052, RPS compliance requirements are calculated as a function of
the utility's retail load, meaning no resources are exempt from inclusion in the RPS
compliance obligation. Depending on howVRET resources are characterized, VRET
customers could be part of the utiiit/s total retail load and potentially increase the
resulting RPS target. On the other hand, VRET resources couid be characterized more
like third party resources in direct access. In that scenario, RPS compliance
requirements couid follow the methodology used by ESSs. Because VRET customers
may need RECs from VRET resources for their green power claims and RECs from
VRET resources are prohibited from being used to comply with the RPS (HB 4126
Section 3(6)), RPS compliance requirements from VRET load could be fulfilled through
unbundled RECs. This is similar to how ESSs comply with their RPS targets based on
the sen/ice territory that their customer load is located.
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Kev Questions for Phase 2 incfyiry in VRET conditions:

> In order to prevent the potential for cost shifting to nonparticipating customers,
should a VRET condition not allow a reguiated utility to own a renewable
resource for VRET service energy supply?

> Should a VRET condition require Identification of all potential costs, risks, and
mitigation measures and require demonstration that all direct and indirect
impacts to nonparticipatlng customers are prevented?

(4) Whether the VRETs provided by electric companies to non-residential
customers rely on electricity supplied through a competitive procurement
process.

This statutory factor requires consideration of a competitive procurement process for
VRET energy supply. The use of a competitive procurement process as part of a VRET
involves two key points of analysis: (1) the type of VRET framework and (2) regulated
utility ownership of a VRET resource.

A competitive procurement process may be relevant to only certain types ofVRETs. Ef a
product permitted under a VRET involves the regulated utility aggregating renewable
resources for customer subscription, then a competitive procurement process may help
ensure the lowest cost resource procurement.

On the other hand, products permitted under a VRET that involve a third party owned
resource, which are directly supplied to customers through a utility facilitated transaction
(similar to a power purchase agreement), may not need to use a competitive
procurement process. Potential VRET customers and ESSs or IPPs would likely
negotiate costs and attributes of renewable resources. These non-residential

customers, which typically have large loads, may have preferences, expertise, or
market connections that could ensure competitively priced VRET resources. Requiring
the use of a competitive procurement process when it may not be needed to yield the
lowest cost procurement could add unnecessary administrative costs that raise prices
for potential VRET customers.

in a scenario where the regulated utility is engaged in providing VRET resource supply
{See, e.g. PGETs Utility Owned Subscription Model), a competitive process may be
needed to heip ensure the lowest cost procurement ofVRET resources. in particular, if
the regulated utility is permitted to include a self-build option, a competitive process may
be necessary. The rationale for requiring a competitive process rn this scenario is
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similar to the rationale for using the competitive bidding guidelines for major resource
procurement, which are resource acquisitions with duration greater than five years and
quantities greater than 100 MW.

Key Questions for Phase 2 Inquiry in VRET_conditiQns:

> Shouid a VRET condition require the use of a competitive procurement process if
certain triggers are present (e.g. utility ownership of a VRET resource or
aggregation of resources for subscription), and, if so, what triggers would require
the need for a competitive procurement process?

(5) Any other reasonable consideration related to allowing electric companies to
offer VRETs to their non-residential customers.

Many stakeholders highlighted several other potential VRET considerations in their
comments. Staff agrees issues related to consumer protection should be further
considered. There are two key points of analysis En the consumer protection context:
(1) need for thrrd party certification and (2) power mix disclosures.

A VRET could require products to have third party verification or oversight that ensures
that the products conform to customer "green claim" expectations and renewable
energy and environmental attribute markets. Certification would encourage the VRET
program to meet national standards and evolve over time. EPA's green power
partnership encourages the purchase of products that are certified by an Independent
third party. For example, Green-e certification is used for the residential voluntary
renewable energy program in Oregon. Green-e certified retail sales of 33.5 million MWh
in 2013. Non-residentiaf buyers accounted for the majority of certified MWh purchased,
at over 30 million MWh.

On the other hand, customers electing to use a product under a VRET offering are likely
informed and sophisticated non-residential customers, These types of customers may
not need the same consumer protections, such as Green-e certification and POC
oversight, provided for residential customers. In this scenario, PUC oversight with
stakeholder involvement would remain and serve as some protection for consumers. In
addition, if RPS eligible resource criteria and RPS definitions related to renewable
resources are also used for the VRET to fulfill the first statutory factor of furthering
significant new renewable energy development, ODOE couid certify those resources as
it does for RPS compliance.

See EPA's Green Power Partnership " Partnership Requirements (January 2013), available at
http;//www.epa.gov/greenpower/documents/gpp_partnership_reqs.pdf
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Resources developed for a VRET, for which customers claim environmental attributes,
should be fairly characterized in utility power mix disclosures. It is arguable that if
environmental attributes associated with VRET renewable energy procurement are
conveyed to customers, then those attributes are not part of the utility's cost-of-sen/ice
rate based system, cannot be claimed by utility, and should not be reflected in the
utility's power mix disciosures.

Depending on the type ofVRET adopted, the resource mix associated with the VRET
could be included as a label pursuant to OAR 860-038-0300 (Electric Company and
Electricity Service Suppiiers Labeling Requirements). If specialized products under a
VRET are negotiated for individual customers (See, e.g. NIPPC's Direct Access VRET
Model), then customers may need to be provided with specialized labels so fhatVRET
customers clearly understand the resources they are receiving compared to the utility's
cost-of-service rate-based power mix. There may be more specific disclosure questions
that arise if products under a VRET permit customers to maintain a connection to the
cost-of-service rate-based system (See, e.g., PGE Third Party PPA Mode!) or partial
VRET customers are permitted. There may be questions about how customers claim
utility supplied RPS renewable energy and incremental VRET renewable energy suppiy
as part of the customer's overail renewable energy supply in comparison to how the
utilities reflect these resources in their utiiity power mix disclosures.

KeyQ_uestions for Phase 2 inquiry in VRET conditions:

> Should a VRET condition require the use of third party renewable energy
verification?

VII. Analysis of Threshold Question: Whether to allow a VRET in Phase 27

The statute requires the Commission to decide the answer to the threshold question:
whether, and under what conditions, It is reasonable and in the public interest to aliow
electric companies to provide voluntary renewable energy tariffs to non-residential
customers. Given the public policy issues in each statutory factor discussed above that
should be resolved through VRET conciitions, the Commission must decide whether it is
reasonable and in the public interest to allow utilities to offer a VRET at all. As used En
Section 3(2) ofHB 4126, Staffs counsel advises that the meaning of the phrase "is
reasonable and In the public interest" is informed by the five statutory factors set forth in
Section 3(2)(a)"(e).18

Generally, Commission orders interpreting the meaning of "in the public interest" are specific to the
statute at issue in that proceeding. For example, in the context of utility mergers, "public interest" under
ORS 759.375 means there is "no harm" to the public if the merger is allowed. See Order No. 09-169. But,
in the context of an entity acquiring a utility, "public interest" under ORS 757.511 means there must be
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Even though there are two subparts of the threshold question, in essence, there is one
question asking whether the public interest benefits of offering a VRET outweighs the
costs of implementing necessary conditions to that VRET. In Phase 2, the Commission
will need to weigh these five statutory factors and conclude whether it is reasonable and
in the public interest to allow VRETs to be offered by utilities to non-residentlal
customers. In Staff's view, the Commission's public interest inquiry should include the
following considerations:

1. Whether it is reasonable and in the public interest to allow utilities to provide non-
residential customers with an additiona! renewable energy product choice
because those non'residential customers do not have sufficient options for
renewable energy products through existing policies?

2. Whether if ES reasonable and in the public interest for regulated utilities to be able
to offer a new renewable energy product choice that is valuable to customers
because there are benefits in the regulated utility making such an offering?

3. Whether it is reasonable and in the public interest to create a special VRET
program, requiring administrative burden on staff and parties through regulated
proceedings, to allow utiiities to offer a product that they may already be able to
offer by forming an affiliate through direct access?

VIII. Results to Consider in Phase 2

HB 4126 directs the Commission to consider the results of the study in Phase 2. Staff
considered a great deal of input and materials, as evidenced by this study and its
appendices, and makes the following -findings (in addition to the key questions for
Phase 2 described above):

1. There Is not a dear, agreed upon definition ofaVRET, nor does HB 4126
provide a definition or iist of attributes of a VRET in Oregon. Staff understands
that many stakeholders describe a VRET as a utility offering that allows non-
residential customers to voluntarily elect to pay a higher rate than their typical
customer tariff because they are seeking renewable energy supply, an ability to
make a "green power claim," and/or long-term and less-volatile energy costs.

This description permitted a wide range ofVRET models offered by stakeholders
with differing design features involving system ownership, types of eligible
renewable energy resources, load aggregation, utility role in connecting to third

"net benefits" to the public if the acquisition is allowed. See Order No, 06-082. In the context of
ORS 757.415(2)(b) (purposes for which securities and notes may be issued), the Oregon DOJ has opined
that "compatible with the public interest" is explained by the context of the other language/factors/criteria
set forth in thai particular statutory section,
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party renewable energy suppliers, and use of Q Fs under PURPA (among
others). This wide range ofVRET models led to different impacts when the
statutory factors were considered, which raised different policy issues and
potential conditions.

2. Considering a wide range VRET models was a heipfui exercise to discover
potential issues that may or may not be resolved through conditions. However, it
is not necessary to develop a hypothetical, detailed VRET model in order to
determine appropriate and reasonable conditions in Phase 2. in addition, it is
difficult for staff and stakeholders to answer the threshold question of whether to
alJow VRETs without also considering the potential conditions that would
constrain subsequent, more detailed VRET fiirngs in Phase 3. This circular
analysis suggests that the threshold question of whether to aiiow VRETs and
potential conditions on VRETs should be answered together to best inform
stakeholders, the Commission, and Staff.

3. The key questions for Phase 2, described above, that Staff determined through
its analysis of the threshold question and statutory factors should be, at a
minimum, the focus of Phase 2, which will help to focus parties' responses on the
threshold question and potential conditions. Analysis of the five statutory factors
revealed to Staff that there are significant issues and considerations that could
constrain a VRET, including, but not limited to:

> Furthering Development of Signtficant Renewable Energy Resources:
Tailored REG based products are already available under existing utility
tariffs and may fulfill the needs of some non-residential customers
interested in making a green power claim through a utility green energy
product, but a tailored REC based product may not be sufficient to be a
VRET

> Preventing Cost Shift to Non-Participaiing Customers: VRETs must
prevent cost shifting (strictly prohibited in HB 4126), which implies the
need for the accounting of utility system costs similar to transition
adjustments in direct access programs and limits the utifities' options in
designing a VRET that is attractive to those non-residential customers
seeking a low cost green power product.

> Effect on Competitive Retail Market While HB 4126 allows that the
Commission's policies to eliminate barriers to competitive retail markets
does not bar approval of a VRET, negative Impacts to the competitive
marketplace and fairness concerns may require a level playing field
beh/veen a VRET and direct access programs.
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77th OREGON LBGISLATWE ASSEMBLY-2014 Segular Session

Enrolled

House Bill 4126
Sponsored by Representative SMITH; Representative LININGER (Fresession filed.)

GHAFTEH

AN ACT

Relating to utilities.

Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon;

SECTION 1. Section 2 of this 2014 Act is added to and made a part of ORS 469A.005 to
469A.210.

SECTION 2. Unless the exemption provided by OBS 469A.055 (1) terminated for the
consmner-0'wned xitUity pursuan.t to ORS 469A.055 (5), a consumer-owned utility described in

OBS 469A.053 (2) that is subject to the large utility renewable portfolio standard described
in ORS 469A.052 (3) may use, notwitlistanding OSS 469A.145 (I), unbundled renewable energy
cextt,ificates, including banked luibwndled renewable energy certiJKcates, to meet;

(1) Up to 100 percent of the standard described in ORS 469A.052 (3)(a); amd
(2) Up to 75 percent of the standard described in ORS 469A.052 (3)(b) or (c).
SECTION 3. (1) As used in this section, "electric company" has the meaning given that

term in OBS 757.600.
(2) The Public Utility Commission shall conduct a study to consider the impact of aUow-

ing electjdc companies to offer voluntary renewable energy tariffs to their nonresidential

customers. The study shall be subject to public comment in a manner determined by the

commission.

(3) The commission shaU consider the results of the study described in subsection (2) of
this section in conjunction with the factors specified in this subsection to determine

whether, and under what conditione, it is reasonable and ia the public in.terest to allow

electric companies to provide voluntaiy reuewaUe energy tariffs to noxu'esidential cusfcom-

ers. The factors the commission shaU consider are;

(a) Whether allowing electric companies to provide voluntary renewable energy tariffe
to noaresidexxtial customers promotes the further developxnent of significant renewable en"

ergy resources;

(b) The effect of allowing electric companies to offer voluntary renewable energy tariffs
on the development of a competitive retail market;

(c) Any direct or indirect impact, including any potential cost-sliifting, on other cus-

tomers of any electric company offering a voluntax*y renewable energy tariff;

(d) Whether the voluntary renewable energy tariffs provided by electric companies to
nonresidential customers rely on electricity supplied tlirozigli a competitive procurement

processi and
(e) Any other reasonable consideration related to allowing electric coxnpaaiies to offer

voluntary renewable energy tariffs to their nonresidential customers.

Enrolled House Bill 4126 (HB 4126-A) Page 1
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(4) If the coxtunission determines under subsection (3) of this section to allow electric
companies to offer voluntary renewable energy tariffs to nonresidential customers, the

commission may authorize an. electric company to file % schedxde 'with. the conunission that
establishes the rates, terms and conditions of services offered under the voluntary reaiewable

energy tariff. AH costs and benefits associated with a voluntary renevrable energy tariff shall

be borne by the nonyesidentml customer receivmg service under the voluntazy renewable

energy tariff. Sch-edules sliall be submitted and. considered in accordance with. ORS 767.205»

757.210, 7S7.212 and- 757.215. The commission also shall consider the factors specified m sub"

section (3) of this section when determxnizig whether fco approve a sahedule.

(5) ORS 757.646 (1) and rules adopted under ORS 757.646 (1) and 757.G59 (7) pursuant to
OKS 757-646 (1) do not bar &e commission from approving a schedule for a voluntai'y

renewable energy tariff that is consistent with this section, and conumssiem fmdings.

(6) Any qualifying electricity, as defined in ORS 469A.OOG, procured Tby an electric com-
pany to provide electricity pursuant to a volimtary renewable energy tariff described in this

section may not be used lay the electric company to comply with the requirements of the

renewable portfolio standard described under ORS 469A.052 or 469A,055.

Passed ~by House I1el>ruavy 11, 2014 Received by Governor:

..M............................................................ 2014

Rmnona- S. Une, Chief GleFli: of -House

.M.,.^................,........................,,........., 2014

Tina Kotek, Speaii-er of House

Passed by Senate February 28, 2014 John Kitehaber, Govornor

E'iled. in. Offico of Secretary of State:

Peter Courtaey, President of Senate ....>...—......—....^^.,..—...,...—......„,,....„,.........,.....,........,,

Kate Brown, Secretary of State

Enrolled House BUl 4156 CHB 41^6-A) Page 2
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Existing IQU Tariffs Relevant to VRET discussion

Net Energy Metering - For customers intending to operate net metering systems to

generate electricity to reduce all or part of thetr monthly energy usage.

• PGE Schedule 203 (Net Metenng Service) - For a customer with installed
generating equipment that quaiifies as a Net Metering Faciirty defined in ORS
757.300(1 )(d). Such customer is referred to as a customer-generator and defined in
OAR 860-039"0005(2)(e). Service under this schedule is provided pursuant to the
requirements of OAR 860-039-0005 through -0080 and ORS 757.300. Net metering
measures the difference between the eiectricity supplied by PGE and the electricity
generated by a customer-generator that is fed back to the Company over an
applicable Billing Period. Net metered generation is supplied to PGE from a
customer that operates an interconnected power production facility using solar
power, wind power, fuel ceiis, hydroelectric power, landfill gas, digester gas, waste,
dedicated energy crops available on a renewable basis or low-emission, nontoxic
biomass based on solid organic fuels from wood, forest or field residues where the
generating nameplate capacity is 2 MW or less for non-residential customers and 25
kW or less for residential customers. The facility must operate in parallel with PGE's
existing facilities and be primarily intended to offset part or all of the customer's own
electrical requirements,

• PacifiCorp Schedule 135 (Net Metering Sen/ice Optional for Qualifying Customers) -
For any customer that uses a generating facility using solar power, wind power, fuel
celis, hydroeiecfric power, landfill gas, digester gas, waste, dedicated energy crops
available on a renewable basis or iow-emission, nontoxic biomass based on solid
organic fuels from wood, forest or field residues with a capacity of not more than
twenty-five (25) kllowatts for residential customers and two (2) megawatts for non-
residential customers that is located on the customers' premises, is interconnected
and operates in parallel with PacifiCorp's existing transmission and distribution
facilities, and is intended primarily to offset part or ail of the customer's own electrical
requirements. This Schedule is offered in compliance with ORS 757.300 and OAR
860-039-0005 through -0080.

> Idaho Power Company Schedule 84 (Customer Energy Product Net Metenng
Sen/ice) ~ Service under this schedule is applicable to any Customer that: Does not
take service under Schedule 4 or Schedule 5; Owns and/or operates a Generation
Faciiity fueled by solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, or hydropower, or represents
fue! cell technology; Maintains its retal! electric service account for the [oads served
at the Point of Delivery adjacent to the Generation Interconnection Point as active
and in good standing; Meets all requirements applicable to Net JVletering Systems
detailed In the Company's Schedule 72 Interconnections to Non-Utility Generation;
and takes retail service under Schedules 1 or 7 with total nameplate capacity rating
of 25 kW or smaller or takes retail service on another Schedule but with a total
nameplate capacity rating of 1 00 kW or smaller.
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Voluntary REC based Tariffs - REC based products available to nonresidential

customers paid for through a rider.

* PGE Schedule 54 (Large Nonresidentia! Tradable Renewable Credits Rider) - This
rider is an optional supplemental service that supports the development of New
Renewable Energy Resources as defined in ORS 757.600. Under this Schedule a
large nonresidential customer may purchase Tradabie Renewable Credits (RECs)
based on a percentage of the customer's load, subject to a minimum purchase. The

purchase guarantees an equivalent amount of generation from qualified renewable
resources will be transmitted within the Western Electricity Coordinating Council.

• PacifiCorp Schedule 272 (Renewable Energy Rider Optional Bulk Purchase Option)
- For large nonresidential customers receiving delivery service. Funds received from
consumers under this Schedule will cover program costs and match renewable
energy purchases to block purchases. 1 Block equals 100 kWh of Renewabie
Energy. This program requires a minimum purchase of 121,2 megawatt-hours
(121,200 kWh or 1,212 Blocks) per year. $0.70 per month ($7.00 perMWh per
month) Plus $1500.00 per year fixed charge. Funds not spent after covering
program costs and matching renewable energy purchases to block purchases may
be used to fund qualifying initiatives, such as locally-owned commercial-scale
renewable energy projects, research and development projects encouraging
renewable energy market transformation, and investment En above-market costs of
constructing renewable energy facilities. For purchase commitments over two years
in length or large purchases over 75,000 MWh per year, individually negotiated
arrangements may be available, pursuant to the execution of a written contract.

• Idaho Power Schedule 62 (Green Energy Purchase Program Rider (Optional))
Optional voluntary programs designed to provide customers an opportunity to
participate in the purchase of new environmentally friendly "green" energy. Funds
coHectecf in this program are wholly distributed to the purchase of green energy
products.

PURPA Qualifying Facilities (QF) - Qualifying cogeneration facilities or qualifying
small power production facilities within the meaning of section 201 and 210 of the

Federal Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA), 16 U.S.C. 796 and
824a-3. Electricity from a renewable QF must meet the requirements of "qualifying
electricity" set forth in the Oregon Renewable Portfolio Standards: ORS 469A.010,

469A.020, and 469A.025.

• PGE Schedule 201 (Qualifying FaciHty 10 MW or hss Avoided Cost Power
Purchase Information) - For power purchased from small power production or
cogeneration facilities (10 MW or less) that are QFs as defined En 18 CFR
Section 292, that meet the eligibility requirements described En the schedule and
where the energy is delivered to PGE's system and made available for PGE
purchase pursuant to a Standard PPA.
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• PacifiCorp Schedule 37 (Avoided Cost Purchases from Qualifying Facilities of
10,000kw or less) - For power purchased from Qualifying Facilities with a
nameplate capacity of 10,000 kW or less or that, together with any other electric
generating facility using the same motive force, owned or controlled by the same
person(s) or affiliated person(s), and Jocated at the same site, has a nameplate
capacity of 10,000 kW or less. Owners of these Qualifying Facilities will be
required to enter Into a written power sales contract with the Company.

• PacifiCorp Schedule 38 (Avoided Cost Purchases from Qualifying Facilities of
Greater than 10,000kw) - For power purchased from Qualifying Facilities with a
nameplate capacity greater than 10,000 RW. Owners of these Qualifying
Facilities will be required to enter into a negotiated written power purchase
agreement with the Company. Pursuant to Order No. 05-584 and 07-360, the
pricing options specified in Schedule 37 should serve as a starting point for
prices under a negotiated power purchase agreement

* Idaho Power Schedule 85 (Cogeneratf'on and SmaH Power Production Standard
Contmot Rates) - Service under this schedule is applicable to any seller that:
Owns or operates a Qualifying Facility with a namepJate capacity rating of 10 MW
or {ess and desires to seEI energy generated by the Qualifying Faciiity to the
Idaho Power in compliance with all the terms and conditions of the Standard
Contract; and Meets all applicable requirements of Idaho Power's Generation
Interconnection Process. For Qualifying Facilities with a nameplate capacity
rating greater than 10 MW, a negotiated Non-Standard Contract between the
seller and Idaho Power is required.

Partial Requirements Tariffs ~ PGE and PaciflCorp have Partial Requirements Tariffs

that allow a customer to supply all or some portion of their own load by self-generation

on a regular basis, depending on size.

• PGE's Partial Requirement Tariffs

o PGE Schedule 75 (Partial Requirements Sen/ice) - To Large Nonresidential
Customers supplying all or some portion of their load by self-generation
operating on a regular basis, where the self-generation has a total nameplate
rating of 2 MW or greater. A Large Nonresidentia! Customer is a Customer
that has exceeded 30 RW at least twice within the preceding 13 months, or
with seven months or less of service has had a Demand exceeding 30 RW.

o PGE Schedule 76R (Partial Hequirements Economic Replacement Power
Rider) - Provides customers served on Schedule 75 with the option of
purchasing energy from PGE to replace some, or all, of the customer's on-site
generation when the customer deems it is more economically beneficial than
self-generating.
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o PGE Schedule G75 (Partial Requirements Sen/ice Direct Access Sen/ice)
For large nonresldential customers who receive electricity service from an
ESS and who supply all or some portion of their load by self-generation
operating on a regular basis, where the seif-generation has a total nameplate
rating of 2 MW or greater. A large nonresidentiai customer is a customer that
has exceeded 30 kW at least twice within the preceding 13 months, or with
seven months or less of service has had a Demand exceeding 30 kW.

o PGE Schedule 576R (Economic Replacement Power Rider Direct Access
Service) ~ To provide Customers served on Schedule 575 with the option for
delivery of Energy from the Customer's Eiectricity Service Supplier (ESS) to
replace some, or all of the Customer's on-site generation when the Customer
deems it is more economically beneficial than self-generating.

PacifiCorp Partial Requirement Tariffs

o PadfiCorp Schedule 47 (Large Genera! Ser/sce Partial Requirements 1 000
KW and Over Delivery Service) -For large non residential consumers
suppiymg ail or some portion of their foad by self-generation operating on a
regular basis, requiring standby electric service from PacifiCorp where the
consumer's self-generafion has both a total namepiate rating of 1,000 kW or
greater and where standby electric service Is required for 1,000 RW or
greater. Consumers requiring standby electric service from PacifiCorp for less
than 1,000 RW shall be served under the applicable general service schedule.
If Consumer elects to receive Supply Service from an ESS, Delivery Service
shall be provided under Schedule 747, Direct Access Delivery Service.

o PaciffCorp Schedule 247 (Partial Requirements Supply Sen/ice) - For large
non residential consumers receiving Delivery Service under Schedule 47.
Details how the energy charge is calculated (baseline energy, scheduled
maintenance energy, unscheduled energy), as well as losses and special
conditions.

o Pacifi'Corp Schedule 747 (Large General Service Partial Requirements 1 000
KW and Over Direct Access De!JverySen/ice)-Ws Schedule is applicable
to consumers who have chosen to receive electricity from an ESS. For large
nonresidential consumers supplying all or some portion of their load by self-
generation operating on a regular basis, requiring standby electric service
from the Company where the consumer's self-generation has both a total
nameplate rating of 1,000 kW or greater and where standby electric service is
required for 1,000 RW or greater. Consumers requiring standby electric
service from the Company for less than 1,000 kW shall be served under the
applicable genera! service schedule.
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Direct Access Tariffs

< PGE Cost-of-Service Qpt-Out Tariffs

o PGE Schedule 485 (Transmission access service - Large Nonresidentla!
(201 - 4,000 kW) Cost of Semce Opf-ouf) - For large nonresidential
customers whose demand has exceeded 200 RW more than six times in the
preceding 13 months but has not exceeded 4,000 RW more than once in the
preceding 13 months, or with seven months or less of service has not had a
demand exceeding 4,000 kW and who has chosen the PGE's transition plan
during one of the enrollment periods. Service under this schedule is limited to
the first 300 MWa. Beginning with the September 2004 Enrollment Period C,
customers have a minimum five-year option and a fixed three-year option,

o PGE Schedule 489 (Transmission access service - Large Nonresidentiai
(>4,000 kW) Cost of Sen/ice Opt-out) - For large nonresidential customers
whose demand has exceeded 4,000 kW more than once within the preceding
13 months and who has chosen PGE's transition plan during an enrollment
period. Service under this schedule is limited to the first 300 MWa. Beginning
with the September 2004 Enrollment Period C, customers have a minimum
five-year option and a fixed three-year option.

o PG£ Schedule 490 (Transmission access service - Large Nonresidentsaf
Cost-of-Service Opt-Out (>4,000 kW and Aggregate to > 100 MWa)) - For
large nonresidential customers who meet the following conditions: 1)
individual account demand has exceeded 4,000 kW at [east twice within the
preceding 13 months, or with seven months or less of service has had a
demand exceeding 4,000 kW; and 2) where combined usage of all accounts
meeting condition 1 for the large nonresidential customer aggregate to at
least lOOIVIWa in a calendar year; and 3) the customer maintains a load factor
of 80% or greater for each account; and 4) who has chosen PGE's transition
plan during an enrollment period. Service under this schedule is limited to the
first 300 MWa. Customers have a minimum five-year option and a fixed three-
year option.

o PGE Schedule 491 (Transmission access sen/ice - Street and Highway
Lightmg Cost of Service Opt-Out)- For municipalities or agencies of federal
or state governments with no fewer than 30,000 lights purchasing Direct
Access for lighting service utilizing PGE approved street lighting equipment
for public streets and highways and public grounds where funds for payment
of electricity are provided through taxation or property assessment. Service
under this schedule is limited to the first 300 MWa.

o PGE Schedule 492 (Transmission access service - Traffic Signals Cost of
Service Opt-Ouf)" To municipalities or agencies of federal or state
governments served on Schedule 92, who purchase Electricity from an
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Electricity Service Supplier (ESS) for traffic signals and warning facilities in
systems containing at least 500 intersections on public streets and highways,
where funds for payment of Electricity are provided through taxation or
property assessment. This schedule is available only to those governmental
agencies receiving service under Schedule 92 as of September 30, 2001.
Service under this schedule is limited to the first 300 MWa

o PGE Schedule 495 (Transmission access sen/ice - Street and highway
fighting new technology Cost of Service Opt-Out) - For municipalities or
agencies of federal or state governments with no fewer than 30,000 lights
purchasing Direct Access for lighting service utilizing Company approved
streetlighting equipment for pubilc streets and highways and public grounds
where funds for payment of Electricity are provided through taxation or
property assessment Service under this schedule is iimited to the first 300
MWa.

• PGE Direct Access Tariffs

o PGE Schedule 515 (Direct access - outdoor area lighting) - Lighting services,
which consist of the provision of PGE-owned iuminaires mounted on PGE"
owned poles, in accordance with PGE specifications as to equipment,
installation, maintenance and operation.

o PGE Schedule 532 (Direct access - small nonressdentiai) - Sixty-hertz
alternating current of such phase and voltage as PGE may have available.

o PGE Schedule 538 (Direct access - large nonresidential opfionaf time of day)
Large nonresidential customers who have chosen to receive service from

an ESS, and: 1) served at secondary voltage with a monthly demand that
does not exceed 200 kW more than once in the preceding 13 months; or 2)
who were receiving service on Schedule 38 (large Nonresidentiai Optional
Time-of-Day Standard Service (Cost of Service)) as of December 31, 2015.

o PGE Schedule 549 (Direct access " large nonresidentiaf irrigation and
drainage pumping) ~ Large nonresidentiai customers who have chosen to
receive electricity from an ESS for irrigation and drainage pumping; may
include other incidental service if an additional meter would otherwise be
required.

o PGE Schedule 583 (Direct access " large nonresidentiat (31-200 kW))" Large
nonresidential customers whose demand has not exceeded 200 kW more
than six times in the preceding 13 months and has not exceeded 4,000 kW
more than once in the preceding 13 months, or with seven months or less of
service has not had a demand exceeding 4,000 kW and who has chosen to
receive electricity from an ESS,
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o PGE Schedule 585 (Direct access - large nonresidenfial (201-4000kW)} -
Large nonresidentiai customers whose demand has exceeded 200 kW more
than six times in the preceding 13 months and has not exceeded 4,000 kW
more than once in the preceding 13 months, or with seven months or less of
service has not had a demand exceeding 4,000 kW and who has chosen to
receive eiectricity from an ESS.

o PGE Schedule 589 (Direct access - large nonresldentsal (greater than
4000kW) ~ Large nonresidential customer whose demand has exceeded
4,000 kW at least twice within the preceding 13 months, or with seven months
or less of service has had a demand exceeding 4,000 kW, and who has
chosen to receive electricity from an ESS.

o PGE Schedule 590 (Direct access" large nonresidentfal (greater than 4000
kW and aggregate to greater than 100 MWa)) - Large nonresidential
customer who meet the following conditions: 1) individug! account demand
has exceeded 4,000 kW at least twice within the preceding 13 months, or with
seven months or less of service has had ^ demand exceeding 4,000 kW; and
2) where combined usage of all accounts meeting condition 1 for the large
nonresidentiai customer aggregate to at least 100 MWa in a calendar year;
and 3) the customer maintains a load factor of 80% or greater for each
account; and 4) who has chosen to receive electricity from an ESS.

o PGE Schedule 591 (Direct access" street and highway lighting)
municipalities or agencies of federal or state governments purchasing Direct
Access for lighting service utilizing PGE approved street lighting equipment
for public streets and highways and public grounds where funds for payment
of electricity are provided through taxation or property assessment.

o PGE Schedule 592 (Direct access - traffic signals) - municipalities or
agencies of federal or state governments served on Schedule 92, who
purchase Electricity from an Electricity Service Supplier (ESS) for traffic
signals and warning facilities in systems containing at least 50 intersections
on public streets and highways, where funds for payment of Electricity are
provided through taxation or property assessment. This schedule is available
only to those governmental agencies receiving service under Schedule 92 as
of September 30, 2001.

o PGE Schedule 595 (Direct access - street and highway lighting new
technology) - municipalities or agencies of federal or state governments
purchasing Direct Access for lighting service utilizing Company approved
street lighting equipment for public streets and highways and public grounds
where funds for payment of Electricity are provided through taxation or
property assessment.
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PadfiCorp's Direct AGcess_Tanffs

o PacifiCorp Schedule 723 (General Service SmaH Nonressdentfa! Direct
Access Delivery Service) - for small nonresidential consumers who have
chosen to receive electricity from an ESS, and as specified In the PacifiCorp's
Rules & Regulations, Rule 7.J. Deliveries at more than one point, or more
than one voltage and phase classification, will be separately metered and
billed, except for Communication Devices. Service for intermittent, partial
requirements, or highly fluctuating loads, or where service is seasonally
disconnected during any one year period will be provided only by special
contract for such service.

o PacifiCorp Schedule 728 (General Sen/lce Large Nonresidential 31 KW to
200 KW Direct Access Delivery Service) - for large nonresidential consumers
who have chosen to receive electricity from an ESS, and whose loads have
not registered more than 200 kW, more than six times in the preceding 12-
month period and as specified in the Company's Rules & Regulations, Rule
7.J. Deliveries at more than one point, or more than one voltage and phase
classification, will be separately metered and billed. Service for intermittent,
partial requirements, or highly fluctuating loads, or where service is
seasonally disconnected during any one year period will be provided only by
special contract for such service.

o PaoifiCorp Schedule 730 (General Service Large Nonresidential 201 KWto
999 KW Direct Access Delivery Service) - for large nonresidential consumers
who have chosen to receive electricity from an ESS, and whose loads have
registered more than 200 RW, more than six times in the preceding 12-month
period but have not reQistered 1,000 kW or more, more than once in the
preceding 18-month period and who are not otherwise subject to service on
Schedule 747 or 748. Deliveries at more than one point, or more than one
voltage and phase classification, will be separately metered and billed.
Service for intermittent, partial requirements, or highly fluctuating loads, or
where service is seasonally disconnected during any one year period will be
provided only by special contract for such service.

o PaclfiCorp Schedule 741 (AgncuHural Pumping Service Direct Access
Delivery Sen/ice) - For consumers who have chosen to receive electricity
from an ESS and desiring service for agricultural irrigation or agricultural soli
drainage pumping installations only and whose loads have not registered
1,000 kW or more, more than once in the preceding 18-month period and who
are not otherwise subject to service on Schedule 747 or 748. Service
furnished under this Schedule will be metered and billed separately at each
point of delivery.

o PacifiCorp Schedule 747 (Large General Service Fartiaf Requirements 1 000
KW and Over Direct Access DeUvery Service) - For consumers who have
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chosen to receive electricity from an ESS. For large nonresldential consumers
supplying all or some portion of their load by self-generation operating on a
regular basis, requiring standby electric service from the PacifiCorp where the
consumer's self-generation has both a total nameplate rating of 1,000 kW or
greater and where standby electric service Is required for 1,000 kW or
greater. Consumers requiring standby electric service from the Company for
less than 1,000 kW shall be served under the applicable general service
schedule.

o PacifiCorp Schedule 776R (Large General Service Partial Requirements
Sen/ice Economic Replacement Service Rider Direct Access Delivery
Sen/ice) - For consumers served on Schedule 747 with the opportunity of
purchasing Energy from an ESS to replace some or ail of the consumer's on-
site generation when the consumer deems it is more economically beneficial
than self-generating.

o PacifiCorp Schedule 748 (Large Genera! Service 1 000 KW and Over Direct
Access Delivery Sen/ice) - For consumers who have chosen to receive
electricity from an ESS, to electric service loads which have registered 1,000
kW or more, more than once in a preceding 18-month period. This Schedule
will remain applicable until Consumer fails to exceed 1,000 kW for a
subsequent period of 36 consecutive months. Deliveries at more than one
point, or more than one voltage and phase classification, will be separately
metered and billed. Service for intermittent, partial requirements, or highly
fluctuating loads, or where service is seasonally disconnected during any
one-year period will be provided only by special contract for such service.
Partia! requirements service for loads of 1,000 kW and over will be provided
on!y by application of the provisions of Schedule 747.

o PacifiCorp Schedufe 751 (Street Lighting Service Company Owned System
Direct Access Delivery Sen/ice) - For consumers who have chosen to receive
electricity from an ESS. To unmetered lighting service provided to
municipalities or agencies of municipal, county, state or federal governments
for dusk to dawn illumination of public streets, highways and thoroughfares by
means ofPadfiCorp owned, operated and maintained street lighting systems
controHed by a photoelectric control or time switch.

o PadfiCorp Schedule 752 (Street Lighting Service Company Owned System
No New SeMce Direct Access Delivery Service) - For consumers who have
chosen to receive electricity from an ESS. To service furnished by means of
PacifiCorp-owned installations, for the lighting of public streets. highways,
alleys and parks under conditions and for street lights of sizes and types not
specified on other schedules of this Tariff. PacifiCorp may not be required to
furnish service hereunderto other than municipal Consumers. This schedule
is closed to new service beginning November 8, 2006.
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o PacifiCorp Schedule 753 (Street Lighting Service Consumer Owned System
Direct Access Delivery Service) - For consumers who have chosen to receive
electricity from an ESS. For lighting service provided to municipalities or
agencies of municipal, county, state or federal governments for dusk to dawn
illumination of public streets, highways and thoroughfares by means of
consumer owned street lighting systems controlled by a photoelectric control
or time switch.

o PacjfiCorp Schedule 754 (Recreatfonal Field Ughfing RGstricted Direct
Access Delivery Service) - For consumers who have chosen to receive

electricity from an ESS. For schools, governmental agencies and nonprofit
organizations for service supplied through one meter at one point of delivery
and used exclusively for annually recurring seasonal lighting of outdoor
athletic or recreational fields. This Schedule is not applicable to any
enterprise that is operated for profit Service for purposes other than
recreationa! field lighting may not be combined with such field lighting for
bi!!ing purposes under this Schedule. At consumer's option, service for
recreational field lighting may be taken under PacIfiCorp's applicable General
Service Schedule.

PGE ESS Charge: Schedule 600 (Elecfncify Service Supplier Charges) - applicable
to any ESS providing service to PGE customers. To receive service, an ESS must
sign an ESS Service Agreement and abide by tariff provisions. Charges includes
application processing fee, rsglsfration renewal fee, electronic data interchange
testing, charge of effective date request, switching fee, customer change of location,
consolidating biiling, late pay charge, and historical customer usage download and
data charge.

PacifiCorp ESS Charge: FacifiCorp Schedule 600 (ESS Charges) - For ESSs
providing or seeking to provide service to Consumers in the territory served by
PadfiCorp in Oregon, Includes an ESS Service Agreement charge, pre-enroilment
usage information, pre-enrollment payment history, DASR processing fee, late
payment charge, consolidated billing charges, ESS security deposit interest rate,
and cost based prices for any other work at ESS request.

PGE Transition Adjustments Tariffs

o PGE Schedule 128 (Short-term transition adjustment) - this schedule
calculates the Short-Term Transition Adjustment to reflect the results of the
ongoing valuation under OAR 860-038-0140. It is applicable to all
nonresidenlial customers who receive Direct Access service on Schedules

515,532,538,549, 575, 583,585, 589, 590, 591, 592 and 595 (among
others).

10
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o PGE Schedule 129 (Long-term transition adjustment) - appilcabfe to large
nonresidentiai customers that have selected service under Schedules 485,
489,490,491, 492, and 495 (Transmission access service).

PacifECorp Transition Adjustments Tariffs

o PacifiCorp Schedule 294 (Transition Adjustment) ~ This Schedule is
applicable to all Nonresidential Consumers receiving service under Schedule
220, Standard Offer Service, Schedule 230, Emergency Supply Service or the
applicable Direct Access Service Schedule except consumers electing a
muiti-year opt-out The transition adjustment is the difference between the
estimated market vafue of the electricity that is freed up when a customer
chooses to leave Cost-Based Supply Service for Direct Access versus the
Company's regulated price. The estimated market value of the freed up
electricity is determined by running two system simulations " one simulation
with the Company sen/ing the Direct Access Consumer and one simulation
with the Company not serving the Direct Access Consumer. The difference
between the two scenarios is analyzed to calculate the impact on the
Company's total system. The impacts are then used to determine the
Weighted Market VaEue of the energy, which is then compared to the
Customer's energy-only tariff schedule rate.

o Paoifi'Corp Schedule 295 (Transition Adjustment Three Year Cost of Service
Opt Out) - For large nonresidential consumers who have chosen to opt-out of
the PadfiCorp's Cost-Based Supply Service Schedute 201 for a minimum
three-year period and who currently receive Delivery Service under
Schedules 47, 48, 747, or 748 or consumers who receive service under
Delivery Service Schedules 30, 47 and/or 48 or 730, 747 and/or 748 under a
single corporate name with meters of more than 200 kW of billing demand at
least once in the previous thirteen months that total to at least 2 MW. Total
eligible load of 200 MW will be accepted under this schedule. Transition
Adjustments for each three-year period are specific to its applicable
enrollment period. The consumer must elect to purchase energy from an ESS
(Direct Access Service) for aE! of consumer's points of delivery under this
schedule.

o PacifiCorp Schedule 296 (Transition Adjustment Five Year Cost of Service
Opt Out) - For large nonresidentia! consumers who have chosen to o.pt-out of
the PadfiCorp's Cost-Based Supply Service Schedule 201 for a Five-year
period and who currently receive Delivery Service under Schedules 47, 48,
747, or 748, or consumers who receive service under Delivery Service
Schedules 30, 47, and/or 48 or 730, 747, and/or 748 under a single corporate
entity with meters of more than 200 kW of billing demand at ieast once En the
previous thirteen months that total to at [east 2 MW. Total eligible load of 175
aMW will be accepted under this schedule. Transition Adjustments for each
five-year period are specific to its applicable enrollment period. A Consumer

11
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Opt-Out Charge will be applicable for the five-year enrollment period. At the
end of the applicable give-year period, customers who have elected this
option will ho longer be subject to Transition Adjustments, the Consumer Opt-
Out Charge, or to charges in Schedule 200, Base Supply Service. The
Consumer must elect to purchase energy from an ESS (Direct Access
Service) for ail of the consumers' points of delivery under this schedule.

12
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UM 1690 - Voluntary Renewable Energy Tariffs

Company

PGE

PGE

Program

One-year
direct
access
called

"Alternate
Pricing
Plan"

Three-
and five-

years
Cost-of-

Service
Opt-Ouf

Schedules

532: 0 to 30 kW
583: 31 to 200 kW

585: 201 to 4,000 kW
589: > 4,000 kW

590: > 4,000 kW and
aggregate to 100

aMW
128: Transition

Adjustment
485: 201 to 4,000 kW

489: > 4,000 kW
490: > 4,000 kW and

aggregate to 100
aMW

491: Street & Highway
Lighting

492: Traffic Signals
495: Street & Highway

Lighting New
Technology

129: Transition
Adjustment

Enrollment
Window

Mid-
November

Five
business

days

September
All month

Cap

None

300
aMW

Eligibility

Non"

residential
customers

Each point of
delivery in the
account must
have a facility
capacity of at
least 250 kW,

and all
accounts

must

aggregate to
at least one

average
megawatt

(aMW)

Payments/Credifs and Notice to
Return to Cost-based Service

Ongoing valuation method under
OAR 860-038-0140

Transition adjustment reflects
difference between Energy Charge(s)
under Cost of Sen/ice Option induding

Schedule 125 and market price of
power, applied to the load shape of the

jap^ljcable schedule.
Transition adjustment reflects

difference between Energy Charge(s)
under Cost of Sen/Ece Option including

Schedule 125 and market price of
power, applied to the load shape of the

applicable scheduSe.

The transition adjustment for the
3-year opt out will incorporate costs for

both existing and new resources, if
any, expected to begin providing

sen/ice to customers during the3-year
term and wiSI be known at the time the

customer opts-out)-
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IJM 1690 -Voluntary Renewable Energy Tariffs

Company

PGE

PacifiCorp

Program

Three-
and five-

years
Cost-of-

Service
Opt-Out

One-year
Direct

Access
Delivery
Service

Schedules

485: 201 to 4,000 kW
489; > 4,000 kW

490: > 4,000 kW and
aggregate to 100

aMW
491; Street & Highway

Lighting
492: Traffic Signals

495: Street & Highway
Lighting New
Technology

129: Transition
Adjustment

723: Small
Nonresiderrtial

728: 31 to 200 kW
730: 201 to 999 kW

741: Irrigation <1MW
747; Part!. Req.

1,OOOkW+
748: 1,OOOkW+

(also lighting)

294: Transition
Adjustment

Enrollment
Window

September
Al! month

Mid-

November

Five
business

days

Cap

300
aMW

None

Eligibility

Each point of
delivery En the
account must
have a facility
capacity of at
[east 250 kW.

and ali
accounts

must
aggregate to
at least one

average
megawatt

(aMW)

Non-

residential
customers.

Payments/Credits and Notice to
Return to Cost-based Service

Transition adjustment reflects
difference between Energy Charge(s)
under Cost of Service Option including

Schedule 125 and market price of
power, applied to the load shape of the

applicable schedule.

The transition adjustment for the 5-year
opt out will reflect only those resources

that have been approved by the
Oregon Public Utilities Commission
(OPUC); however, Etwiil be adjusted
during the 5"year term to reflect the

costs associated with any new
generation resources approved by the

OPUC during that time penod.)
Ongoing valuation method under OAR

860-038-0140

Transition adjustment is calculated as
the difference between estimated

market value and Company's regulated
price, based on GRiD runs with and

without the direct access load.
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UM 1690 "Voluntary Renewable Energy Tariffs

Company

PacifiCorp

PacifiCorp

Program

Three-

year
Cost of
Service
Opt-Out

Five-year
Cost of
Service

Opt-Out*

Schedules

730; 201 to 999 kW
747: Part!. Req.

1,000 kW+
748: 1,OOOkW+

295: Transition
Adjustment

730: 201 to 999 kW
747: Part]. Req.

1,OOOkW+
748: 1,OOOkW+

296: Transition
Adjustment

Enrollment
Window

Mid-

November

Three
weeks

Mid-
November

Three
Weeks

Cap

200
MW

175
aMW

Eligibility

1,OOOkW+or
multiple

meters of
200kW+

which
aggregate to

at least 2MW.
1,OOOkW+or

multiple
meters of
200kW+

which
aggregate to
at feast 2MW.

Payments/Credits and Notice to
Return to Cost-based Service

Three-year fixed transition adjustment,
with base rates (Schedule 200)

applicable and updated in any rates
case during the three year transition

period.

Five-year fixed transition adjustment,
with fixed generation rates (Schedule
200) applicable and updated in any .

rates case during the five year
transition period.

Five-year fixed Consumer Opt-Out
Charge applies to the five year

enrollment period.

Transition Adjustments, Consumer Opt-
Out Charge and fixed generation rates

(Schedule 200) end after five-year
period; consumer continues sen/ice

from ESS,

Four year notice required to return to
cost-based service.

If Consumer gives notice to return within
the five-year transition period, Opt-Out
Charge will cease after the date of the
official notice; Transition Adjustments

will continue to apply during the
remainder of the applicabie period.

'PacifiCorp five-year program is required under Order No. 15-060; the first enrollment window commences November 2015,
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UtEiities are weighing how to meet ?is gvoMng
customer interest in renewable energy. Outside
of the existing competitive etectricity marRets,
utility renewable energy or "green pricing"
programs have typically provided only RECs
at an addilionat cost. Because they offer only
"unbundisd" RECs, separate from energy,
these programs do not usually provide a fixed
cost of energy as protection against volatile
fossif fue! prices. Green tariffs, or riders, are
an emerging oplion in markets where there is
no functional relaiE electricity choice to access
fixed price renewabEe energy. These programs,
offered by ths local utEI ities and approved by the
state public utility commissions (PUGs), allow
eligible customers to buy both the energy from
a renewable energy projecE and the RECs. Green
tariffs cater to customers' preference for a more
direct financial connection to nearby renewsbla
energy projects. They can also offer greater
eeonomlG vaiue to custonners tiian unbundled
RECs aione.

Through green tariffs, fradltlonal utilities may
be able to offer renewable energy services as
attractive as what buyers are able to access
in competitive markets or through third-
party-financed "behind-the-meter" renewable
energy services. Green tariffs may also
prove to provide greater flexibiiily and lower

Appendix 4

transaction costs, given uEilrties' expertise and
decades of expsrienGe En integrating generation
technologies, aggregating customer demand, and
rsilabiy delivering feast-cost resourcas.

Green tariff design considsratjons for utiiHi&s -
and regulators stiould inGiuds how to "set [fair
and equitable] prices [which allow utilities
to recover Iheircosts], build a portfolio of
resources, maximize both the Gustomens' long"
term commitment and their access to flexibility,
mitigate the risk of stranded renewable energy
assets, and consider both existing and new
loads..,""' Utilities and regulators must also

protect non-gresn tarrff customers from unfairly
shouldering costs arising from implementation
of the green tariff. However, there might be
some costs that can justiffabiy b8 sharsd by all
customers if thsy !&ad to system-wde benefits
(for example, reduced congestion) or positive
externalities (for example, reduced emissions).
This depends on the [ocsl cErcumstarices.

ThefoHowing table is a compilation of
several gresn t3riff proposals and offerings
for commercial and mdustrial cusEomers in
regulated markets in the United Siates. WR!rs
Gompilstfon utilizes expert partners' knowledge
of existing and emerging green tariffs. The table
sxcludss green pricing programs that rely on

RECs but have no energy component, It also
excludes utjfiEy programs that can be ciassifted
as community choice aggregation (iooseiy
defined as tariffs where muitipls Kustomers are
virtually net-metered against a share of a local
renewable energy project). California's SB 43-
Green Tariff Shared Rsnewabjes Program—is
open to commercial customers, but caps any
Individual customGir at 2MW of demand. This
size limitation has led to its exclusion from

• this fabie because 3l! the other tariffs listed
allow individual customer demand above 2MW,
However, lessons appiicabie to Sarge energy
customers might perhaps be learned from this
program and communiiy choice aggregation in
general,

The design considerations listed sbove, and
articuiateci in the Buyers' Principies, helped to
shape the criteria and charade rlstics highlighted
in tbs table. They inciuds; customer costs, facility
fMility, contract time commlttnertt, program
size limits, and risR management, among others,
These are the characterislics that most often drive
customers' purctiaslng decisions.

This list is regularly updated, but for complete
and up-to-date details of each green tariff,
see the appropriate docket or filing number or
contact the offering utility..

[lit

!l
iil 18 I s§

I
^

§^Is a I i? i^^s iy*i

TARIFF NAME N/A Service From Renewable
Energy FacllitiQs - Schedule
32

GreenEnergy Rider -
Schedule NGR

Green Source Rider-
Rider GS

Renewable Energy
Supply Service -
Schedule RG

TARIFF TYPE New tariff New tariff Rider . .Rider ' Rider

PILOT SIZE/ Not defined yet, Capped at 300 MW tots! Capped at 250,000 Capped at 1,000,000 Capped at 240,000
PERIOD unknown whether a peak delivered to al! MWh although NV [VlWh or Ihree-year MWh, 100

Eimit will be set customers . Energy can chooss enrollment perioci, customers, or three"
not to count specia! whichever occurs first year enrollment

First project will be PUC can IncreasB wiltioul ^°te against the peri°d^h;l:t1ever
~40.doO'MWh peryear relurning to the legislature IOEal occws w

t?ik<
WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE
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TARIFF/
CONTRACT
STRUCTURE

Utiilty signs fixed price,
15-year contract with
RE generators

UtHity creates taritl for
service agresmenl with
known energy costs for
RE resources

RE facility is seleclsd by the
customer, not RMP

Two contracts:
1) between RMP and the
customer and
2} between RMP and the RE
facilily

Same pricing and duration
for both contracts

RMP lakes ownership of the
electricity from RE facility

Two options
for commerciaf
customers;
1) to contract directly
with NV Energy for
50 or 100 percent of
monEhiy eiectriRiiy
usage or
2) customer and
NV Energy enter
spscial contract for
dedication of new or
existing RE resources
to the customer
(this table focuses
on option 2, which
bundies energy and
RECs)

Customer mates
request and commit-
mentforacerlain
amount of RE

Customsrcanraquest
a specific RE facility/
resource and RE
purchase size

Duke will dedlcale
output from one of Its
facilities or procure RE
through 3 PPA with an
Independent facility to
try to match the source
with a customer's
annual demand, RECs
and contra term

if supplier fails to
deliver, Duke will
attempt to find a
replacement

Oominion negoli-
ates and enters into
a Renewable Energy
Purchase and Sales
Agreement (REPSA)
with the generator

Second contract
between Dominion
and the customer
sssjgns costs and
risks to the customsr

CUSTOMER
COST
STRUCTURE

Enargy component
in standard schedule
Is replaced by the RE
contract with the utility,
but other tariff elements
and rates (for example.
demaod ciiarges)
remain the same

Declining penalty for
early exit

RE fs charged at the price
negoiiated between Ehe
customer and the dsvelopsr
oftheREfacllify.distrifau-
tion and delivery charges
are priced at rates specific
to this tariH. Daily demand
charges apply to (he
renewable energy contract
capacity

Suppiementai energy and
supplemental demand
priced at rates from the
otherwise appiicabie tariff
for tha customer

Services are balsnced at
every 15 minute inferva!
for every meter; excess
generation in the 15 minute
biock cannot be credited to
the customer or allocated to
another meter

Standard "otherwise
applicable rate
schedules" apply
pius the fall cost of
the specific; facility in
kWh (the Renewable
Resource Rate (RRR)}

Standard general
service tariff and afl
riders apply plus the
total cost of EhePPA
and RECs (Rider GS)
delermmsd on an
hourly basis

The N6R Rider rate
for small customers
Is the 12-month
average cost of the
utifily RE resources
less the base tariff
energy rate and the
standard "temporary
RE devslopment
rate" (recafculatecf
quarterly)

If. the RRR is less
than the NGR rate,
Ihen the t\!GR rate
applies to the special
contract customers

Customer receives
bill credit for "ai! in"
avoided capacity and
energy costs for the
RE produced over the
month to offsetthe
premium

Esrly termination
fee equal to the net
present value of the
remaining PPA cost

Customer purchase
price is the REPSA
pries minus the
energy component of
Dominion's General
Service (GS) Eariff
rate; the rest of GS
rate charges apply

Demand side
management costs
and a!l other riders
still apply to the
customer, except the
fuel surcharge rider

ADNHN.FEE Administrative costs
are passed through to
Eh8 customer because
theyarejncluctsdinthe
tariff rate

Adminisirative charges of
$150 per month for each
delivery point (meter) and
$110 psr generator per
month, Irrespective of the
number of delivery points

Cost recovery will
be determined En ihe
PUC review of (he
special contract

$2,000 applicatEon fee

$500 fee per meter,
plus 0.02 cents per
kWh surcharge on RE
purchased

$500 per meter per
month

ISSUE BRIEF (August 2015 I 3
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VALUE OF
RE PRICE
CERTAINTY

The customer Is
shteldsd from rate
increases th at apply to
the energy component,
including power cost
adjustments, etc.
embeddsdm the energy
component

Not shieided from
changes to monthly fees,
demand changes, etc.

If the RE price In the
service agreement
falls beiowtheutliily
mix energy price, the
bsnefifs accrue to the
customer in the form of
tower rates

New schedule that couid
Etieoretically deliver lower
cost than standard retail
rates

fierfuc&d exposure to ftje!
price volatiliiyto the degree
that energy is procured
from RE fadflty, subject to
backfjllEngREgerieralion
with supplemsntal and
backup service

Unclear En the filing
whether Ehe NGR
rider can ever be
negative and appear
as a bill credit
against the other-
wise applicable rate
scheclutes; ifidica-
tions thus far are that
this might not be
possible

No exemption from ihe
fuel price surcharges
or any other riders;
however, the alloca-
tion of actual fuel
costs to GS customers
asaclasswiiibe
reduced by ttie Fuel-
related component of
the avoided energy
credit anri (he bafance
of actual fuei costs
affocated Instead to
non-GS customers

Bilf credit for the
avoided cost of (he
RE cannot exceed the
actual cost of PPA and
RECs

Rider is on top of
the GS tariff, buE the
customer is exempted
from the fuel
surcharge rider

CUSTOMER
RIGHT TO
VETO OFFER/
CONTRACT

Customers can choose
not to subscribe to
Ehe offering, but do
not engage in the PPA
negotiations

Customers bring the PPAto
RMP and lead on the PPA
negotiations

Not explicit id the
filing, but customers
can refuse to enter
the special contract
with NV Energy

DuKe win negotiate
with the fscility, but
customers have the
right to review the
offer and the estimated
blli credit and not go
forward

Dominion negoti-
atss with the facility
and customers;
custoinors have veto
right wllh no impact
on Dominion

BUNDLED RECs
MANAGEIViENT

Retired on behalf of ihe
customer

The customer may aiso
join WREG1S at their
expense and the RECs
wiil be IransfBrred

REG contracts are directiy
between RE facility and the
customer

RECswil! be retired
against the RPS
requirement for the
Gustomer's load first

RECs will then
be retired for the
incremental energy
sold under the NGR
beyond the RPS
requirement

Retired by Duke on
beha!f of the customer
using NG-RETs

Retired or transferred
to the customer, but
not sold on behalf of
ihe customer

CUSTOMER
FACILITY
FLEXIBILiTr

Movable from meter
to meter for cuslomers
moving within (he service
territory (for exampie,
opening and closing
stores, offices, etc.)

RE facility can service
multiple customers or
customer meters; 9
customer served by multiple
RE facilities will pay a
monthly fee for each facility

Mot defined in
filing but designed
primarily for Ear-ge
facilities rather than
retai! meters

Customers do not
expect Duke to a!low
moving contracts
between meters

One customer is
limited to RE from
one RE facility
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CONTRACT TiEVtE
COMMITEVIENT

Ten years, with an
option to extend for an
additional five; provide
notice in year seven if
they choose to opE for
the five- ysar extension

NegotEalsd—Idenlicai for
both contracts

Negotiated but not
less than two years

Negotiated-^3-15
years

DBtermmedbythe
REPSA and customer
requirements, 10
years suggested

CUSTOMER
LIMITATIONS/
EUGiBiury

Commercial,
non-residential meters
on Schedules 24,
25 and 26 eligible;
includes most
commercial customers

Schedule 24;
up lo 50 kW

Scheciu!e 25: demand
greater than 50 kW up
to 350 kW

Schedule 26; demand
greater than 350 kW

Only customers otherwise
on Schedules 8,8, or 9

Scheduie Grnon-residentia!
customers with a load less
than 1.000 kW (distribution
voltage)

Schedule 8: load of 1,000
kW or more (distribution
voltage)

Schedule 9: high voltage
customers

Customers must contract
for 2MW or more and
cannot contract for more

• capacity In MW ihan
their peak demand. This
limitation combfnecf with
the 15 minute matching of
resource to demand means
the tariff liNy limits the
ability to reach a 100%
renewable energy goai.

Northern Nevada: Non-residentEal Non-restdential,
GS"2 meters ar customers, OPT-V commerciai
larger, demand tariffs only (previously customers on GS-3
between 50 and 500 OPT--G,OPT-H. OPT-1) and GS-4 tariffs
E(W or monthly usage

yhan 10,000 ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^
power service, 500 kW
Umsofusewlih

?^Eh8mNevadS voitage different!al Customers contract
U3t1mte,and^ —.——.. ^^ividuai"
!aw,mm^sage New loads of at least purtee'ofRE"'
!S8r ln3n '6twu 1 MW Sfnce Ju!y 30, bstwaen 1 ,000-

2012 24,000 MWh per year

Customers can
subscribe a portion
or ail of their energy
consumption

AGOREGATfOM
OF CUSTOMER
FACILITY
DEMAND

Customer selects which
meters (one to a1!) to
comfniUoihenewlaritf

Aggregation of meters by 3
single customer is allowed
to meet the 2MW mimmum,
but fees and power
produced/used in 15 minute
usage blocks are by meter

Mot explicit in the
filing hat limrtalions
are described by
meter, so unlikely

Not explicit in the
fj!mg but limitations
are described by
meter, so unlikely

Aggregatloii !s
not allowed

IMPACT ON
NET-IV1ETERING
(ONSITE
RESOURCES)

Customers can
continue to reduce
consumption through
energy efficiency, and
byself-generationand
neMnetering

Net-meterlng of eieciricity
purchased from the facility
by customers is not
a) Sowed

?/ Energy is not
prohibited from
also accepting net-
metered energy from
customers

No limitations defined
in the filing

Customers cannot
participate in this
tariff and also
net-mster

ISSUE BRIEF I Aygust2015
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RE FACILITY
LliyitTATIONS/
ELIGIBILITY

Projects need to be
interconnected with Eiie
distribution grid in the
service terriEory

ProjeriscanbelPPsor
utliity-owned

Limited to facilities in Utah

Can be owned by (he
customer, the ulility, a Ehird
party, or a combination

The power can be
owned or procured
by NV Energy

Duke Carolina RE RE facilities
facility or independent within the PJM
RE facility interconnection

No geographic
limitations sssm to
be explicitly set

RE faeilitiQS opera-
tiona! on or after 2007

No geographEc
limitations seem to
beexpiidtlyset,bist
filing and discussions
imply North Carolina
facEIEties

COMIVIERCIAL
RISK
iVIANAGE^ENT

if undersubscribed,
excess energy will be
dispatched into the
larger system at stale-
approvsd avojdsd cost
(PURPA rate) and the
RECs used in the green
power pricing program

Customer must prove
reasonable credit

Contract wifh the RE facility
terminates If customer
defaults

A!i contract risk fatis
on the customer

PUC must approve
the contract demon-
slrating benefits
to the customer,
NV Energy, and
non-partieipating
cusfofners

Customer must
provide a letter of
credit, surety bond or
other form of security
for payment of all
costs (PPA. RECs,
etc.)

Ati contract risk falls
on customer

AJ! contract risk faiFs
on the customer,
IndudingrisEfor
liabiiities assigned
to Dominion in the
REPSA

PUG PROCESS Not yet proposed to the
PUC, in development
and expected Spring
2015

Approved
March 20.2015

Directing EegislatEon, SB 12
was effective May 8,2012

Approved
September 9,2013

NV Energy applied
to oxlsnd the special
contraction option of
the rider to Southern
Nevada via docket
14-0631, the PUC
approved Movember
13, 2014

Approved
December 19, 2013

Approved
December 16.2013

STATUS/ PPA signed with new
RE DEALS IPP project within
SIGNED service territory but

construction delayed

MOUs sign ed with key
customers who have
Indicated Interest

RMP has proposed a
Subscribsr.Solar product
in Docket 15-035-61 that
Schecfuie 32 customers
coutd access in order to
simpiify procijrem&nt,

Appie Fort Churchill
project approved in
docket 13-07005

Customers have
applied and are in
negoliations, but none
have signed to date

Dominion reports
?at the rider has not
been used to date

DOCKET
INFORMATION

M/A Dockel14-035-T02.
EmplQmenthgSB12,

Look for a forthcoming
WRI case study on RMP
inthefaliof2015

DockeH 2-11023
(Northern Nevada)
and 1^-06031
(Southern Nevada)

Docket E-7, Sub 1043 Case
PUE-2012-00142
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ENDNOTES
1, Tawney, Letha. 2014. "Abovs and Beyond: Green Tariff Design for Traditionai Utililias."

Working Paper World Resources Institute, Washington, DC. Available oniine at;
wri.org/pubiication/green-fariff-desigfi

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
GS General service
IOU investor-owned utility
IPP Independent power producer, a company that generates and sells power
NGR tariff/rate Name given to NV Energy's grsen tariff and rider rate
OARS Otherwise applicable rate schedule for customers served by NV Energy
OPT tariff Duke "Optional Power Service, Time of Use" tariff structure

• PJiV! Pennsylvanla-NewJersey-Marytand fnEerconnscSEon, regional transmission
organization (RTO) that coordinates the whoEesaie eiectrici^ in parts of 13 Mid-
Atlantic and Midwestern stales and DC

PPA Power purchase agreement
PUC Stste public utility commission which regulates the electric iftllitiBs In a given state
PURPA The Public Utiiity Regulatory Policies Act is a federal law that requires utilities to

purchase renewable energy produced by certain qualifying facliities (QFs), such as
wind, solar, geothermaf and smafl hydroeleclric resources; avoided cost (the cost
a utility avoids as a result of the QF) "forms ths basis for delermining QF purchase
pricing

RE Renewable energy
REC Renswabie energy certificate attributed to renewable generation understate RPS

requirements
REPSA Renewable Energy Purchase and Saiss AgreemBnt between Dominion and

renewabie energy generator
Rider Additional rate applied to an electricity tariff
RMP Rocky Mountain Power
RPS Renewable Portfolio Standard, i.e., state-law reqiiirements as to tfis proportion

of energy sold by a regulated utility that must come from specified types of RE
generation

SB Senate bill
Tariff EEectricity pricing, and price structure, charged consumers
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UM 1690 - Voluntajty Renewable Energy Tariffs

Phase 1 Study — Summary of Responses

I. How should a Voluntafy Renewable Elietgy Tariff (VRET) be defined and designed? fyonU'xt I general issms)

1. What are the essential features of such a tariff (e.g. ability to pucchase po'wer at a long term., fbced

rate)? If the Comtnission were to allow VEJETs, would more than one type of VRET design help to
satisfy diverse customef demands?

* Renewable NW; Must drive renewable energy deveiopment that is incremental to existing policies like RPS.

Must be attractive to customers/ which can mean something different to each customer. Some customers may

have energy expertise to make deals with specific projects. Other customers may want to check the box

provided by a utility, and still other customers want more RE supply that is closely connected to their utility.
Some customers evaluate financial risk such that they are willing to pay a premium against current costs, while

others are less price sensitive and more heavily focused on environmental claims. One feature that Is not

essential to the VRET is having renewable energy supply scheduled and accounted for precisely to match the
specific customer or customers7 load. Customers could pay the supply costs and then crediting the total quantity

of energy delivered over the billing period against the customer's energy cost with an additional credit for

system capacity contribution - thus reducing administrative burden and costs while maintaining VRET
customers' responsibility for system costs. Having at ieast two distinct VRET designs would capture customer

preferences; (l) enable customers with specific energy preferences and expertise to connect to specific projects

(easier to implement quickly) and (2) simple path to sign up for the utility's aggregated VRET portfoiio (more
scalable and capable of capturing customer choice with lasting influence on utility portfolio.

• PGE: No standard set of essential features. Offer VRET to large non-residential customers, but maintaining

flexibility in VRET designs may help satisfy different customer preferences.

* Pac: Customer needs are different and utilities should have flexibility in bringing forward VRETs/which is
important to create distinct VRETs for distinct sets of customers-e.g. subscription based offering for smaller

customers or a specialized bHateraHy negotiated offering for a larger customer. No identification of essential

features, but customers have said "certainty/" which could be addressed through set terms that guarantee the

VRET for a term longer than currently available in existing tariffs.

• ShelJ: VRET is not necessary as long as there is a robust direct access market. Customers can and show purchase

renewable supplies [up to 100% of their energy requirements) from third party suppliers, but Commission must
adopt rules that require the utilities to facilitate direct access transactions. If a VRET is adopted, it should
minimize participation by utilities (n the incremental renewable energy purchase from third parties and sale to

customers. A VRET that includes the utiEity in the active purchase and sate of renewable energy would cause the

utility to "compete" against its own default bundled sales services, likely resulting in cost-shifting. Because of the

competitive advantages of incumbency, aVRETwouId have a negative impact on the development of a

competitive retail market Essential features of a VRET should be: (1) third party renewable energy developers
and suppliers will negotiate contract terms, including price, quantity, term, with participating customers/ (2)

electric utility will purchase the renewable energy from the third party developers/suppliers and selE the
renewable energy to participating customers/ at the same price, which is fixed by the Commission/ (3) agreed

upon price between the renewable supplier and customer will be settled between the supplier and customer,

(4) participating customers will pay the utility an "indifference" charge (refiectingthe utility's cost of integrating
the renewables) along with their bundled cost-of-service price, (5) utility remains responsible for providing

bundled sales service to participating customers, (6) failure of the renewable energy supplier to perform its

delivery obligation is addressed through standard contract between energy supplier and utility.

* WRI;The 19 signatories of the Corporate Renewable Energy Buyers' Principles have highlighted that they value:
cost-competitiveness between traditional and renewable energy rates, access to longer term fixed prices, access

to new renewable energy projects dose to operations, access to RECs, simplified transactions, and increased

access to third party financing for projects. But customers have a wide variety ofioad profiles and internal

capacity to procure energy. Allowing more than one type of VRET design will help satisfy diverse customer

demands and maximize opportunity to further development renewable energy.

1
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• NIPPC; Essential features include (1) allows customers a voluntary option to purchase renewable energy on

long-term basis at a fixed or negotiated price not subject to fluctuation based on a utilities' cost of service - the

term "voluntary" refers to prospective customers and not to whether the utility desires to offer such service; (2)

must be open to competition and present a level playing field where utilities should not be able to create terms

or conditions that ESSes are not permitted to create; (3) must not shift costs to non-particlpants or make use of

facilities/services in rate base.

• ICNU; Must ensure that all costs and benefits of the tariff are borne by the participating customer and must not

interfere with development of competitive markets.

• Noble: Essential features are a tariff product that matches renewable generation source to customer sink on an

hourly or shorter schedule basis with the [Oils providing load foilowing/back up service. How that product is
priced or the term of the tariff is at the lOU's discretion based on cost of service studies and subject to the PUC

parameters and tariff approvals. Any renewable product that is notsource-to-sinkona real time basis is an

unbundled REC safe, which has been excluded from consideration in this proceeding.

• ODOE: No essential features, but Commission should explore how multiple VRET types might interact within the

market. It would be informative for the study to explore whether or not multiple designs of a VRET could be
offered by the VRET provider and what interaction may occur.

• CUB: Process thus far cannot yet define the essential features of a VRET. While there is a better sense of needs

of some large customers, that sense is narrow and limited to a handful of customers.

2. Should a teguXated utility continue to plan fof VKET load through integtated fesoutce planning?
Should VRET customers be included in a regulated udUty*s total retail sales?

• Renewable NW: Yes, IRPs should examine VRET load. In the design where specific customers with expertise

connect to specific projects, it could be treated like direct access demand is currently treated (except on the

energy side of the load-resource balance equation}. In the design with an aggregated VRET product, there

would need to be more discussion on how VRET load planning could be integrated into resource planning and

procurement.

' PGE; Yes, PGE required to provide capacity resourcesforVRET load that is needed because of intermittent

resources.

• Pac: IRP is a tool to identify resource need for the integrated system that forecasts total load obligations

compared to current and potential new resources. VRET roie in 1RP depends on magnitude and predictatbiiity of

load/VRET resource; and term of VRET commitments. ifunderaVRET, utility retains obligation to provide cost

based service then for a VRET with a short term (e.g- one year), it would be appropriate to continue to plan to

serve participating customers. For long term commitment (e.g, five years or more), VRET load may be removed

from ioad obligations. Aitematively, depending on utility relationship with VRET resource (e.g. if utility owned or

contracted), VRET may need to be included in IRP to offset ioad obligations and capture any integration
requirements associated with different between VRET load and VRET resources. How are ifVRETSoad is included
in total retail sales depends on how retail sales number wit! be used. It should be consistent with RPS without

double-counting, Example - if VRET load is served by resources thgt are RPS-eHgible, thatioad should not be

included in the utiiit/s retail saies for purposes of determining RPS compliance obligation. IfVRETioad served
by RPS eligible resources is included in retail sales, perverse outcome is that VRET customers may increase

utility's RPS obligation while being served with RPS eligible resources, which may lead to increase RPS
compliance costs for non-VRET customers.

• SheEI: No, customer and its renewable supplier should be responsible for planning for customer's energy needs.

Load should be treated like direct access load.

• WRI: Utility should consider VRET load in IRPs, like they consider direct access load, energy efficiency trends, and

self generation. VRET load projections could support renewables-centric procurement when additional capacity

requirements are identified in the IRP.

2
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• ICNU: Including VRET customers in tota! retail sales could create potential for cost shifting to non-participants.

* Noble: Answer depends on whether IOU is willing to let VRET customers return to bundled utility service and if

so the terms of such a return. Currently/on PGE allows certain classes of direct access customers enter into the

type of long term opt out of cost of service rates that has been recognized as warranting exclusion of those

customers from consideration in the load PGE must service in its 1RP. It would be reasonable to treat the VRET

load similarly and to exclude the VRET load from resource planning if the VRET customer is required to make a
long term opt out and provide similar notice to return to cost of service rates. If it is determined that VRET

customers are excluded from planning in the 1RP, then those customers should also have the right to freely
move off the VRET tariff and to direct access without first returning to cost of service rate or paying additionai

transition fees,

• ODOE: tRP load forecasts should include consideration of VRET programs, if under the VRET model the
customer's load is no longer part of the utility's load, the iRP should include within its risk analysis the possibility
of the load returning to the utility. All of the models being considered would affect either the utility's load
forecast or its resource needs. Electricity purchased by a VRET customer from a regulated utility is a retaile sale

and show be included in the regulated uti)ity/s total retail sale.

a) Should VJRETs be considered for all non-residential customets os: only a subset ofnon-

fesidendal customers (e.g. only large customers)?

• Iberdrola; consider same demand threshold as direct access - 30 kw demand

• Renewable Energy Markets Association: Customers of a!f sizes should be eligible to participate in aVRET.

• Renewable NW: Eventually, ail non-residential customers and later reconsider residentia! customer choices with

POC. Initially, consider smaller subset of larger customers, including those with multiple locations/ in a 150 MW

(or greater) pilot program.

• PGE: No/ to minimize administrative burden there should be a threshold for eligibility.

* Pac: Maintain flexibility and don't limit VRET to only certain customers. But, supports eiigibiiify criteria and caps

on VRET offerings that reflect the distinct needs of distinct classes of customers.

* Shelf: Should be avaiiable for all non-residential customers.

• WRI: There is demand from large individual loads, large aggregate loads, and smaller businesses. VRET pilot

coufd start with one subset, but maximizing opportunity to drive renewables development argues for aHowing

utilities to expand VRET availability overtime/ particuladywhen new capacity needs are identified in the fRP.

* Center for Resource Solutions (CRSl: All customers who may wish to participate En the VRET should have the

option. Midsized companies are just as interested in using renewable energy as larger companies. Mid-sized

companies wantto find ways to support their dean power commitments and distinguish themselves from

competitors by using renewable energy.

• NIPPC: VRET should be considered for the same subset of non-residentiai customers as the utility ailows under
its Direct Access Tariff. Utilities should be encouraged to make direct access service available to a wider subset

of non-residentiai customers, and/or have a special //VRET Direct Access Service" available to a Farger range of

customers/ which would encourage increased devetopment of renewable resources.

• ICNU: All non-residential customers should have the option to vofuntariiy select a VRET.

" Nohie; Should be available to all non-residential customers regardless of size. However/ criteria that affects

availability should be the same between VRET and direct access. Example - if a multi year VRET is available to
customer who are smaller than the minimum size required for the utility's muEti-year direct access program,

then direct access providers should be permitted to offer a multl-year renewable energy product (comparable to

the VRET) to those smaller customers who qualify for the VRET but do not currentfy qualify for multi-year direct
access. This would promote the further development of renewable resources/ while at the same time not

harming Oregon s competitive retail market place.
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• ODOE; Eligibility should not be limited. Enroflment should be allowed by all non-residential customers. There is
clear, demonstrated interest from small commercial customers who have strong participation in the existing

voluntary programs. Expanding the program to all non-residentiai customers would allow the program to benefit

from economies of scale.

b) Should fhefe be a cap on the amount of load that can be served utidet a VRET to ptotect
against risk oflatge amounts of load leaving the existing cost-of-service system (e.g. the 300

average MW cap fot ditect access m PGE?s 400 sedes cost-of-sei*vice opt-out schedules)?

* Iberdrola: Generally, neither VRET nor Direct Access should be subject to caps. But because there isa current

Direct Access cap, VRET should have a symmetncal cap.

4 Renewable NW^ Should experiment with smaller load segments initially, so na less than 150 MW. But afl parties

should strive to buifd a scalable VRET structure to capture all demands for new renewables.

• PGE: With regard to PGE's proposed models, customers would continue to pay PGE's cost of service, so there is

no need to cap the amount of load that can be served. However, eligible load could be capped to pilot the VRET

concept and determine degree of customer interest and participation. Unlike direct access, utility i5 serving load

and risk can be assessed throughIRP.

• Pac: Yes, participation caps for VRET offerings available to larger customers. It depends for other potential caps

on other VR6T offerings. Example - a cap may be tied to the type of resource or resources identified to serve the

load. Preserving utifity flexibility to propose program caps tailored to needs of a particular VRET ensures utilities
are able to respond to customer need and attract VRET participants. Cap may also be appropriate to assess

potential for unanticipated cost shifting to non-VRET participants,

• Shell: No.

* WRI: Other jurisdictions have capped VRET type programs, sometimes through soft caps (Nevada and Utah)that
can be raised without 9 new phase in the program, in Oregon, caps could be set by utility based on, for example,

short term market transaction in the prior year or anticipated capacity shortfaits identified in IRP. This approach
would limit risk of impacts on non-partidpating customers but could allow program to grow in measured way

over time. This couid also address questions of transition costs as new renewable energy resources would not

displace existing investments In generation, but fill gaps in capacity instead.

' NIPPC: Subject to a level playing field with utilities, there should be no cap on the amount of VRET load. IfVRET
is successful, it wii! promote job growth and decrease the state's carbon footprint, which should not be

artificially limited.

a ICNU: No position on cap, so long as stranded costs are not imposed on non-participants.

" Noble: Assumes that the VRET is a type of utility offering that will be designed to capture all fixed and variable
costs, as well as any stranded costs associated with the tariff rate. If so, there should theoretically be no need to

"cap" the amount of VRET load. However, if there is not a capforVRET load/this could result in discriminatory

treatmentof direct access suppliers that currently are only allowed to make renewable energy offerings subject

to strict program caps. If no cap is used for the VRET, direct access providers should be permitted to offer multi

year renewable energy products that are comparable to the VRETthat is not subject to current direct access

program caps.

3, What pottion of a customers load should a VRET be able to serve? AH load? Pattial load? Service
at a given Point of Delivety (POD)? Should VR3ET customers be able to aggregate multiple
sites/PODs?

• Iberdrola: Flexibiiity in both load share and third party aggregation like Direct Access so that VRET is available to
greater range of customers than a fulNoad requirement.

* Renewable Energy Markets Association: Customer should have a range of options for selecting a level or

proportion of their energy that would come from renewable sources. Many green power marketers have

4
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adopted a 25% based block structure for purchases, allowing consumers to reach 100% of their energy

consumption. Options iike this would reduce customer confusion, increase green power marketability, and

allow customers to tailor green power purchases to their needs.

• Renewable NW: Should be flexible enough to serve all or part of a customer's load at any POD and should

enable aggregation of multiple PODs,

• PGE: Yes, customers should be able to aggregate and VRET should serve whatever amount of load customer

needs.

• Pac: Premature to determine this now because it may exclude versatile and innovative VRET options. This can be

determined as part of Commission consideration of a specific VRET offering. However, any VRET load during

specified time periods not simultaneously served by a VERT resource should be subject to a PUC approved tariff,

* Shell: VRET should allow participating nonresidentia! customers to meet any portion of its load (up to 100%)
with incremental renewable supplies above and beyond the "baseline" provided by utility bundled sales service.

• WR1; Other jurisdictions are enabling site aggregation, including two proposals allowing aggregation of small
commercial meters, Ffexibifity is key for meeting wide range of customer renewable energy needs and

maximizingopportunitytodrivefurther development of significant renewable energy. There is no reason to

presume load aggregation would increase risk of negative impacts and impacts could be reduced by diversifying

VRET ioad, so the default could be to enable flexibility.

• Center for Resource Solutions fCRS); Customers should have a variety of options for percent of load and block

products to enable more customers to participate in the program. All customers should be offered a 100%

option to addition to other options.

• NIPPC: Subject to a level playing field with utilities, VRET customers should have full fiexibility to use VRET
service, including ability to aggregate multiple sites and points of delivery for VRET service and to take full or

partial load service at any such point.

• ICMU: All reasonable options should be available to customers.

• Noble: If adopted, VRET should allow customers to serve all load with POD aggregation consistent with offerings
currently allowed under direct access.

• ODOE: VRET customers should be able to serve up to 100 percent of their load with VRET power. A key issue will

be how to consider fossii fuel resources that are used to shape or firm power from variable renewable

generation. Given this consideration, even if the VRET product is intended to comprise 100 percent bundled

RECs, it mayor may not be possible for VRET customers to claim 100 percent renewable power. VRET customers

should be able to aggregate multiple sites/PODs. The VRET is a customer-driven product that should be designed

in a manner that will encourage market uptake. Some customers seeking a VRET product have indicated

aggregation ofmuftiple sites as an important product feature and will increase ease in enroliment for their

organization. The benefit for aggregating multiple sites will be higher subscription rates for the VRET provider.
The administrative costs of the aggregation should be recovered from VRET customers,

4. Should VRET load be met with multiple tenewable fesoucces that ate aggregated? If so, how
should the tegulated utility disclose the tenewable resoutces provided as an aggregated product?

* Iberdrola: Yes, aggregation would make bundled RE and RECs more efficient snd cost-effective. Yes, disclosure

to public, VRET customers, and PUC through utility fuel-mix dlsdosures, delivery schedules (for bundled and
firm/shaped products), and REC retirement information from WREGIS.

* Renewable NW: Question assumes single VRET load with centralized service from utility (c/d type model),
wherej yes, resources could be aggregated to serve aggregated customer demand. Disclosure depends on

manner of procurement, which could be communicated as a proportions! mix supplied to each participating

customer. If a b/x type model with specific customers connected to specific projects/ customer should be able

to use muitiple renewable resources to offset customer's preferred amount of system energy offset.
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• PGE; Yes, aggregated renewables should be an option. As part of service agreement or tariff fiiing, utility may

disclose what renewable resources are included in that aggregation.

• Pac: supports variety of opportunities, including use of aggregated renewable resources. VRET load could as

opposed to should be met through aggregated renewable resources. If there isa contract (with Pacora third

party) for renewable resources, they should identify specific RPS eligible resources or a certified report.

* Shell: Participating customer and renewable energy suppliershouid be allowed to meet the committed VRET

load with any combination of renewable supplies, from multiple sources. The renewable supplier shouid be

required to identify, for the utility/the renewable resources aggregated for one or more customers.

* WRI: Resources aggregation wouid provide more customers flexibiiity and could offer efficiencies but should be
handled so that competition produces a least cost options to maximize VRET to drive renewables development.

* Center for Resource Solutions (CRS1: Green-e Energy program requires companies selling certified products to

provide Information to customers prior to sale disclosing resource types included in the product. Within 60 days

of sign up to purchase the certified product, sellers must provide purchasing customers with a product content

label that describes where the resources were generated. Historical product content labels also need to

provided after close of the selling year and verification period to confirm that customers actually received what

was advertised and what they paid for.

• NIPPC: VRET load must have ability to be met through multiple renewable resources. Any solution that limits a
given load to a single renewable resource imposes unnecessary, artificial risk on the customer and power

provider without commensurate benefit. The Direct Access VRET model avoids the need to address the issue of

disclosure to the utility.

• Noble: If adopted, VRET should allow !OU to source the renewable energy however IOU wants to design tariff so

long as the product is an hourly or lesssource-to-sink delivery and other applicable requirements are met,

" ODOE; Resource aggregation should be provided if customers indicate an aggregated resource mix is desired,

The VRET could be offered in two configurations to customers. The first would be a product that is readily

designed by the utility with a specified resource mix simiiar to the existing unbundled voluntary products offered
by the utilities. Under this tariff structure, the resource content of the tariff could be included in the resource

content iabel provided by the utilities under OAR 860-038-0300. The second is a specialized product to meet the

goals of the customer (e.g. resource specific, distributed generation, community based renewables etc.}/ which

fits into the broader framework. Under these circumstances, the VHET provider could market this option to

customers as a possible VRET configuration and it would be up to the customer to disclose the renewable

resources provided through its marketing materials.

5. Given the vatiabHity of renewable enetgy generatioft, what services should be incJluded in a VRET
to enable deUvexy of renewable energy (e,g, back-up/supplettiental setvices ot fltjming/shaping)?

• [berdrota: Requirementsfordelivery/anciiEary services should be same as Direct Access requirements.

* Renewable NW: Not all renewables are variable or variable in the same way. VRET model should accommodate

different types of renewable generation by replacing the energy cost with the energy value (including anciiiary
services and other benefits) and provide a credits against fixed cost for the renewable energy project (or

portfolio) capacity contribution. For renewsbles with intra-hour variability, standard integration charge is

appropriate,

• PGE: VRET should include ancillary services to address renewable resource variabiiity. In PGE's proposed models,

PGE assumes its generation portfolio wil! be providing ancillary services for VRET product

• Pac; should be the broadest possible range of services, inciuding back up, supplemental, firming/shaping for

inclusion in VRET. They are potentially critical to delivery of variable renewable resources and the utiiit/s cost

of providing these services should be considered in VRET design.

* Shell: Because customer will be bundled [cost of service] customer, utility remains responsible for necessary

firming/shaping services. VRET customers couid pay an "indifference charge" to protect against cost-shifting.
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• NIPPC: Any VRET model should allow back up/suppiemental services and firming/shaping through non-
renewable power. The direct access mode) already provides for this service, aliowing either an ESS to provide

ancillary services directly or allowing the Commission to require that the utility provide such service (Section
860-038-0340}.

* ICNU: VRET customers should be responsible for an allocated portion of the costs of flexible capacity and other

resources necessary for integrating and firming renewabtes that serve those VRET customers.

• Noble: VRET should match renewable generation source to customer sink on an hourly or shorter schedule basis

with the IQUs providing load following/back up service.

6. For compadson, with regard to existing Direct A.6fess as summamed in the T<R-BT Models Table',

• CUB; Direct access should be explored as to why it may fail to offer types of renewable energy being sought in a
VRET. Any flaws or issues in the current direct access structure should be addressed or corrected.

• Obsldjan Reply; Direct access is not a close proxy for the VRET. Direct access customers may leave and choose a

renewable energy supply, but that is direct access, notVRET. VRET customers remain customers of the utility,

and if the rate design is done correctly they become ever more important customer of the utility.

a) Ate thete seifvicc fequitemetLts (e.g. transition charges, entoUment windo-ws, etc.) apjpUcable

to direct access that should not be required m provision of sctvice under a VR3ET? If so,
-what is the tationale fot differentiatmg between ditect access teqTfirements and VRET

requitemeRts?

• Iberdrola: No. Must ensure standard regulated service customers do not cross-subsidize VRET customers,

provisions of eiectricity products should not be different between VRET and Direct Access.

• Renewable NW: It depends on VRET design. On one hand, if VRET is similar to renewable energy supply under

Direct Access, then the programs should operate similariy in terms of enroiEment windows; etc. On the other

hand, if the VRET was a iess comprehensive departure from the cost-of-service system or fundamentally

integrated with iRPs or customers were continuing to pay a large portion of their cost of service demand

charges/ then customers may be paying all or most of what transition charges compensate. Overall., Commission

should ensure a level playing field for renewable energy supply across different options designed to match
different customer preferences.

• PGE; No need for transition charges or enrollment windows, because in PGE's proposed models, the customers

are not leaving the system. The VRET customers pay cost of service rates and contribute to fixed generations

costs.

* Pac: VRET is fundamentally different than direct access. Direct access allows customers to choose own service

provider, but service is fundamentally the same as what they would otherwise receive from incumbent utility.

However, VRETaifows customers to choose unique terms of service to ensure generation serving customers

reflects that customer's generation profile needs (100% renewable or zero emission). While both programs

provide additional choice, the core purposes are different. To retain flexibifity for utility to respond to customer

needs/ VRET offering should not be limited to an enrollment window Eike direct access. Although enrollment

windows may make sense in direct access, for purposes of VRET, customers should be free to initiate VRET

service based on timing of resources. For a large, customer-specific offerings, the VRET may require bilateral

negotiations to determine exact terms of particuiar VRET service or resource and would not be conducive to an

enrollment window. While conceptually distinct, both direct access and a VRET have potential to create similar

impacts in potential for cost-shifting of fixed and variable generation costs from customers electing direct access

or aVRET,to customer that do not. VRET should examine methods to address potential cost shifting concerns.

• Shell: Customer participation in VRET should not be allowed under more favorable terms/conditions than
customer participation in direct access. If enrollment windows and transition charges are modified/eliminated in

VRET, then they should also be modifjed/elimmated in direct access.
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• NIPPC; There is no rationai basis for treating VRET load differently than direct access load with respect to
transition charges, enrollment windows, and related matters. However, the level of those charges and

conditions imposed by utilities is artificiafiy high and designed to limit rather than support a competitive retail
market. The commission could allow utilities to offer a new tariff service under direct access spedficaHy for

renewable energythat has different levels of transition charges, enrollment windows, etc, as compared to non-

renewable direct access in order to facilitate further development of renewable resources.

• ICMU: All cost protections currently associated with transition to direct access should aiso apply to VRET

customers. Other protections may be appropriate depending on design,

* Noble: Whenever a customer leaves the utility's bundled portfolio service for direct access or a VRET/there is a

possibEIitv of stranded costs being incurred by the utility or remaining cost of service customers. Currently, the

stranded costs associated with direct access elections are assessed in full to the departing customer in Oregon.

And the utilities offer direct access only under strict program caps, short enroilment windows, and length

notices to return to cost of service rates, among others. The express or implicit goal of these restrictions is to

hold remaining customers harmiess. Accordingly, to protect the competitive market/the stranded costs

associated with the decision to elect VRET service need to be identified and included in the cost of any VRET
product that the Commission may approve. The same or comparable terms of service applicgbie to direct access

m order to maintain a level playing field between direct access service and a VRET need to be incorporated into

the VRET-this includes all the rules that limit direct access activity (enrollment windows, notice to return,

program caps/etc),

b) What "green efaergy" options do Eftetgy Service SuppUej's (ESS) cufjfently offer in utility
service tertitoties under direct access?

* Iberdrola: Company is a registered ESS providing a renewable product in Pac territory. Customers and ESSescan

customize products and services to meet green energy preferences. Most significant impediment is not products

themselves, but impfementation rules for utilities' direct access programs.

• Be"^wable NW: ESSes free to offer any options for energy supply that meet customers' desire, including

renewable energy as a portion of the portfolio that the ES5 uses to meet its customer load.

• Shell: Enhanced renewable procurement options are based on negotiations between an ESS and prospective

customer. There is no limit on green energy options that can be negotiated with ESS and customer.

* YAM Services; Direct access includes certain ancillary services from sn entity other than the distribution utility

(Order No. 00-596)

a NIPPC; broad array of green energy options designed to meet needs of individual customers, ExampEes include:

(1)5 year contract to purchase at! of the energy from a specified wind farm at a ievelized rate, along with
shaping/andilary services provided through fossii generation; (2) fixed rate contract to meet ai! of an industrial
customer's power requirements, including a!i ancillary services, with all generation from renewable sources

(and/orwith purchase of voluntary carbon offsets for ancillary services that cannot be met with renewable

power) for a fixed prices for 20 years/ with a customer option to terminate service on two years notice, and

subject to a minimum payment requirement by the customer; (3) 25 year contract to purchase renewable power

at a rate fixed for five year terms/ and adjusted at the end of each term based on the changes to the consumer

price index. To the extent a customer wants a specific structure, NIPPC members discuss potential options.

There are very few limitations facing an ESS/ ability to provide a bespoke green energy service to customers that

meet the customers' individua! needs and desires other than the constraints imposed by the utilities' tariffs.

* Noble: Has a "soup to nuts" renewable product offering that depends on the customers^ needs and goals. It is

customized to each and every customer and can be as simple as supplying unbundled RECs or as complicated as

a three way, long term contract that enables source to sink renewable energy deliveries.
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c) Are there new or additional ESS offefings that regulated utilities can exiable through direct
access that will meet the te^uitements of disect access laws and impjcove customer access to

the kmds of "green enetgy" ptoducts that they are seeking?

• Iberdrola: ff green energy options via Direct Access are constrained, it is because the implementation rules.

Examination of barriers to Direct Access is warranted (without respect to specific products},

• Renewable NW: Yes, likely ways to improve direct access to improve access to renewable energy. Recommend

Commission conduct a more comprehensive analysis of the current Direct Access structure as a vehicie for

renewable energy supply and whether that structure could be improved to supply customers with renewable

energy.

• Shell: On the Pac system, the Commission should approve the five year opt-out proposal advanced by Pac in

Docket No. DE 267, subject to modifications proposed by the stipulating parties in the "stipulBtion" that was

submitted in October 2013. Also^ any caps on customer participation in direct access should be eliminated.

* NIPPC:Yes, utiiities coufd fi!e revisedtariff sheets to allow fora VRET direct access product that allows for more

flexibility in purchasing green energy products, induding allowing additional selection windows, reduced terms

for transition charges, lower caps on usage, and confirmation that load not previously included within a utilities'

service territory (such as industrial operations relocating from out of state) are not subject to transition charges.

• 1CNU; New ESS offerings, potentially combined with additional or refined direct access tariffs are the best option

for a successful VRET and would be fully consistent with HB 4126.

* Noble: The primary incentive that the utiiitiescan offer to promote use of additional green energy above any

beyond the RPS would be to life the program restrictions that currentiy exist to limit direct access service for

those customers who wish to purchase a green energy product from source to sink. This would include

elimination of direct access enrollment windows, participation caps, and minimum usage limits.

II. Whether I?u£thef Development of Significatit Reftewable Etiei'gy Resoutces is Pfojmoted? (issues related to

HB 4126 Section 3(3)(a))

1. Should VRET refiewable resoutces be defitied to include the same types oftetiewable energy

resources as the Renewable PottfoHo Standard (RPS) (e.g. solai powef, wind power, only certaiti

types ofliydtoelecttic power)? Should "futthet development of significant renewable energy
resources" include buying the ditect output and/or bundled Renewable Energy Cei'dflcates
(RECs) ftotn a new tenewable resource power plant? From an existing plant? How should "new"
and "existing" plants be defined? Should there be a limit on how old the plant is? (e.g. tecetitly
constructed of constructed stftce a selected yeajf)?

• Iberdro^ Should parallel RPS qualifying resource^ except project vintage (age). VRET should incent new
development VRET eligible resource should include: resource not yet under construction, not planned to serve

utilities^ native load, or not having yet served Oregon utilities' native load. Bundled/Unbundled requirements

should reflect RPS law. May need flexibility to address any minimum renewable energy requirements and

full/partial loads.

• Renewable NW: Support VRET only if it supports new renewable resources built specifically for the VRET

product because underiying policy reason for VRET is to promote new demand for renewable energy. VRET

should serve customers with primarily RPS-eligible renewable energy, if existing projects are used at all, it should

follow the Green-e requirements (currently requires that generation unit and purchaser have signed contract

within 6 months of generation unit's commercial online date).

* PGE: RPS and date used in describing qualifying electricity are reasonable guidelines. No need for Green-E style
iimitation or other qualification complications. The term "new" was considered and discarded in developjngthe

bill's language. Using an existing resource En a VRET would eiiminate that project from use In compliance with

RPSand would require utilities to acquire adcfitionai new resources/which further develops renewables.
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• Pac: Adopt a broad definition of VRET resources that is not limited by definition of renewable resources under
the RPS. If legislature wanted VRET choices to be limited to RPS eligible resources, they would have said so. VRET

isa customer driven utility offering that should be responsive to needs of individual customers. Customers ,

electing VRET may seek generation profile that has zero carbon emissions, and non-RPS hydro may be OK for

such a customer. A utility or another entity would be precluded from including this type of resource in the VRET

jfiftnited to only RPS-eIigibIe resources- Considering customer-driven nature ofVRET, questions of

"additionality" or whether output or RECs should be purchased from new as opposed to existing resources

shouid not prematurely limit VRET offering to one or another. Many customers corporate objectives recognize

//additionality" as a desirabiefeatureforparticipation/soVRETmayneedto incorporate some level of additional

resources to respond to customer needs.

* Shell; If a VRET adopted, the scope and scale of eligible renewable resources should be broad. Expanding types

of renewable resources in the VRET would "promote the further development of significant renewable energy

resources." increased customer participation in enhanced renewable procurement will promote renewable

energy project development. Limitations on types of renewable resources included in the program wiH

discourage customer participation as well as supplier participation.

* WRI: Variety of approaches exist Nevada has only allowed renewable resources defined by their RPS rules.

North Carolina has defined a vintage year of 2007 as the defmition of new. Customers want additionality,

regional proximity, and REC credibility. Setting constraints on utiitties seems unnecessary if customers can

choose between generation options offered by utilities and others.

» Center for Resource Solutions fCRSl: Use resources that are eligible for Green-e certification, which are

determined through stakeholder comment periods and independent governance board to be the type of

resources customers believe are renewable and further sustginability goais. They are consistent with Green

Power Partnership and corporate renewable energy use recognition programs at US EPA. Green-e will only

consider these resources eligible for inclusion En a Green-e Energy certified product, and so it must meet the

Green-e Energy National Standard. Also, Green-e requires that electricity generation occur within a specified

period of time in relation to sale of electricity or RECs to the customer. The current Oregon RPS REC banking

rules are !ess strict than the Green-e vintage requirements for certified products. Green-e requires renewable

energy sold in certified products come from facilities no older than 15 years and allows the use of renewable

energy beyond the 15 year limit if the purchaser made a long term (greater than 15 years) commitment to
purchase RECs or renewable electricity from the generator dose in time to the commercial online date.

* NtPPC: Yes, same types of resources as RPS. Any renewable resources not constructed and/or operating to serve

the utilities^ native cost of service load should qualify as a renewable resource foranyVRET/ regardless of the

online-dateofsuch resource.

• iCNU: REC based VRET would be governed by existing REC standards and should responsive to customer needs.

If a customer and power purchaser wish to enter into a PPA from s renewable generation that is not REC based,

the content should be determined by the customer and the ESS.

* Noble: Yes, VRET resources should meet RPS standard. New should be a date that reasonably reaches back in

time without incorporating resources that have been online for more than five years.

2. In otdet to be considered "futthet development of significant renewable energy tesoufces," should

there be geographic limits on the source ofeUglble renewable energy (e.g. Oregon or the
Northwest)?

* iberdrola; Should reflect RPS requirements.

• Renewable NW: Customers should have access to the most competitively priced renewable energy resources

and those that support their resource preferences. Some customers wi!! prefer resources closer to their load.

Nothing in HB 4126 specifies a particular state or region.
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* PGE: Geographic limits are unnecessary and would likely increase costs. Location of resource and proximity to

ancillary services helps with cost, which is more important than artificial geographic limitations, if geographic

limitation is sought/ then use RP5 limitation of projects located within the WECC and for which electricity is
delivered to BPA/ uti!ity/s transmission system, or a point for subsequent delivery to utility offering VRET.

• Pac: Primary consideration is customer need. If renewable resource meets customer need, then location of

resource should not be prescriptive. If legislature intended to geographically limit location of renewable
resources/ it would have said so in the bill.

• Shell; No.

• VVRI: Utah and others have geographic bounds on offerings, through others have not. There are not large price

differentials in renewable resources between states in the NW-as there In regions bordering Midwest-so

flexibility of choices should be given priority over further constraints in order to maximize further development
of resources,

* Center for Resource Solutions fCRSl:VRET customers shouid receive a minimum percentage of renewable

equivalent to the RPS requirements and tariff should allow customers to purchase more renewable energy than

would otherwise be provided through the RPS, Green-e does not have a minimum purchase size for non-

residential customers. For certified green pricing programs, Green-e requires that the voluntary purchase be

additional to any renewable energy delivered as a result of the RPS (i.e. customers should not be charged extra

for RPS renewables that they should receive anyway).

* NIPPC: Ail renewable resources within the Pacific Northwest region should be eligible. The PNW electricity
market is integrated and the benefits of low carbon electricity generation benefit Oregon directly even if power

is generated in Washington or elsewhere in the PNW,

• ICNU; No such restrictions are in HB 4126.

• Noble: Assuming source to sink offering, there is no need for a geographic limit because only resources whose

output can actually reach Oregon loads would qualify.

• ODOE: Resource eligibility does not need to be decided in order to study VRET models. However the RPS, as a

mandatory program, is meant to set a regulatory floor. In terms of resource eligibility requirements, the VRET

should not be less restrictive than the RPS. The Commission should not create or evaluate a new resource

eligibility standard here, although there must be some framework. The greatest driver for resource content

should ultimately be customer interest. The VRET/ as a voluntary option, will need to entice customers to

subscribe. As learned from current voluntary programSj customers are more interested in supporting local

projects with a community story. Under current voluntary programs, customers prefer wind and solar resources.

Any framework for VRET eligible resources should be designed with customer interests at the core. VRET should

be 100 percent renewable energy product/ ratherthan an arbitrary percentage. Customer message should be

simpie. If it is found that a VRET product cannot be crafted at a cost that wlil sa-tisfy customers/ then there can

be further consideration of a partial product at a later time.

3. Given that the RPS is a minimum tiht'esliold for utilities i& the existing cost-of-service tate based

system, what should be the minimum renewable enei.'gy required in a VRET product (not

mcludiftg noft-t'enewable tesources that may be needed for back-up/supplemental service ot

flmsing/ shaping) ?
• Iberdrola: If a customer has a partial load requirement option under a VRET/then the requirement should be

the dj?ferehce^€itween^;<isfJngse;rviQe:(RPSth? ahdfiOQ%=ofthe)Qad^o.be':served
VB.E11. Because of variable RE generation., VRET should allow share of energy over a period of time (e>g> annual

basis) to be non-RE firming/shapEng services. Combination of reaf-time RE deliveries, non-RE firming/shaping

services (with RECs), and limited overall use of unbundled RECs may balance grid reh'ability, strong RE product,

and new resource development concerns. Overall, there should be a material minimum threshold (e.g. 60% of

load served by RE that combined RPS and VRET) to enable customers to make desired green "claim" and this
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daim should be transparent to the public by reflecting the renewable^ percentage actually being procured. This

information should also be disclosed in the utilities' required fuel-mix report.

• Renewable NW: VRET should only supply renewable resources. Customers should have flexibility, but minimum

must be more than the proportion served by the utility's RPS requirement. VRET should clearly be an above and

beyond option.

* PGE: VRET should offer customers opportunity to reach 100% or more green.

• Pac: Any Pac VRET offering will be designed in response to customer needs, which may include 100% renewable

resources. To ensure that VRET offerings are responsive to customer needs; Commission should not establish

minimum threshold requirement at this time.

• Shell; Under a Model l.b/xtype VRET, the customer remains a bundled [cost of service] sales customer of the

utility. The customer's arrangement for renewable energy delivered by a third party must be for incremental

renewable energy beyond the amount of renewable energy reflected in the utility's portfolio.

• NIPPC: Minimum renewable energy threshold for a VRET product/ excluding ancillary services/should be

significantly above the RPS minimum threshold, and could be 100%. To the extent a customer desires service

that does not meet whatever threshold is ultimately estab!ished, they would sti!i be able to purchase a mix of

power including renewable power pursuant to direct access.

0 Noble: if adopted. VRET should apply only for a product that is 100% RPS compliant excluding firming/shaping.

4. Wall the models m the VTiET Models Table^ which model is most likely to ptomote "further
development of sigtitficaat renewable energy resources"?

• tberdrola: Model l.c/d (but dependent on VRETterms/conditions) and Modei l.a holds promise.

• Renewable NW: Commission should adopt parameters, not particular model, to ensure VRET supply is

incremental to renewable energy policies and that new supply to promote renewables expansion in the region.

• PGE: best promoted through meeting of customer and system demand, which depends on price and resource

features. The more variety tested through process, the more information avaiiabie to weigh results.

• Pac: All models have potential to promote, but this is not the critical question. The critical question iswhtherthe

models are structured in a way that makes them attractive to customers. Customer response wili determine

need for additional renewable resources and therefore maintaining flexibility for utility to respond to customer

needs is the paramount issue.

* Shell: Robust direct access market without unnecessary barriers and limitations would be the best means. If a

VRET is adopted, then Mode! l.b/s type of VRET is most likely to promote it because it allows greatest flexibility
between the renewable energy supplier and the customer, thus encouraging participation.

• WRt: Keys to success in other jurisdictions are starting to emerge. Emphasizing ease of use. Sow transaction

costs, and maximizing customer choice are reported to be crucial to getting transactions completed.

< NIPPC: A direct access VRET, because it wiii allow ESS and !PP entities to do what they do best - provide creative

solutions and take marE<et risk to bring new energy solutions to Oregon. In contrast, models where the utility is a

middieman wifi dis-incent participation oflPPsand reduce the overali amount of renewable energy developed.

Although NiPPC supports customer owned generation, VRET model relying soleiy on customer owned

generation would not be successful because it Would artificially constrain the potential sites and size of

developments and not lead to deveiopment of significant renewable resources above that allowed under the

existing framework. Utility owned models wili constrain competition and severely dis-incent any further IPP

development in the PNW/ reducing the overall amount of renewable resources developed.

• ICNU: NoVRETwili promote development of renewable resources unless it iseiected by a customer to meet its

electric needs. Customers in workshops have expressed a desire to work with utiflty partners to access open

renewables markets, as they are able to in otherjurisdictions, Such cooperation by utilities would be responsible

to customer needs and facilitate the desires of many non-residentia! customers to access green energy/and as a

result would more effectively promote renewables development.
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• CUB: Both the direct access and the "utility as a facilitator" type approaches heip pursue the path of

development of significant new renewable resources. The approach invoiving a third party owned

resource/utility assisted transaction wouid appear to provide more opportunity to develop more renewable

resources than other approaches. It provides a ro!e for independent power producers to develop projects and

sell the output and does not depend on the ability of one company (the utility) to bultd those resources,

III. What may be the Effect on Development of a Cotnpetitive Retail Market? (HB 4126 Section S(3)(b))

• Renewable NW: Understands this section to examine the effect of VRET on direct access specificaliy, and more

generally, on Oregon non-residential energy customers' ability to choose their energy supply from among a

diverse range of competitive providers, in general a b/x type mode! (connections between customers and

renewable energy developers) should positively impact development of a competitive retail market because it

encourages customers think about different supply choices. A c/d type model (aggregated supply offered by

utility) is less supportive of development of a competitive retail market, but, in theory does not impact the same
customer profile.

• WRI: As discussed in 07/25/2014 comments, consider whether and the extent to which impjementation of a
VRET would increase the Incentives or ability of a utility to behave anti-competitiveiy, in comparison to the case

in which no VRET could be offered. Wouid the VRET mal(e uncompetitive outcomes more likely when compared

with the "noVRET" case? Keeping this principle in mind can avoid impacts on the competitive market. If there
are flaws in current regulation applicable to retail competition/ these flaws should be addressed separately in

proceedings relating to the over competitive retail market, including the renewable energy segment of that

market. They need not delay or preclude the environmental and other public benefits to be derived from VRETs.

* CUB^ Improving direct access and assisting the utility in facilitating customers with either third party or seifbuiid
projects by definition ensures that a competitive market is maintained or enhanced.

1, How should a VRET's effect on competitive suppliers and the direct access matkef be assessed?

• Iberdrola: Since there is a lack of empirical information/ must rely on logic. Consider that the competitive retail

market is already (imited by (a) program capJn regulation and (b) significant transition charges and (c) other
impediments. A new tariff to increase opportunities for incumbent utilities to serve commercial and industrial

customers (for which direct access is an option) can only serve to limitfurther development of a competitive

retail market

8 Renewable MW: VRET goal should be a path to renewable energy for customers who are unwilling or unable to

use direct access. There should be clear differences between and advantages/disadvantages of direct access and

VRET paths. The design should not favor VRET where a level playing field can be achieved. Making the VRET very
clearly an incremental renewable energy supply option may help to distinguish it from direct access; so that

customers looking primarily for undifferentiated cost savings and 3 blend ofrenewabiesand market purchases

can remain primary candidates for direct access.

• PGE:Depends on model design. Exampie- Utility owned model would operate in regulated environment,

• Pa£;VRETis intended to increase market for renewabie energy, smaller segment of energy market in the state.

In contrast, the competitive retail market that the direct access law was designed to facilitate is a broader

construct which makes comparisons between the two difficult and potentially non-informative.VRET should be

viewed as complementary to the competitive market-whether the larger competitive market or the

competitive market for renewable resources-and being able to provide greater flexibility for customer options.

HB 4126 was pass to allow utilities to provide these additional options to customers that are not currently being

met. Key focus for assessing a VRET should remain on the customer and whether the option is meeting customer

needs without adversely impacting other customers. To the extent the utility is in the same competitive market

for the acquisition of renewable resources as an ESS, a utility-offered VRET should enhance the competitive

markets and opportunities for customers and the state. VRET is a voluntary offering and/as such, will only be
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successful if it is competitive with current offerings. This inherent incentive to make VRET offerings competitive

helps ensure that competitive market for these types of t-enewable products will develop.

• Shell: VRET that allows utility to sell renewable energy from a portfofjo of renewable supplies that is separate

from the utility's bundled sales portfolio presents a new competitive utility supply offering that constitutes
"direct access/' This would inhibit competition in the retail market. Under models 2/2.c/d, and 5.b, the utility

would offer its new renewable supply portfolio as an alternative to "default" bundled cost-of-service sales

service, which puts the utility in competition with its own bundled sales service and direct access. VRET that

allows utility to compile its own separate portfolio of renewables and seti to targeted group of customers would

be inconsistent with utility's role as the //default"supplier of electric commodity service to retail customers.

Utilities should not be permitted to leverage their monopoly status to offer a new competitive procurement

service option. If the electric utilities are allowed through a VRET to offer a competing renewable supply option,

the utilities will enjoy a multitude of competitive advantages that come with their monopoly status-access to

customer lists, access to individual customer load data, name recognition and purchasing power in the energy

commodity and renewable energy market, preferential access to transmission and ancillary services/ and the

abilitytosubsidizetheir renewable supply options through the use of existing assets, existing suppiy and
transmission relationships, and existing utiiity resources including personnel. These aspects of utility status

confer an inherent and unjust competitive advantage.

• WRI: Central measure should be do competitive suppliers have the same or more opportunity to sell power to

customers than they do under current rules today, imperfect through some parities dearly find them.

• NIPPC: target market for competitive suppliers is any commercial or industriai load that does not want to be

served through a regulated cost of service and/or desires a specific power mix unavailable from the utility's

standard. Any VRET service provided by the utility has a per-set detrimental effect on the competitive retail

market.

' Noble; Any VRET program should be designed to ensure that access to the program and the treatment of

transition adjustments is non-discriminatory between the VRET and direct access.

2. Is the competitive retail market liatmed if a regulated utUlty is able to make offeritigs under a
VSET to non-tesidefttial customets that a third party competitive suppliet is not petmitted to

provide uftdet the terms of cm'jfefit ditect access tajrfffs (e.g. em'olltxient windo'ws and ttajasition

adjustments)? If so, how?
• Iberdroia: Yes/ the retail market is harmed by providing customers alternative products through the utilities that

ESSs are not able to provide under direct access. Limited enrollment windows, transition charges, and other

impediments make direct access very difficult A VRET without those limitations would further hamstring ESSs in
a discriminatory fashion,

• Renewable NW: Not necessarily, there can be a levei playing field with room for wefl-supported differences.

• PGE: No, under PGE's proposed models, VRET is under cost of service.

• Pac: No, VRET should be designed to provide additional opportunities for customers.

• Shell: Yes. Utility has built-in competitive advantages interacting with existing customers, ffa utility has the
ability to compete with ESSs to offer a product/service without limitations that appiy to ESSs, then the utility
advantages is reinforced,

* WRI: (f the competitive supplier can fairly compete to provide the generation resource under the VRET, they

have experienced an increase in their potential market by the utility being able to offer renewable energy under

the VRET rather than a limitation of their market,
• YA)Vt Services; IF there is any transition mechanism employed to recover stranded cost, the model should be

developed so that it is neutral and not by unintended consequence create a barrier to entry in the VRET market.

• NIPPC: Competitive retail market would be dramatically harmed to the extent utilities could offer service under
terms not available to the retail market.
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• ICNU; Yes, the competitive market would be harmed because the incumbent utility would have product options

not available to competitive suppliers.

• Noble; Yes. The underiying rationale for enroliment windows and transition adjustments does not change just

because the program is utifity-sponsored VRET rather than direct access. !f direct access customers are subject

to enroilment windows and transition adjustments but VRET customers are not, then the utility would be in a

position to create an unlevel competitive offering. If direct access customers have to operate within a

predefined arrangement that protects the remaining bundled customers and/or shareholders/then allowing the
utiiity to bypass these protections In their VRET offering is unduly discriminatory and harms the competitive
retail market.

3. With respect to M.odel 1 ft/x) [third party owned nsource e^ regulated utUity facilitated] and Mode/
/ (e/ 4) [third party owned resouree with aggregation]!

* Renewable NW: l(b/x) and l(c/d) are quite different in terms of utility roles/ so expect to have different
implications for the competitive retail market,

• CUB: The approach involving a third party owned resource/utifity assisted transaction could be tailored

according to a customer's need and offerings of various third parties, The utility role is reiatively clear and it

should be easier to wail transactions from base service in order to isolate costs to prevent cost shifting -to non"

participants.

a) What are the effects, if any, on the competitive letail market xf Independent Power Ftodttcefs
(IPPs) supply power through the regulated utility as part ofVRET design iti these models?

• iberdrols: Competitive retail market Is harmed by providing customers aiternative products through the utilities
that ESSs are not able to provide under Direct Access.

• Renewable NW; This approach maintains competition because it allows non-utility market participants to

develop, own, and operate projects. In regards to direct access - VRET can be complementary and offer

customers who are unlikely to move to direct access an opportunity to access independent renewable energy

supply through a less comprehensive alternative retail supply model. VRET could increase demand for new

renewable energy supply that would otherwise go unfulfiifed/ rather being seen as reducing dennand for

renewable energy supply through direct access.

• PGE: IPPs currentiy supply renewable power to PGE would likely continue to do so, jfVRET made available.
• Pac: Market should be indifferent to who owns the generation as the utility and the IPP are likely to incur the

same resource costs.

" Shell: VFtET structure in l.b/x is different from l.c/d because of the utility's roie. Under l.b/xwith utility as a
middteman between the supplier and the customer, retaii competition is substantially preserved because

suppliers compete with one another to supply power to individual customers. By contrast, under l,c/d, the

utility acquires customers through its marketing efforts and the utility acquires the renewable supply from third

party suppliers. Under this approach, the utility obtains a separate supply portfolio to sell to the targeted
customers. This provides the utility with a competitive advantage, and creates the potential for cost-shifting

from participating to non-partidpating customers.

• NIPPC: Allowing the regulated utility to act as a middle man would damage the retail market in two major ways.

First it would provide the utility with access to extremely sensitive competitive market information that would

give the utilities an unfair advantage. Second it compromises the relationship between the ESS/EPP and its

customer. By contrast, there is little, if any/advantage to this model,

• iCNU: Retai! markets may become more competitive if !PPs supply power through the regulated utility, but
much about this model is uncertain.

• Noble: This model, given certain adaptation, is essentially a whole sale buy through tariff/ where the utility
supplies energy provided to the utility by the customer's chosen whole sale supplier and the utility also provides
imbalance energy. This is a model that is adopted by jurisdictions that either do not want or legally cannoy allow
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customers to bypass utility procurement. For example, Arizona PubHc Service's (APS) Experimental Rate

Schedule AG-1, in states that have direct access, this Is a suboptimai model as it limits the type of energy

products to essentially wholesale products. This modei is one potential form of retail wheeling.

b) What should the role of the regulated utility be in developing and offering a ptoduct or
ttatisacdng between customers and an IPP undey these VKET models?

• Iberdrola: Fairly described in Mode! 1 "relationships" coiumn in table: "*Regulated Utility faciiitates between a
3rd party and customer(s). *Customer and 3rd party negotiate for renewable energy service. ^Regulated utility

takes ownership of power through contract with Third Party. Tariff is set for same price and duration as

contract Contract terminates if customer defaults. *Utility remains primary point of contact for billing and (by

customer choice) load management/andilary services, Utility could credit customer bill for project output (at

credit amount T&D - e.g. utility's wholesale avoided cost rather than retail rate) and service balance of

customer's energy and capacity need (if any) at cost of service rate/"

• Renewable NW: Utility roles are very different depending on model, in l(b/x), utility facElitates a transaction for

energy reached between customer and suppiier/tPP, but continues to meet customer demand and maintains

primary biiling role. In l(c/d) utility takes control of an aggregated product/ promotes it to customers, and

procures the renewable energy to supply it.

• PGE; Depends on model/ for example, utitity could purchase power from iPP on behalf of customers.

" Pa£: Through current resource procurement, utility is aiready transacting with IPPs to serve customers. Under a

VRET, utility maybe in the same role to acquire least cost resources to serve a specific customer or group of

customers.

• Shell; Underl.b/x,the utility acts as a "sleeve" between the supplier and customer. The utility will pass along

the energy and cost of energy from the supplier to the customer. The central commercial arrangement is

between the renewable energy supplier and customer, similar to direct access. Although l.b/x provides

structure under which the utility wi!l be competitively neutra!, it is inferior to direct access.

• NIPPC; Regulated utility should have no role in developing or offering a product or transaction between

customers and an iPP under these VRET models.

• 1CNU: The regulated utility should be supportive of and assist in facilitating the offering of competitive products
through any VRET model.

• Noble: The chief roie is to be the customer's imbalance provider. A good exampfe is the Arizona Public Service

AG-1 rate schedule, which, despite shortcomings of this type of arrangement, is a weli-designed wholesale buy

through tariff. Excessive leaning on APS for imbalance service can lead to disqualification from the rate schedule.

c) Would these VRET models compojrt with the re^uitements of a fxled tariff (c.g, must list pdces
and be accessible to all smiilarly situated customers [see HB 4126 Section 3(4) and ORS
757.205, 757.210, 757.212, 757.215])? Can these models be implemented such that an IPP is not
required to provide confidential pricing data to a regulated utiUfy (e.g. non-disclosute
agteements)?

* Iberdrola: Tariff may face chalienges in being broadly applicable, particularly if a green-energy provider has an

agreement to serve a specific customer. Billing/accounting processes would need significant safeguards to

maintain confidentiality when the utility or an afftltate may be a bidder and an iPP is a bidder. Cost information
maybe required to conduct competitive procurement, which could be a problem if more than one modeESs

adopted and the utility could offer a better price through model 2.

• Renewable NW: Yes. tariff can clearly state all other charges while renewable energy supply price may vary from

customer to customer. Example of where tariff does not state exact price Is the competitive bidding portion of

the solar VIR program. If necessary, statute allows for alternative forms of regulation pians, including resource

rate plans (ORS 757.210-212). If utilities or their subsidiaries are allowed to compete to develop and own
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renewable energy supply for VRET along with IPPs,then pricingconfidentiality is very important, tf transmission
arrangements for direct supply contracts between the renewable energy project despite the utility continuing to
provide some elements of service under cost of service rates, then customer-developer direct contracting is the

deanestwayto handfe confidentiaiity issues under the (b/x) type modei. Otherwise, firewalls and independent

third party assistance may be useful.

• PGE: Model could be implemented such that IPP is not required to disdose confidential pricing data to the
utiiity/but VRET would be tariffed. Query whether PUC would then govern IPP's pricing, resource content, etc.

since this is a regulated option.

* Pa c: Yes, VRET models should comport with requirements of fiied tariff/ which may not !ist exact prices but

instead list parameters for setting the ultimate rate. Regarding IPP providing confiden-fciai pricing data to the

utility, the utility will need to know the price inorderto bill the customer, nonetheless, Pac supports use of
standards of conductor non-disclosure agreements as an acceptable way to address confidentiality concerns,

subject to necessary carve outs for disclosure required via regulatory reporting or proceedings.

• Shell: Mode! l.b/x could be adjusted so that participating customers pay the cost-of-service sales price, and

renewable energy suppliers are paid, by the utility, a fixed price in a contract. The difference in price between

cost-of-service and a contract between the customer and the renewable supplier can be settled between them.

• NIPPC: No, This model cannot be implements such that an IPP is not required to provide confidential pricing
data to the reguiated utility.

• ICNU: VRET should be designed to comply with requirements of a fixed tariff. Similar pricing structures already
exist with variable pricing terms. Example - PGE has market based pricing, which comports with fixed tariff
requirements.

* Noble: In as much as the prices relate to the services offered by the utility, yes. For the services provided by the

IPP, that is a contract between the IPP and the customer and should be confidential.

4. With respect to Model ? (c/ d) [third party owned resource with aggregation] and Model 2(s! d)
[regulated utility ownU resource with aggregation], if aggregation is allowed, should a regulated
utility be prohibited ftom acting as an aggregg-tor such that the VRET would only petmit
aggregation by tegistered aggregators (see OAB. 860-038-0380)?

• Iberdrola: Yes,

• Renewable NW: No. Whole point of c/d type model is for the utility to play the role of aggregating customers
who are not motivated to seek individual transaction in the market. Even for a b/x type model, customer should

be able to use utility aggregate meter locations without utHity using a separate aggregator.

• PCJE: No, rule is intended to protect consumers and requires registration. Given PUC broad authority over

utilities, utilities shouid neither be prohibited from acting as aggregators nor be required to register with PUC as
an aggregator.

• Pac: Should evolve to meet customer demand, therefore flexibility in this model is important.

• Shell: Both of these models, if adopted, would inhibit competition in the retail market because the utility would
solicit renewable energy supply to establish a separate portfolio, and the utility would solicit customers to

purchase from this separate portfolio. The utility would be using its market power to compete against its own

bundled cost of service and compete against direct access. The utlJity's roie as a competing supplier offering a

separate portfolio of renewable supplies to a targeted class of customers also raises cost-shifting issues.

• NtPPC; Yes, the regulated utility should be prevented from acting as an aggregator (unless through an affiliate).
Otherwise the utility would be in a position to use its monopoly status to lock out competition to the detriment
of the competitive retail market.

• ICNU: Aggregation should be performed consistently with the Commission's aggregation rules. HV 4126 was

specifically designed to leave direct access rules intact.

Noble; Yes. should be prohibited.
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5. With respect to Model 2 [regulated utility owned resoffree] asidM.e4el 2(c/4) [regulated utility owned
resource with ag^regaHon]^ what ate the effects, if any, on the competitive tetaU. matket if a tegulated

utility owns or opefates resources as part ofVRET design in these models?

• Iberdrola: Competitive retai! market is harmed by providing customers alternative products through the utilities

that ESSs are not able to provide under Direct Access.

* Renewable NW; Utility ownership makes effect on competitive retail market more pronounced. Would require

more robust protections against ownership bias. Not ciegr if there are similar concerns with utiifty operation.

• PGE: None, because VRET customers paying premium over Cost of Service, under PGE's proposed models. Utility

as an additiona! supplier promotes growth in the market

• Pac; No effect or the effect it a larger competitive retail market, which is consistent with HB 4126 goals.

• Shell: Both of these models/ if adopted, would inhibit competition in the retail market. (see answer to ^4).

• NIPPC: Model 2- regulated utility owned does not warrant further consideration because it does not pass the

statutory hurdle of not harming the competitive retail market Allowing a utility to offer such VRET services

outside of a cost of service modeiwili eliminate all retail market competition.

• ICNU: Requiring customers to purchase solely from a utility-owned resource will negatively impact the

competitive market. Oregon utilities have declined to consider using a generation affiliate to own and offer

renewable resources to customers as market competitors. And utility owned VRET resources would create a

significant cost shift danger, if induded in rate based and allocated to all customers.

• Nobler Any generation assets owned by the utility must be offered to all customers on a non-discriminatory

basis. Otherwise, utility is abusing its monopoly status by offering one price to one set of similarly situated

customers and another price to another set of the same similarly situated customers. This is unduly

discriminatory pricing. And the competitive retail market would be seriously harmed if the Commission were to

allow the utility owned renewable generation to be offered to customers as an alternative to standard "brown"

cost of service offerings without making that renewable service subject to the same restrictions that apply to

direct access offerings.

• CUB: The issue of utility-owned resources is fraught with problems. It seems unthinkable that a single customer

or even a group of customers would be able to pay a utility fora project dedicated to their needs alone. For that

amount of money, the customermay be better off building their own resource. This approach wouid muddy the

waters in terms of the role of the utility. The utility to stick to managing an overalE system to provide power to

its service territory. Providing specialized products to particular customers begins to veer away from the core

mission.

6. With respect to Model 4 (a/X) [wstomer owned resource]:

• ODOE; In the future, customers with specific renewable energy goals may increasingly choose to build and own

new generating resources that meet their specific goals. Today the customer may build an off site resource and

enter into a PPA with the utility as a QF and retain the unbundled REC generated by the resource. A VRET option

could provide the customer a bundied RFC from the customer's off site resource. If a customer owned resource

isoffstiej the operator of the resource (possibly the customer itself] should be treated as a third party supplier
similar to an I PP role in Model l(b/x). As an alternative to a VRET, the customer may a!so have the option

(today) to contract with an ESS to acquire energy from the customer's off site resources and delivery that energy

(bundled with RECs) back to the customer through direct access, if a customer owned resource is onsite,the

customer may currentiy enter into either a net metering interconnection or a partial requirements tariff and

receive both the energy and RECs generated by the resource-although depending on the time of generation

relative to the time of use, some RECs may become unbundled. These existing options are likely to satisfy most

customer's needs/ but a VRET option could be made available as an alternative way to receive bundled RECs

from a customer owned on-site resource. Such a VRET offering should be completely distinct from net metering.
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* CUB: Large customers have the resources and wherewithal for self-build. Existing policies or regulatory practices

may interfere with the adoption of a customer owned VRET approach, which should be explored in order to

identify solutions to the barriers in place. Also, this maybe another way that the utility needs to help a customer

facilitate an outcome that Is advantageous to the customer. If a customer wants to buiida resource to serve its

facility, it may need some help in terms of integration or managing output Those tasks could be easily isolated

to the customer(s) needing service to prevent cost shifting. This approach could be a subset of the third party
resource discussion, except ratherthan contracting for resources, the customer is owning and operating the

resources themselves. And rather than the utility facilitating the interaction between the customer and a third

party provider, it is instead facilitating the customer's interaction with the system that the utility is charged with

managing.

a) What are the effects, if any, on the competitive retail marlt.et if a customet owns of opetates

resources as patt ofVRET design in this model?

* Iberdrola: Customer owned or operated resources are a type of retail competitor.

• Renewable Energy [VIarkets Association: Owners of on-site RE system (solar, small wind, etc) should be clearly

informed as to the nature of their REC transactions and the effect that selling such RECs would have on their

ability to claim GHG reductions or green power consumption for the faciiity/site/roofin question. This would
reduce the potential for double counting of environmental attributes.

• Renewable IMW: Customer should be treated as same as an IPP for VRET design, Presumably customer coufd

own/operate on or off site resource as part of Direct Access without raising competition concerns.

* P<5E: Customer as owner/operator helps market. Under PGE's existing tariff, customers own resources through

net metering/ PURPA contracts, and partial requirements service.

* Pac: No effect or the effect it a iarger competitive retail market Customers are currently not prevented from

owning or operating renewable resource located behind the meter.

• NIPPC: Supports customer ownership and operation as currently allowed in regulation. However, alfowing

customers to own or operate resources beyond their own portfolio needs wii! have a detrimental impact on the

competitive retail market by reducing prospective customer base available to market suppliers.

* ICNU; This model should be handled through existing options for customers.

* Noble: As long as customer ownership option is consistent with existing customer ownership structures and

models, It should be competitively neutral.

b) Can this model already occur through Pattial Requixemetits tariffs (e.g. PGE schedules 75, 76R,
575 or PadficPower schedules 47, 247, 747)? If not, how is it differentiated fcom patdal
requirements service?

• Renewable NW: Partial requirements tariffs seem to be designed for on-site non-vgriable customer generation.

Unclear if it is available for variable generation. Cost structure would likely be different for variable generation.

• PGE: Yes, Schedule 75, for on-site self-generation, VRET model couid support aff-site resources that do not

qualify for partial requirements service.

• Pac: partial requirements service is available where customer has on-site generation that is behind the meter. A

customer-owned resource under a VRET should be iimited to off-site generation for which company's facilities

would be required to theoretically deliver the power to the customer. Any resource behind the meter should be

subject to applicable existing PUC approved tariffs.

• NIPPC: Yes.

a fCNU: This model should be handled through existing options for customers.
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c) Would this VJRET model compcrft with the tequiifements of a filed tariff (e.g. must list a price
and must be accessible to all similarly situated customers [see HB 4126 Section 3(4) and ORS
757.205, 757.210, 757.212,757,215])?

* Renewable NW: see lil.3(c) [Yes, tariff can clearly state all other charges while renewable energy supply price
may vary from customerto customer.

* PGE: It could, under a few circumstances/ like net metering, partial requirements, or qualifying facilities under

PURPA for off-site generation that pays utility's avoided cost rate for power produced (set and filed with PUC).

• Pac: Yes, tariff may not list exact prices but instead iist parameters for setting the ultimate rate.

• Center for Resource Solutions fCRSl: there are benefits to customer ownership. They promote uptake of

distributed generation and provide access to local renewables. However there are potential claims issues if

attributes are transferred to other end users. Some owners may contract away RECs without realizing the long

term impiications, which can result in a double claim of the RECs.The claim could take the form of advertising

that they are using renewable energy or participation in a carbon foot print or LEED program. To avoid potential

for double counting, clear language should be used by generator or system host, and should not be buried in a

highly technical contract rather is should be simply explained to the generator so that there can be informed

choices that recognize the benefit of keeping the REC if they wish to use the renewable energy.

• iCNU: This model should be handled through existing options for customers.

d) If a customer owned tenewable tesovrce is off-site, should it be tteated as a third party supjpHef

(e.g. similar to the IPPs tole in Model 1(h/x) [third party owned resource ^ regulated utility
facilitated]? If not, why? May a customet that generates mofe powet at an off-site resource than

needed at a given time sell the excess power to other customers?

• Iberdrola: A customer should at least have the ability to deploy a third party to sell excess power to other
customers. But this issue needs more information and consideration by PUC.

• Renewafaie NW: Off-sjte customer owned resources and on-site customer owned resource (not qualifying for or

using NEM or partial requirements tariffs etc) should be treated the same as IPP owned resources.

• PGE: Couid be treated as a third party supplier and sell to utility at avoided cost. Or an off-site, customer owned

resource could be credited at the avoided cost or market rate on customer's cost of service bili for power

produced.

• Pa£: Should be limited to off-site generation for which Company's facilities would be required totheoreticaliy

deliver power to customer. Customer generator should be treated as a third party supplier. Could adopt

standards of conduct to ensure that equal standards and treatment between third party suppliers and VRET

customer generators. If VRET customer generator generates more power at an offsite resource than needed at

the time, excess power can be sold to a utiiity as QF under PURPA. Otherwise VRET customer generator cannot

sell excess power to other customers smce they do not qualify as a utility.

• NIPPC; A customer that generates more power than it consumes should be required to act as an aggregator

pursuant to section 860-038-0380.

• ICNU: This model should be handled through existing options for customers.

• Noble: ifthe customer needs the utility's distribution system, even in an over the fence arrangement, this would

be mode! l(b/x). A customer can always sell its excess generation if it registers as an ESS and serves "other"

customers under direct access.

e) Should on-site resoutces be Utnited to the Net Meteimg program? Does inclusion as a net

metered resoufce depend on if afty excess energy genetation is aftdcipated? If a customet

owned tesoytce is on-site, but is jpcttnitted to be operated and managed by the tegulated utility
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OK IPP as a service ptovided through a VRET, should it be distingmshed fi-om the Net Metemig
ptogfam?

• Renewable NW: if customer's on-site resourcequalifiesforN EM, they may continue to use NEM. If the resource

doesn't qualify for NEM (e.g. greater than 2 MW), then the resource should be part of customer's VRET supply.

• PGE: If net meteredj then those OARs should apply. Or if net metering rules are otherwise met (customer

owned, used to offset house load, etc)/ then it should not be distinguished from net metering program. If a

resource is net metered and sized at no more than 90% of anticipated load, there is room for VRET service to

provide protection to the customer on production risk and to "BackfilF'to meet 100% green energy.

• Pa c: Premature to determine interaction between net metering and VRET offerings because net metering is an

established program that is separate from what could be contemplated in a VRET. Pac views VRET as applicable

to resources beyond not behind the meter,

• ICNU: This model should be handled through existing options for customers.

* NobEe: net metering is probably the easiest way to incorporate this mode) into the utility paradigm. The utility

should pay the customer for any energy generated In excess of the customer's load at the utility's avoided costs/

consistent with avoided cost tariffs.

IV. What may be the Director Jnditect Impacts on Non-Patticipatitig Customers (issues related to HB 4126

Section 3(3)(c))

• WR1: Setting a cap for VRET subscriptions by utiiity that allows for measured growth and is tied to any identified
need for new capacity or reduced market purchases wouid mitigate some of this concern. The identification and

calculation of such costs can be undertaken in individual tariff proceedings.

• CUB: Direct access already protects against impacts on non-parfcidpating customers. In addition/ a "utility as a

facilitator" mode! could be developed that would also confine the.costs ofthatfadijtatlontothe customers that

need it. Isolating those costs will be helpful in rate cases and other proceedings in identifying which costs are
rate-based and which need to be assigned to a particuiar customer (or set of customers) due to the renewabie

facilitation service.

1. What fegulatofy fools of VRET desiga elements (e.g. ttansitioti charges for customets that

leave the cost-of-service system) 'would ensure that the prices paid fot products under a VRET

reflect all costs associated with providing that service, including any requisite back-
up/supplementary service (e.g. fltmmg/shaping), witliout subsidi^adoti fi'otn noti"paydcipatmg

custonxets?

• Iberdrola; VRET should be equivalent to Direct Access on these matters.

* Renewable NW; Depends on VRET model. In general/ ati models would consider: (1) paying for system resource

not used any more (but were planned for/may be used in the future)/ (2) paying for system resources still being
used by VRET customers, and (3) paying for intra-hour balancing services for variabie RE. VRET model differs
from Direct Access because VRET customers may not be "ieaving" the system in such a comprehensive manner.

Key question of how to addresscapacity already acquired to serve VRET customers, until that cost can be

absorbed by other system load needs or plan for customer's possible return to the system. VRET rate design

should balanceadministr'ativefeasibility and acknowledgement of VRET resource's energy value and system

capa.c.[ty"CQht.ributt.on, while capturing costs of system elements still being used. Rate design would need to

address ancillary services and incremental intrahour flexibility required to balance VRET resource. Potential

starting point is credit for energy cost, but leaving VRET customer's demand charge in place with discount for

VRET resource's capacity contribution.

- PGE: With PGE's proposed models, VRET customers would continue to pay cost of service, so they contribute to

the utifit/s fixed generation costs. With this, the customers are not "leaving its cost of service system/' The
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utility's fleet of generation resources wo.uld b&used toprovide.andllar/services necessary.for:VRET intermittent

resources (cost shift??). The costs of designing and administering VRET models would be separately accounted

for and included in charges to participating customers.

• Pac: Transition adjustments and partial requirements tariffs currently exist as potential models. Atthetfmeof

filing a VRET/ requesting utility should address how non-participants are not unduiy subsidizing participating
customers.

* Shell: Under direct access, cost shifting has been addressed through the transition adjustment incorporated into

direct access customer rates, instead of trying to address VRET cost-shifting, Commission should focus on

enhancement, extension, and expansion of direct access as the appropriate framework within which to

"promote further development of significant renewable energy resources." Under a VRET.the potentiai for cost

shifting arises in the foliowing areas: (1) costs associated with utility's promotion ofVRET using existing utility
resources and assets that are paid for by ail utility customers, (2) costs of administration of a VRET program;

including procurement of resources for separate supply portfolio, billing customers for purchases from separate

portfolio, educating customers, and fielding calls from customers (customer support function)/ (3) assignment of

cost of incremental renewable resources that are unsubscribed/stranded as a result of participating customers

returning to cost-of-service, (4) stranded capacity costs associated with "departing load" (customers electing

VRET), (5) cost of flexible resources needed for integration of incremental renewable procurement Cost shifting

would be greatest under a VRET that allows the utility to establish a separate supply portfolio that the utility
markets to customers. Under such a structure (EVIodel 1, Model 5), the Commission would need to establish cost

allocation protocols to ensure that participating customers or utility stakeholders bear 100% of the incremental

cost and allocated portion of the embedded cost of any utility resource used to provide this service. Also,

Commission would have to estabiish mechanism to ensure that customers that switch from cost of service to

VRET bear the stranded costs/ if any, associated with the reduction In the utility's obligation to purchase energy

and capacity for cost of service customers.

* NIPPC: Direct access VRET already contemplates this risk and provides for transition charges.

• ICNU; The existing direct access rules should act as a starting point for VRET design elements to prevent cost

shifting. Additional elements (firming/shaping) may be necessary, but depend on ultimate VRET design. As a

starting point, Oregon's Incremental Cost of Compliance calculations should serve as a reference for firming and

shaping costs.

• Noble: Direct access has addressed all these questions with transition adjustments and restrictions on utility

participation as the generation supplier/among other protections. Commission should refer to the direct access

program for guidance,

2. What regulatory tools or VRET design elements would ensiue that non-patticipathig customers

do not face increased risk ofVRET obligations (e<g. costs ofujidef-subscribed VRET resoufces

or unfulfiUed power purchase agreement obligations)?

• Renewable NW: Expect customers to maE<e 10-15 year commitments. in b/x type model/ contract and tariff

terms can be designed to allow customers and developers to negotiate around the risk of default, without

material impact to the utility. In c/d type model, there is more utility invoivement but risk can be minimized (e.g,

PG&E example where customers subscribe based on cost of the utility's last RPS acquisition). Also, risk can be

minimized with an aggregated pool of customers. In any case, risk can be quantified as the jncrernentai^^ of

a.ny'.ca^citytthaj: goe^ujrisubscrilied^ rejative.to the .cpsipfrrieetihg cost^pf^service RB^Q^Iig^tIonsit^roygh
anptherresQyrce.strategv^ be relatively small cost difference (or perhaps cost savings).

• PGE: PUC authority and stakeholder involvement provide safeguards against subsidy by non-partidpating

customers. A risk premium or exit fee could be built into VRET design to safeguard against unfulfiiled obligations.

in the first PGE proposed model/ PGE would aggregate customer subscribers so that a new renewable resource

is built (by PGE or a third party) and owned by PGE. To avoid cross subsidization and minimize
company/shareholder risk of under subscription, the model provides that PGE would rate base the resource at
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nuii power (with rate ofreturnLforthe benefit of all customers, and the amount over and above the null power

cost would be paid by the subscribers who would then "claim" the environmental attributes of the resource.

* Pas: Transition adjustments and partial requirements tariffs currently exist gs potential models. At the time of
filing a VRET/ requesting utitity should address how non-participants are not unduly subsidising participating
customers.

• Shell: See answer to question IV.1. Focus on direct access, if using VRET, consider the many areas for potential

for cost shift (5 examples provided). Commission wouid need to establish cost-allocation protocols so VRET

customers and utility stakeholders bear 100% of incremental cost and allocated portion of embedded cost of

any utility resource used for VRET, Also would need to establish mechanism to ensure VRET customers bear

stranded costsof reduction of utility obligation to purchase energy and capacity for cost-of-service customers.

* VVRI; Different models have different remedies. Most to date have put risk on customers and cancel any

obligation for the utility with the generator if the customer defaults. At (east two proposed that the utility take
the merchant risk on whether they will be able to sell the power and one assumes extra costs, if the power

cannot be sold for anything but the PURPA rate, will be borne by their unbundled REC green power buying
program. The Commission and utilities could consider these and other options to allocate risk.

• NIPPC: Under the direct access VRET model, these risks are borne by the ESS' and not by the utility or its
customers.

• ICNU: Under no circumstances may non-participatmg customers bear the risk of unfulfiHed VRET obligations. If

utilities do not wish to offer VRETs through a direct access model/ the utility must bear all cost-shifting risks
associated with offering the VRET.

• Noble: This is the fundamentai issue with utility procurement that is not part of the bundled service offering, in

order to shift this risk from the utility, the shareholder, or the non-partidpant/this risk is carried in the direct

access program by the participating customer, the ESS, or the IPP. A similar arrangement should apply in the
VRET program for all the same reasons.

3. How should the fixed costs of the existing cost-of-setvice rate based system be allocated to

VRET pafticipants that cojanpletely or partiaUy leave the cost-of-service fate based system? 3

• Iberdrola: Transition charges for VRET load should be imposed like those for Direct Access service, regardless of

the share of load served under the VRET, WhHe Direct Access policies need review, but to keep a level playing

field between VRET service and ESS obligations, costs assumed with leaving the traditional regu!ated service

should be consistent.

* Renewable NW; See IV>1 (not necessarily leaving the system like direct access). Participating customers couid

replace their energy charge with supply from renewable energy projects, while still paying a significant portion

of their demand charge.

• PGE: With PGE's proposed models, VRET customers do not leave the cost of service and continue to contribute

to the fixed generation costs of resources that the utility puts in service for customer loads,

• Pac: Anticipates that VRET participants will continue to be subject to the fixed costs for delivery service/

consistent with deiivery service costs for non-participating customers. For fixed costs related to transmission

and generation service, VRET customers shouEd continue to be subject to an allocation of those costs for some

period of time for any load that is completely or partially serviced under a VRET.The period of time for which
the VRET customers wouid likely be subject to fixed costs wil! depend on specifics and should be addressed
when the utility files a VRET at the PUC.

» Shell: in same manner that direct access customers bear transition adjustment to prevent cost-shifting, VRET

customers should bear a charge that reflects above market cost of resources that are stranded as a result of the

customer's departure from bundled sales service,

• NIPPC: VRET participants with load not expressly contemplated in a utiiities IRP should not be subject to
transition charges. VRET participants for existing iogd should not be subject to any transition charges to the
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extent 3 utHity i5 experiencing load growth elsewhere on its system (including other states and/or the ability to
wheel to other markets) that absorb the decline in load from the VRET.

• ICNU; Transition charges must be designed to recover all stranded costs. Absent a direct access model,

customers on a VRET should be treated separately from the cost of service rate model/ while a method for

assigning the firming and shaping services embedded in the cost of service should be established.

• Noble: Fixed costs of utility service stranded by departing VRET customers should be treated in the same

manner as it prescribed in direct access.

4» Assuming that VRET load is part of "total retail electric sales," what -would be the impact to

RPS tesoutce cost tecovety and coxnpHatice jcequitements if a signifxcant amount ofVRET load

leaves the cost-of-setvice tate-based systexn? Would VKET customers contmue to pay for RPS

compliance requirements (e.g. theit share ofrate-based RPS tenewable resources and RAC

filings)?
• Iberdrola: Assumes that utility provision of RPS resources is not affected and VRET service is offered to fil! some

or aEi the gap between RPS energy in traditional regulated service and full "green energy" requirements.

* Renewable NW: If VRET design invoived customers leaving the cost of service system like direct access/ then

they may not be part of "total retaii sales/' But VRET customers are likely to have an ongoing connection to the

cost-of-service system and would be part of total retail sales. VRET customers could continue to receive supply

from and participate in paying for utility RPS procurement, depending on the customer's green claim

requirements.

* PGE: To avoid cost shifting to non-participants.VRET customers should continue to pay for RPS compliance.

• Pac:See 1.2 and IV.3 answers. To the extent the VRET Eoad is part of total retail electric sales for purposes of

determining compliance with RPS, then VRET customers should continue to pay for RPS compliance costs to

mininnize adverse impacts on non-partidpating customers.

• WRI; VRET customers should continue to pay for RPS compliance because as a utility offered product these

customers would take credits for the RPS RECs retired on their behalf of their use of the system. This approach

complies with guidance for greenhouse gas accounting and green claims as currently understood.

* ICNU; HB 4126 prohibits cost shifting. VRET customers should continue to pay for RPS compliance requirements,

• Noble; If the bundled portfolio RPS costs are stranded/ and that depends on how the VRETpians to "count"

VRET RPS sales, then customers should be required to pay for the portion of RPS compliance in the bundled
portfolio that is stranded duetoVRET participation just as they would be required to pay for those standed costs
under a direct access program.

• ODOE: For VRET customers, RPS compliance requirements and resource cost recovery should follow the

methodology current used for the other voluntary programs where the costs of RPS compliance are included in

the tariff. Under ORS 469A.052, RPS compliance requirements are calculated as a function of the utility's retail

load meaning no resources are exempt from inclusion in the RPS compliance obligation. These compliance

requirements mimics the current requirements placed on ESSs. The VRET should reflect these standards.

5. With respect toMsdel 2 [regulated utility owned resource] wst^Model 2(ef d) [regulated utility
owned resource with aggregation] ^ should the regulated utility have a separate set of resources

used for VRET customers in a <CVSET tate base" fot wHcli the costs a&d x'ate of return ate

regulated by the PUC? How should the regulated utility account for separate capital
investments and costs of capital related to a VRET?

• ibefctrola: Yes, VRET resources should be isolated from the utHity's supply portfofio for purposes of determining

revenue requirement, power costs, rate base, etc. To prevent customer cross-subsidization ofVRET resources

and services, utility investment in resources for VRET service must be financed and accounted for based on the

VRET customer base and level of service only. The range of other costs for the utiiity to serve a customer under
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the VRET (e.g. customer relationship services, marketing, billing, etc.) should be accounted for separately and

recovered solely through the VRET,

• Renewable NW: Utility capital investment complicates VRET design in terms of competitiveness and risk to non-

participants. It would be appropriate for VRET customers would be responsibie for paying the utility's cost of

capital, at least forabove-market resources.

• PGE: No support for separate set of resources for VRET customers with separately accounted for capital. PGE's

proposed model where the PGE aggregates subscribers involves the renewable energy resource added to rate

base at a nufl power cost. Power produced available to all PGE customers as part of PGE's fieet of generating

resources. RECs would be claimed by the VRET customers that are paying a premium. By rate basing at null

power cost, PGE provides power for a!! customers and has opportunity to earn a return on the capital used for

nuf! power cost portion only.

• Pac: Costs and return on VRET resources will be subject to Commission review as part of review and approval of

bilateral contracts authorized by VRET. These resources should be separate from existing rate base, but does not

view potential VRET resources as comprising a separate "VRET rate base."

• Shell: Reject Mode! 2 and 2,c/d because these VRET structures would inhJbit the competitive retail market.

• WRI: VRETs are fundamentally a market priced product rather than a cost of service product. Ensuring

customers can reasonably access alternative offers is sufficient, for example, by not permitting model 2 without

also permitting mode! 1 and 3.

NIPPC: If a utility wants to offer VRET service, it should be done through an affitiate with separate accounts.

• ICNU: Utilities have indicated to date that they will not offer a VRET in a competitive market through an affiliate
because it is administrativefy challenging to set up. Cost shifting is a concern. VRET rate base concept should be

rejected.

6. With respect to Model 2 (f/ d) [regulated utility owned resouree with aggregation] and Model
1(c/d) [third party owned resource with etggregat-ion] y if the jceg-ulated utility is allowed to
aggregate retail load through a VRET, how should the regulated utility manage the risk and
timing of the matched TOET load and/or the obligations to the aggregated RE generators?

• lberdrola;The utility should manage VRET load and resources matching in the same manner and degree as an

ESS manages loads and resources for a direct access customer. This may mean it does not manage that match.

This illustrates why utilities should not play the aggregator role.

• Renewable NW: Reference to CA example in IV.2. Best approach involves waiting for customer commitments

before committing to new resources and serving those customers with a transitional renewable option until

resources come online,

• PGE: No interest in taking on risk of undersubscription. Size and cost of renewable resource would determine

the premium price and number of subscribers necessary to realize it. PGE has not surveyed for demand.

< Pac: This issue should be addressed when and if utility decides to file a tariff and as part of Commission

approval. Any VRET load during specified time periods not simultaneously served by a VRET resource should be
subject to applicable PUC approved tariff.

* Shell: Utility shouid not be allowed to aggregate customer load or renewable energy supply to establish a new

supply portfolio and/or a newmarketfor incremental renewable supplies. Utility is provider of "default" cost of

service, including requisite renewable energy to meet its RPS obligation. Utility should not compete with its own
cost-of-service or with direct access. Utility should not promote or encourage customers to purchase their

energy from a separate supply portfolio established by the utility. Any risk with matching customer load with
incremental renewable energy supplies can and should be addressed by renewable suppliers and customers,

• WRI: Another utility in another state is considering this issue. They are putting the risk of under subscription into

their volLmtary unbundled REC green power pool/ which is large enough that they impact on customers would

be negligible compared to RECs price volatitity. More generally, we see development of MOUs as different
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market participants line up the many pieces necessary before moving on to contracts. Through this, they

simultaneously bring together load and resources. This could be done even more transparently in a bidding

process for price discovery but that maybe more complicated than needed to find a least cost product offering.

• N1PPC: Under the direct access VRET model, these risks are borne by the ESS and not the utility or its customers.

* ICNU: This option is inappropriate, if such a structure was adopted, the utility must solely bear the risk created.

V. Whether VRETs should rely on a Competiti.ve Ptocutement Pjcocess? {issues related to HB 41 '26 Section

• CUB; The utility as a facilitator model answers this question with Yes. Customers are identifying options and

asking the utility to heip them bring those options to fruition. Utilities may help identify opportunities that coufd
benefit various customers and provide Information about those opportunities to those customers but their role

would ultimately be the same ~ faciiitate the reiatlonship between a customer and a provider or between a

customer's resource and the rest of the system.

1. Should the Cotnmission Urnit VRET tesoutce elxgibUity to renewable enetgy developed attd
supplied through a competitive procufement process? With an independent evaluatet? If yes,
why? If no, how should the Commission evaluate tenewable energy not supplied through a
competitive process?

* Iberdrola: Depends on the model adopted. Except for models 2 and 2,c/d, there should be flexibility in allowing
bilaterally arranged transactions to qualify.

• Renewable NW: In a c/d type model (utility aggregates resources), a fair, open competitive procurement should

be required. In a b/x type model (third party owned resource & regulated utility facilitated), customer can find
competitively priced supply. These customers may have preferences, expertise, or market connections.

" PGE: No. Reasons for using a competitive procurement process to develop a least-cost resource for the entire

customer base do not apply. Competitive marketplace would force efficiencies because of customer choice. This

process and an independent evaluator wouid add administrative costs/ which would raise prices for customers.

If there are customers interested in paying a premium and the objective is to further development of significant

renewabies, then the PUC should baiancethesuppfyofthe renewable energy with the objectives achieved,

VRET resource eligibility should be based on the certification of RECs and not based on the competitive bidding
process related to construction and siting of projects.

- Pac: Utility owned VRET resources over 100 MW should have requirement to use competitive procurement

process, consistent with existing competitive bidding guidelines. But, for smaller projects, no need for

competitive bidding process. VRET is a customer driven option that a customer will only select if the price for the
offering is competitive. Additional PUC oversight to ensure competitive options is not necessary-if there are

not competitively priced options, customers will not sign up.

• Shell: No, utilities should not be engaged in soliciting renewable energy supplies beyond those resources
necessary to meet RPS obligations for their cost-of-service supply.

* WRI: Approaches range from utility finding resource, customers brings resource desired to utility, or where

utiiity owns resources. But this is a fundamentally market price product, rather than a cost of service product.

Market participants should seek to provide lowest cost products, which is maximized when customers find a

lower cost offer than the utility and the utility cannot block or discriminate against those opportunities. This may
be hard in a model where the utility aggregates resources, but if other market participants can offer altneratives

then this risk is minima!.

* NIP PC; A competitive procurement process is not necessary for a direct access VRET where suppliers are limited

to ESSs and utility affiliates because market forces will insure competitive procurement If the utility is otherwise

engaged in providing VRET service in any manner, a competitive process should be required.

• ICNU: Current regulations shoutd not be weakened, if a utiiity procures a VRET resource.
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• Noble: Yes. At a minimum, all applicable RFP requirements from UM 1182 should appiy regardless of the size of

the VRET generation resource if there will be a utiiity ownership option. However, the VRET program should not

be used as a vehicle to add to the utility's rate base because allowing for that opportunity is highly likely to shift
costs to other customers and harm Oregon's competitive wholesale and retail market for electricity.

2. Should the PUC?s existing piocesses for competitive bxddifig (cuttetLtly fot m.ajor resources"

defined as quantities gteatet than 100 MW and duration gfeater than five yenrs [UM 1182, Otder
Nos. 12-007 and 11-340]) be adapted fbi use with VKET tesoutces and, if so, how should it be
changed?

• Iberdroia: Depends on the mode!adopted.

• Renewable NW; PUC existing process could be a starting point, if a c/d type model ts proposed.

* PGE: No, should not be used.

• Pac: Utility owned VRET resources over 100 MW should have requirement to use competitive procurement

process, consistent with existing competitive bidding guidelines. But/for smaller projects, no need for

competitive bidding process.

• Shell: No.

• NIPPC; Yes/ if utility owned generation is considered for a VRET at all, the competitive bidding process must be

modified to apply to any resource used to serve a VRET, without exception and regardless of the duration.

• ICNU: Current regulations shouid not be weakened, If a utility procures a VRET resource.

• Noble; Prefer no utility ownership option.

3. With respect to Model 2 [regulated utility ewned resource] and M.odel 4(a/x) [customer owned
resource] \ is there any room for a competitive procurement process in these models?

• Iberdfola; Under Model 2, there should be room for a competitive process/ even if the utility ultimately owns

the resource, as the process woufd deliver better customer results. For a customer owned resource (Model 4

a/x), that choice should be left to the customer.

• Renewable NW; Mode! 2 is a bad idea and leaves little room for competitive procurement. For b/x type models,

competitively prices supply can be left to customer, including deal structures with customer ownership.

• PGE: If utility owns resource, then engineering, procurement, and construction processes could go through a

competitive procurement process.

4 Pac: Utility owned VRET resources over 100 MW should have requirement to use competitive procurement

process, consistent with existing competitive bidding guidelines. But^ for smaller projects, no need for

competitive bidding process.

• Shell: No, utiiitles should not engage tn soliciting renewable supplies beyond RPS for cost-of-service supply.

* NlfPC: Model 2 - regulated utiljty-owned resource does not warrant further consideration because it does not

pass the statutory hurdle of not harming the competitive retail market. A utility should not be permitted to use

existing renewable generation to provide VRET service/ because such generation should be already dedicated to

the existing customer base. As such, any new VRET generation must be newly purchased, and should be subject

to competitive procurement. While supportive of customer owned generation/ model 4(a/x) (customer owned

resource) does not warrant further consideration as a VRET solution because it does not pass the statutory

hurdle of promotion of significant new renewable resources because model limitations prevent development of

significant new load. !f considered, competitive procurement is unnecessary because the competitive market

wjif ensure customers strive for the best solution.

« ICNU: Under model 2, there is need for competitive procurement. Under Model 4(a/x) there is not.

• Noble; Prefer no utility ownership option.
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4. With tespect to Model 2(e/d) [regulated utility owned resoffree n'itf} aggregation] \ what regulatoty
tools of VRET design elements would ensure that a. tegulated utiHty-owned resource faitly

competes in a. competitive ptocutement process?

• Iberdrola: Not dear that any design elements would meet this goal, which is why the other models are a far

better approach.

• Renewable NW: Start with PUC existing process. Some experimentation is warranted to because it's been

perceived as unsatisfactory in overcoming utility ownership bias.

* PGE; IRP regulatory tools may be used to ensure costs are prudent.

" Pac; Utility owned VRET resources over 100 MW should have requirement to use competitive procurement

process, consistent with existing competitive bidding guidelines. But, for smaller projects, no need for

competitive bidding process.

* Shell: No, utiiities should not engage in soliciting renewable supplies beyond RPS for cost-of-service supply,

• ,NIPPC: If utiiity owned generation is considered for a VRET at all, the competitive bidding process must be

modified to apply to any resource used to serve a VRET, without exception and regardless of duration.

• |CNU: Current regulations should not be weakened, if a utility procures a VRET resource.

VL Othet considetations (issue^rehted to^HS 4126 Section 3(5)(e))

1. What customer protections may be appropriate for VRET resources (e,g. Green-E ceitification?

Commission or advisory group oversight?)? For which customer classes of subsets of classes?

* fberdrola: There should be a range of protections: minimum eiigible RE requirement (set in tariff), public
disclosure of RPS/VRET service that supplants current utility fuel mix disclosure requirements, and

registration/tracking/retirement of RECs in WREGIS. Customer representations of "green energy" should be

consistent with the disclosures made by the serving utility.

• Renewable Energy Markets Association: Utilities and energy suppliers should accurately describe their RE

purchases and sales when disclosing their generation portfolios to VRET customers. Null power is assigned

system emissions average when the associated RECs have been sold separately. Must avoid allowing renewable

claim on null power because it negatively impacts REC transactions inside and outside the state where the utility

or supplier operates.

* Renewable NW: For the c/d (utitity aggregates resources} model, oversight should aim censure the most cost-

competitive eligible renewables matching customer preferences are procured/ so that customers can make the

claims anticipated, with Green-e certification or a customer advocacy group. For the b/x (third party owned

resource & regulated utility facilitated) model, customers could useGreen-e Direct to help them ensure their

chain of custody and claims are valid.

• PGE: Customers participating in a potential VRET offering are likely informed/sophisticated large non-residential
customers and not in need of the same consumer protections provided for residential customers. PUC oversight

with active stakeholder involvement is ample protection for participating and non-partidpating customers.

• Pa c: Not aware of any need to change existing customer protections, but support mechanism to ensure non-

VRET customer protection,

* Center for Resource Solutions (CRS1: Green-e certification should be required as it is the standard for quality

renewable energy in North America, it mandates rigorous accountability for retail products sold to consumers

with a level of transparency to bolster con$umer confidence in the industry. EPA's green power partnership

strongly encourages the purchase of products that are certified by an independent third party< Green-e certified

retail sales of 33.5 million MWh in 2013, enough to power a quarter of US households for a month, Green-e

currently certifies 1% of the total US eiectridty mix. Compared to 2012, nearly 47000 more retail customers

purchased green-e certified renewable energy in 2013, with almost 717000 total retail customers/ including
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69000 businesses. Non-resEdentiai buyers accounted for the vast majority of certified MWh purchased/ at over

30 million MWh. In 2013, certified bundled REC options were available in 35 states. Also recommends

retirement of RECs in WREGISto reduce potential for double counting and ensure accounting/retirement

• Noble: Product should be ODOE RPS certified.

• ODOE; it will be important for VRETs to have a framework that ensures that these products have adequate

oversight and conform to renewable energy and environmental attribute markets. Green-e is probably the most

appropriate existing model for customer communication and resource eligibility. Certification would ensure that

the programs meet national standards and evoive over time, allowing growth outside of a strict statutory

environment. Both Pac and PGE's voluntary programs are Green-e certified. Given the complexities of the

mandatory and voluntary market interactions under current frameworks, there should not be yet another public

facing resource framework for delivering renewable energy to Oregonians. It is appropriate for the study to

consider how the Commission currently oversees RPS compliance and voiuntary programs and determine

whether those tools-recondligtion reports, compliance reports/ and an advisory committee-are suitable for

the VRET. Administrative simplicity for the utiiities should be a significant factor in this determination,

2. How -wiU resources developed fof. a VRET, for which environtnental attributes -will be claimed

by customers, be reptesented in power mix disclosures (e.g. tegntated utility disclosutes

puisuaut to OAX 860-038-0300)? Assmning that a VRET could be used for partiai loads with
continued use of the existing cost-of-sefvlce rate based system, how would such a customer

claim its renewable resource use (e.g. claim a portion- of the RPS in its "green" marketitig)?

• tberdrola: Pubiic disclosure of FtPS/VRET service that supplants current utility fuel mix disclosure requirements.

Customer representations of "green energy" should be consistent with the disclosures made by the serving

utility.

• Renewable NW: Renewable energy paid for by VRET customers should be represented as nuii power or brown

power for system power supply disclosures to cost of service customers to avoid potential double claims for

VRET customers. Utilh:y generation or capacity reporting could be different, if presented clearly, in theory,

customers maintaining a connection to standard cost of service RPS supply should beabietoclaim utiljty-

supplied RPS renewablesaspartofa 100-percent renewable energy supply, if the utiiity supplied RPS
renewables meet the customer's quality and recency requirements (Green-e, etc) and the customer adds

voluntary renewables on top-but this emerging area may need specific rules in the future.

• PGE: Resource mix disclosures for VRET would be treated similar to the utility labeling requirement for resource

mix disclosures. Customer's renewable resource mix percentage based on VRET generation output as

percentage of customer's total annual kWh use. Percentage of RPS portion of utility generation could be applied

to customer's total annual l<Wh consumption/ less the VRET resource contribution, to determine RPS

component. Customer would then add the VRET and RPS percentages to determine theirtotal renewable usage.

* Pac; VRET load, either partial or ful!, will not be included in utility's load for purposes of determining levels of
retail sales for purposes of utility's power mix disclosure. How a VRET customer chooses to claim their

renewable resources for purposes of marketing or other business related communication is outside scope of HB

4126.

• Shell; If environmental attributes (including but not limited to RECs) associated with enhanced renewable
energy procurement are conveyed to customers, then those attributes cannot be ciaimed by utility. Only if the

environmentat attributes (including RECs) are transferred to the utility may it reflect them in its power mix
disclosure. Model Lborl.b/x relies on customers and renewable energy suppliers to establish terms of sale and

delivery of incremental energy supplies to the utility. One key term to be negotiated is whether environmental

attributes wilf be transferred from the supplier to the customer. Whether they are or are not transferred, the

incrementaf supply is not part of the utility's supply portfolio, and the environmental attributes should not be
reflected in the utility's power mix disclosure.
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• WRI: Corporate greenhouse gas accounting guidance and Federal Trade Commission rules set what can be

credibly claimed. A company can claim the RPS proportion of utility electricity. It could also claim the energy it
purchases from the utility via RECs that were transferred to it or retired for it in a credible tracking system, The

utility could not claim the RECs retired on behalf of customers for the RPS or another purposes. However, most

existing VRET-like rates in other states have not been explicit about how to handle this issue.

• ICNU; Renewable resources developed for a VRET should be represented in the utility's power mix disclosures if

and to the extent that the loads are reflected in the utility's retail sales.

* Noble; VRET customers should receive a different product mix label than the bundled utility customers.

• ODOE: Environmental attributes should be claimed soiely by VRET customers through the individual customers'
marketing materials or other communication channel. If one product is designed for all VRET customers/the

resource mix associated with the VRET could be included under OAR 860-038-0300. Including it in the retaii label
would allow customers to compare what resources they are receiving against the base utility mix. If a specialized

product is created for individual customers indudingthe resource mix for the VRET product would be difficult.

3. What other factors, if any, should the Commission consider in determining whether and how

utilities should offet VRETs to non-fesidential customers?

• Pac: Tai<e into consideration the competitive business market and potential for economic development when

examining whether VRET is a useful too! for Oregon utilities to offer. To extent that regulatory policies

supportive of increased use of renewable energy and low or zero emission generation can harmonize with state

economic and business deveiopment goals. Commission should consider these factors in deciding on a VRET.

• Shell: Commission should consider whether compiexity associated with VRET implementation is worth the

effort. Commission can promote the further development of significant renewable energy resources and

encourage development of a competitive retail market by allowing renewable energy suppliers and customers

to engage in enhanced renewable energy procurement through direct access, Changes to direct access^

including a more liberal customer enrollment process and less onerous transition adjustment mechanism, would

encourage nonresidentiai customers and renewable energy suppliers and marketers to participate in direct

access. With uniimited competitive procurement options available through direct access, customers En direct

access will be encouraged to increase their renewable energy procurement beyond minimum levels in the RPS.

By contrast, demonstrated by the range VRET models, VRET implementation wiii be compiicated. Any VRET
creates risk of stranded capadtVj cost shifting, and exercise of market power by utilities. Any VRET approach

creates need for another layer of utility administration, with additional costs associated with billing/ promotion^

and customer service.

• WRI: large sophisticated and energy-intensive businesses see advantages in renewable generation to avoid fuel

price volatility and want access to renewable energy near their facilities. They emphasise having choice among

suppliers and products for business goals. Such business (e.g. technology sector s data storage and processing

operations) can shift operations, output/ and employment among existing locations quickly and easily. Being

abietoofferVRET renewable energy that reflects actual costs of generation^ transmission/ and distribution can

bolster Oregon utilities and help the economy with jobs. if utiiities can compete with a VRET, it could strengthen
the utilities'financially, with benefits like lower costs of capital for their traditional non-VRET customer base.

Expanding the potential market for !PPs and ESSeswith competitive procurement could strength their financial
base too. Conversely, the loss of large existing or potential customers could lead to underutilized facilities and

stranded costs, which adversely affect the utilities and remaining customers.

• NtPPC: With the Commission's decision of whether to allow utiiities to offer a VRET, the Commission should

consider potential market changes that may occur from three factors: (1) lll(d) compliance, (2) continued
movement away ^om the central utility mode! and towards more distributed generation, (3) renewable energy

price parity with fossil generation/ and (4) the utilities' continued obstinacy in working towards a solution to the

VRET issue En the best interest of Oregon. The utility industry continues to change with numerous and complex

challenges that the Commission wilt face in the coming years. The Commission shouid not create a special plan/
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and subject staff and interested parties to countless expensive regulated proceedings/to allow the utilities to do

something they already can do simply by forming an affiliate.

• ICNU: The concept of no cost shifting is a key element. Otherwise, a VRET should be broadly available to all
eligible customers using competitive resources.

• CUB: Need to focus on some particular area to make progress (paucity of ideas from utilities). At the same time

process is best served with solution that can applied in many different circumstances. Urge staff and parties to

pursue discussion around direct access and utility as a facilitator. The question of how direct access can provide

solutions for customers to access more renewable energy should be discussed-this isa very particular issue

that was not a factor when direct access was originally constructed. There should be a focused discussion on

how a utility can facilitate interactions between customers and third party power producers and consider

customer owned resources as a subset of the utility facilitation model. In the absence of specific proposals/

defining the utility role will help to give rise to potential relationship constructs that will help to define an overall
VRET category. Any VRET discussion shouid ensure that every effort is being made to acquire every bit of least

cost resource before expensive resources are acquired-the Commission should require that any VRET

participant is assisting to acquire ail cost effective energy efficiency as they pursue more renewabies. Having

utilities serve in the roie of a facilitator permits that kind of approach because they can help customers work the

ETO.
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